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ABSTRACT
Lore of the Studio:
Van Dyck, Rubens, and the Status of Portraiture
Adam Eaker

This dissertation offers a new interpretation of Anthony van Dyck’s art and
career, taking as its point of departure a body of contemporary anecdotes, poems, and art
theoretical texts that all responded to Van Dyck’s portrait sittings. It makes a decisive
break with previous scholarship that explained Van Dyck’s focus on portraiture in terms
of an intellectual deficit or a pathological fixation on status. Instead, I argue that
throughout his career, Van Dyck consciously made the interaction between painter and
sitter a central theme of his art.
Offering an alternate account of Van Dyck’s relationship to Rubens as a young
painter, the opening chapter examines Van Dyck’s initial decision to place portraiture at
the heart of his production. I trace that decision to Van Dyck’s work on a series of history
paintings that depict the binding of St. Sebastian, interpreted here as a programmatic
statement on the part of a young artist with a deep commitment to life study and little
interest in an emerging hierarchy of genres that deprecated portraiture.
The second chapter surveys the portrait copies of both Rubens and Van Dyck,
demonstrating that imitative and historicist investigations link their approaches to
portraiture. Van Dyck drew upon his copies of Titian and Raphael in paintings such as his
epochal portrait of Cardinal Guido Bentivoglio, which awakened an ambivalent response
on the part of Italian artists and critics. But Van Dyck’s practice of imitation also

extended to his comportment and self-presentation in public, as exemplified by his
emulation of Sofonisba Anguissola. A discussion of Van Dyck’s encounter with
Anguissola leads to the contention that Van Dyck saw himself as participating in an
alternate genealogy of art that placed court portraiture at the heart of an ambitious career
and offered a rare opening to female practitioners. Van Dyck’s reception by one such
painter, the English portraitist Mary Beale, provides a Leitmotiv throughout the
dissertation.
The third chapter situates Rubens’s and Van Dyck’s contrasting approaches to
female portraiture within a larger shift in the status of portraits of women in the early
seventeenth century, as embodied by the pan-European phenomenon of the “Gallery of
Beauties.” This chapter also offers readings of the two artists’ contrasting depictions of
Maria de’ Medici, who visited both of their homes during her exile in the Southern
Netherlands.
Such visits to Van Dyck’s studio provide the subject of the fourth and final
chapter, which reexamines early biographers’ accounts of Van Dyck’s sittings and
surveys his legacy for English painting and art theory over the course of the long
seventeenth century. Whereas in their own writings, artists emphasized the opportunities
for courtly self-assertion afforded by the sitting, poets and playwrights were more likely
to depict sittings as threats to the sexual and moral order. Both attitudes represent
important aspects of Van Dyck’s critical reception.
The conclusion looks ahead to the tenacious hold of the portrait sitting on modern
imaginings of the studio. Examining the portrait practices of such artists as Lucian Freud,

Andy Warhol, and Alice Neel, the conclusion reveals the persistence of a fascination with
the sitting that had its origin with Van Dyck.
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Introduction
On April 20, 1672, Peter Lely paid a call on the painter Mary Beale. As recorded
in the diary of her husband, Charles, Lely first praised Beale’s copy in miniature of a
family portrait by Anthony van Dyck, calling it “the best coppy he ever saw after” that
artist. A discussion of Van Dyck’s portraits ensued, and in particular of the legendary
speed at which he worked. When Charles Beale expressed his wonderment that “ Sr.
Antony could possibly divise to finish in one day a face that was so exceeding full of
work, and wrought up to so extraordinary a perfection,” Lely countered with the
following anecdote about Van Dyck’s portrait of the musician and painter Nicholas
Lanier, which he claimed had required a full week of concentrated labor:
Mr Laniere himself told me, he satt seaven entire dayes for it to Sr. Anto. & that
he painted upon it of all those seaven dayes both morning & afternoon. & only
intermitted the time they were at dinner. and he said likewise that tho Mr Laniere
sat so often & so long for his picture, yt he was not permitted so much as once to
see it. till he had pfectly finisht ye face to his own satisfaction—This was the
picture wch being showd to King Charles ye first caused him to give order that V.
Dyck should be sent for over into England.1
Lanier had died only six years prior, and there is little reason to doubt the authenticity of
Lely’s anecdote. Lanier’s portrait, recorded in the inventory of Charles I’s collection at
Whitehall and subsequently acquired by the sitter himself in 1649, is now in Vienna; a
preparatory drawing for the painting survives in Edinburgh (Figs. 1, 2).2 Together,

1

Beale’s diary entry survives in a transcription by the engraver and antiquarian George Vertue; see “The
Note-books of George Vertue Relating to Artists and Collections in England, vol. IV,” The Walpole Society
24 (1936): 168-169. It first appeared in print in Walpole’s life of Mary Beale (Horace Walpole, Anecdotes
of Painting in England, Vol. 3 [London: J. Dodsley, 1782], pp. 125-126).
2
For the literature on the painting, see Susan J. Barnes, Nora De Poorter, Oliver Millar, and Horst Vey,
Van Dyck: A Complete Catalogue of the Paintings (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), p. 321, no.
III.92. For the Whitehall inventory, see Oliver Millar, ed., “Abraham van der Doort’s Catalogue of the
Collections of Charles I” (The Walpole Society 37 [1958-60]), p. 7, no. 34. Lanier’s acquisition of the
portrait is recorded in Oliver Millar, ed., “The Inventories and Valuations of the King’s Goods, 16491651,” (The Walpole Society 43 [1970-72]), p. 70, no. 26. On the Edinburgh drawing, see Horst Vey, Die
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drawing, painting, and Lely’s anecdote allow for an unusually thorough reconstruction of
the making of one of Van Dyck’s most celebrated portraits.
In the drawing of Lanier, Van Dyck worked with black and white chalk on blue
paper, swiftly laying out the fall of fabric in Lanier’s cloak, the play of his curls, his
elegant hands, and his almost supercilious expression. Nonetheless, the artist made a
number of changes in the final composition; instead of holding out a glove in his right
hand, Lanier’s arm is akimbo, the hand tucked invisibly at his side. Less obviously, Van
Dyck removed a lock of hair to leave Lanier’s temple exposed. These alterations indicate
how Van Dyck continued to think through his composition as he transitioned from
preparatory drawing to canvas. If Lely’s anecdote and other records of Van Dyck’s
practice are to be believed, he made these alterations with the model still before him, so
that the painter’s deliberation about the final pose was performed in front of, and perhaps
actively engaged, the sitter.
Lely told his story, and Charles Beale wrote it down in his diary, because Mary
Beale was an artist with a deep interest in portrait sittings. Early in her career, Beale
internalized Van Dyck’s legacy by making copies of his portraits, like the miniature that
Lely admired; but Beale also sought to observe the workings of portrait sittings firsthand.
Shortly after Lely’s visit recounted above, Beale and her husband arranged to have their
friend John Tillotson sit for Lely, paying the artist in both cash and pigments so that
Mary Beale could study his technique. In his notebook, Charles Beale recorded the
sittings that he and his wife witnessed in Lely’s studio. For example, on June 5th, 1672:

Zeichnungen Anton van Dycks (Brussels: Arcade, 1962), Vol. 1, pp. 275-276, no. 203. The drawing and
painting are discussed together in my catalogue entry in Stijn Alsteens and Adam Eaker, eds., Van Dyck:
The Anatomy of Portraiture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), pp. 104-106, cat. nos. 20 and 21.
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Dr Tillotson sat about 3 houres to Mr Lely for him to lay in a dead Colour of his
picture for me. he apprehending the colour of the Cloth upon which he painted
was too light. before he began to lay on the flesh colour he glazed the whole place
where the face & haire were drawn in colour over thin with cullens [Cologne]
earth & a little bonn [bone] black (as he told us) made very thin with varnish…3
In his capacity as Mary Beale’s business manager and the chronicler of her studio,
Charles would make equally detailed notes on the progress of her own portraits across a
series of sittings.4
For Mary Beale, as for Van Dyck and Lely before her, the sitting was a critical
site for the transmission of artistic knowledge and the cultivation of social relations
between painters and sitters. Many sources, ranging from diaries like Charles Beale’s to
love poems and comic dramas, allow us to reconstruct seventeenth-century portrait
sittings with a level of detail absent from any earlier period. Within these texts, certain
themes surface again and again—most prominently, the dissemination of artistic
expertise and the artist’s performance of his or her own gentility. But there was also a
dark side to the portrait sitting, expressed in recurrent triangular rivalries between painter,
sitter, and a jealous observer of their intimacy. This potentially fraught nature of the
sitting can be gleaned from Lely’s changing behavior toward the Beales:
1 Aug. 1672 Dr Tillotson sat to Mr Lely about 3 houres…his manner in the
painting of this picture this time especially seemd strangely different both to my
self and my dearest heart…this wee thought was a more conceiled misterious
scanty way of painting then [sic] the way he used formerly, wch wee both thought
was a farr more open & free & much more was to be observed and gaind from the
seeing him paint then.5
3

“The Note-books of George Vertue, vol. IV,” p. 169. For a discussion of the technical information
recorded in Charles Beale’s notebooks, see Mansfield Kirby Talley, Portrait Painting in England: Studies
in the Technical Literature before 1700 (London: The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, 1981),
pp. 270-305.
4

For more information on Mary Beale, see Tabitha Barber, ed., Mary Beale (1632/3-1699): Portrait of a
Seventeenth-Century Painter, Her Family and Her Studio (London: Geffrye Museum, 1999).
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“The Note-books of George Vertue, vol. IV,” p. 170.

3

When it gradually dawned on Lely that Beale was not simply an admiring amateur, but
also a professional rival, he began to guard his professional secrets from her. As in this
example, what would initially seem to be a dyad of portraitist and sitter is often revealed
in early modern sources to have in fact been a triangle, with all of the jealousy and rivalry
that structure implies.
This dissertation takes as its point of departure a body of anecdotes, poems, and
art theoretical texts that all responded to Van Dyck’s achievement as portraitist by
focusing on the portrait sitting. In their own writings, painters emphasized the social
opportunities afforded by the sitting, but poets and playwrights were more likely to cast
sittings as a threat to the social and sexual order. Recent scholarship has mapped the
richly performative portrait practices of the eighteenth century, but it overlooks the extent
to which these practices continued the innovations of the seventeenth-century and Van
Dyck in particular.6 Indeed, tracing the reception of Van Dyck’s sittings on the part of
artists like Lely or Beale bestows a historical specificity on the oft-repeated claim that
Van Dyck founded a uniquely English school of portraiture. A recognition of the sitting’s
centrality to early modern artistic culture provides a point of departure for new
interpretations of specific paintings by Van Dyck, Rubens, Lely, and others. More
broadly, an examination of the ambivalent response to portrait sittings in early modern art

6

Mark Hallett, Reynolds: Portraiture in Action (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014), pp.
45-47; Marcia Pointon, Hanging the Head: Portraiture and Social Formation in Eighteenth-Century
England (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), pp. 36-52; Angela Rosenthal, “She’s Got
the Look! Eighteenth-Century Female Portrait Painters and the Psychology of a Potentially ‘Dangerous
Employment,’” in Portraiture: Facing the Subject, ed. Joanna Woodall (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1997), pp. 147-66.
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writing can help us to understand the continued hold of the sitting on our own
contemporary mythology of the studio.
The partial survival of Charles Beale’s notebooks makes Mary Beale’s portrait
practice one of the best documented for the entire seventeenth century. However, the
interest that the Beales showed in portrait sittings was by no means unique among their
contemporaries. Just as Lanier described his sittings with Van Dyck to Lely, who passed
the account on to Charles and Mary Beale, others who sat to Van Dyck served as
informants for his earliest biographers. From Sir Kenelm Digby, for example, Giovan
Pietro Bellori acquired the following information:
Concerning his mode of painting, he was in the habit of executing his work
straight off [alla prima]; and when he was making portraits, he would begin them
in the morning early, and without interrupting his work he would keep those lords
to dine with him; even if they were important personages and great ladies, they
went there gladly, as if for recreation, attracted by the variety of entertainments.
After dinner he would return to the work, or else he might have painted two in
one day, finishing them later with some retouching.7
For his part, Roger de Piles spoke to the banker and collector Everhard Jabach, who had
thrice sat to Van Dyck, obtaining an even more detailed account:
The painter gave the day and hour to the persons whom he had to paint, and never
worked more than an hour at a time on a portrait, whether it be to sketch it out or
to finish it; and when his clock told him that the hour was up, he would rise and
bow to the person to indicate that that was enough for one day, and would make
an appointment for another day and another hour: after which his valet came to
clean his brushes and prepare another palette, while he received the next person to
whom he had given an appointment. He worked thus at several portraits during
the same day with extraordinary swiftness.8

7

Giovan Pietro Bellori, the Lives of the Modern Painters, Sculptors and Architects: A New Translation and
Critical Edition, trans. Alice Sedgwick Wohl, ed. Hellmut Wohl (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2005), p. 220. For the original, see Giovan Pietro Bellori, Le Vite de’ Pittori, Scultori e Architetti Moderni,
ed. Evelina Borea (Turin: Einaudi, 1976), p. 283 (emphasis added).
8

English translation taken from Barnes, et al., Van Dyck, p. 427, n. 10; for the original, see Roger de Piles,
Cours de Peinture par Principes (Paris: Jacques Estienne, 1708), pp. 291-292.
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Although their timeline of the artist’s working method differs from Lely’s anecdote, these
descriptions of Van Dyck in the studio also emphasize his mastery and control. 9 It is
Van Dyck who performs the role of gracious host and entertains sitters at his residence,
whereas another, lesser painter might travel to their homes. And it is Van Dyck who
determines the length of the sitting, elaborating a carefully scripted choreography to
which each session adheres. In the case of Lanier, Van Dyck’s self-assurance even
extended to denying his sitter a glimpse of his own portrait until it was finished to the
artist’s satisfaction. It is hardly surprising that such tales would appeal to figures like
Bellori, de Piles, or Lely, who all, whether through writing or painting, contributed to
establishing the status of the painter as a gentleman practitioner of a liberal art.10
The widespread fascination with portrait sittings in the second half of the
seventeenth century is inextricable from the pan-European reception of Van Dyck. It was
through his example, arguably more than any other artist, that writers thought about the
portrait sitting. The gifts of portraits that Charles I and Henrietta Maria made to foreign
courts cemented the fame of Van Dyck’s English portraits on the continent and excited
curiosity about his working method and public persona. For example, when Van Dyck’s
likeness of Charles I in three positions was dispatched to Rome as the basis for a
9
My use of the term “studio” here and throughout this dissertation to designate Van Dyck’s place of work
is pragmatic but admittedly anachronistic. The early modern sources simply speak of Van Dyck’s house or
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(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2013), pp. 98-124.
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sculpture by Bernini, the painting was exhibited at the Pantheon.11 It subsequently
entered Bernini’s personal collection and may have been the inspiration for his own
celebrated method of taking a portrait by observing a sitter from a variety of angles as he
or she continued to speak and move naturally.12 During the English Civil War, exiled
royalists arrived on the continent with more portraits in tow and served as informants for
writers like Bellori, further diffusing knowledge of Van Dyck’s portrait sittings.
On the basis of Sir Kenelm Digby’s account, Bellori described sitting for Van
Dyck as a sollazzo, a recreation, and archival documentation confirms that even Charles I
traveled to Van Dyck’s home to sit for the painter and see his collection.13 The appeal of
visits to Van Dyck’s studio as a form of entertainment may have been reinforced by the
proximity of his house to the theatrical district of Blackfriars. Such an association
becomes apparent in a letter from the late winter of 1636, in which Prince Charles Louis
of the Palatine reported to his mother on the progress of a portrait of Charles I: “The King
sate jesterday at van Dykes…his howse is closse by blake Friers where the Queene saw
Lodwik Carliles second part of Arviragus of [sic] Felicia acted, which is hugely liked of
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everyone…”14 Contemporary theater meanwhile parodied the association between
fashionable life and sittings with foreign painters like Van Dyck.15 In James Shirley’s The
Lady of Pleasure, the title character, already lampooned for spending a fortune on “gaudy
furniture and pictures, / Of this Italian Master, and that Dutchman,”16 is called offstage to
sit for her portrait by “the Belgicke gentleman.”17 As Shirley’s reference to the “Belgicke
gentleman” indicates, Van Dyck’s portrait sittings inspired poets and playwrights almost
from the moment of his arrival in London.18
Unlike most previous commentators, I treat Van Dyck’s literary reception not as
evidence of his actual personality, but rather as part of a broader cultural field that
engaged with portraiture and portrait sittings. Van Dyck modeled his own behavior on
classical topoi as he played the role of the famous artist before his sitters.19 The sources
discussed here attest to a widespread interest in the mechanics of portrait sittings—how
long did they last? Where did they take place? How many were necessary for an accurate
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likeness? Writers often broached such questions through the example of Van Dyck; his
career had broad implications for debates about the status of painters and of portraiture.
This dissertation likewise reinterprets Van Dyck’s portraits and career in an
exploration of the portrait sitting as a site for the negotiation of power relations between
painters and sitters and for the portraitist’s performance of mastery. Such mastery was
expressed not only in the formal content of Van Dyck’s paintings, but also in his behavior
in front of an elite clientele. My dissertation interprets portraiture both as a finished
product and as a process made visible in the ritual of the sitting and in the preparatory
works that emerged from the studio.20 The circulation of these preparatory works as
aesthetic objects in their own right is itself an important chapter in the history of Van
Dyck’s reception and would be decisive for the subsequent course of British painting.
Artists like Lely and Beale, who copied Van Dyck’s works or acquired his drawings for
their studio collections, claimed their places in an artistic lineage that had little to do with
the patrimony, centered on history painting, then being mapped out by contemporary
continental writers like Bellori. Instead, this alternate genealogy emphasized the
comportment of the portraitist in the context of the sitting; it also offered a rare opening
to female practitioners. The artists who followed in Van Dyck’s wake combined an acuity
at courtly behavior with an abiding interest in the artisanal or technological aspects of
portraiture.
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My presentation of Van Dyck’s career as a portraitist makes a decisive break with
the previous literature on the artist. Most writers on Van Dyck have not seen his focus on
portraiture as a conscious strategy or the reflection of a rigorous engagement with
historical tradition. Rather, taking their point of departure from the academic hierarchy of
genres, writers since the seventeenth century have criticized in Van Dyck’s career the
squandering of an immense talent by a superficial personality. Bellori’s detailed
description of Van Dyck’s portrait practice accompanies the following dismissive
remarks:
[Van Dyck] achieved the highest esteem for his portraits, in which he was
peerless, and sometimes as marvelous as Titian himself. In istorie, however, he
did not show himself to be competent and secure in disegno, nor did he carry out
his work according to a perfect idea…21
Bellori saw Van Dyck’s focus on portraits as symptomatic of an intellectual deficit, and
subsequent scholars have rarely disagreed. In the 2004 catalogue raisonné, for example,
Nora De Poorter writes, “The goal he had probably set himself—to become a successful
history painter like Rubens and the celebrated Italians—was overly ambitious. Instead, he
found a path [portraiture] that was perfectly suited to his exceptional talent.”22 As in
Bellori’s account, Rubensian history painting provides the inevitable metric by which
Van Dyck’s career is assessed and found wanting. Yet as this dissertation shows, Rubens
himself grappled throughout his career with a deep ambivalence toward portraiture. Van
Dyck reacted to this ambivalence by building a career around portraiture in self-aware
contradistinction to Rubens. At times, Van Dyck’s paintings even provide a point-bypoint refutation of the master’s art.
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In making his home at Blackfriars into a theater for spectacular portrait sittings,
Van Dyck certainly had Rubens in mind. A famous account of a visit to Rubens’s studio
by the young Danish doctor Otto Sperling in 1621 reveals the artist’s studied
performance of his own virtuosity and erudition:
We visited the most famous and celebrated painter Rubens, whom we found at
work and who, all the while pursuing his labors, was having Tacitus read aloud to
him while he dictated a letter. We kept quiet for fear of disturbing him; but he,
addressing us, without interrupting his work and still following the reading and
continuing to dictate his letter, responded to our questions as though to give us
proof of his powerful faculties. He then charged a servant with conducting us
through his magnificent mansion and showing us the antiquities and Greek and
Roman statues that he possesses in considerable number. We also saw a vast
windowless room, which nonetheless lets in the daylight through a large opening
in the center of the ceiling. There a good number of young painters were gathered,
each one occupied with a different work for which Signor Rubens had furnished a
chalk sketch, touched here and there with paint. The youths were to complete
these pictures in paint, until at last Signor Rubens would bring them to
perfection…This all is called Rubens’s work, through which this man has
assembled enormous wealth and has been honored by kings and princes with great
gifts and many jewels.23
Niels Büttner has termed Sperling’s account “telling evidence that Rubens actively
concerned himself with his self-staging.”24 Indeed, Sperling reveals himself to be highly
attuned to the performative aspects of Rubens’s practice, as he describes how the artist’s
demonstrative verbal facility and possession, both literal and figurative, of classical
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antiquity mingle with his virtuosic painting. As the perceptive doctor realized, it was the
staging of the artist himself as a work of art that allowed him to appropriate the labors of
his young assistants through the alchemy of a few final touches.
Van Dyck had himself been one of those young men in the windowless room. His
mature studio practice emulated Rubens in its commodification of the finishing touch and
dependence upon the collaboration of many assistants. But he broke with Rubens in
making his studio primarily a place for the painting of portraits. Sperling’s visit to
Rubens’s palazzo was incidental, the excursion of a curious traveler. By contrast, almost
everyone who sought out Van Dyck’s home in Blackfriars did so in order to sit for a
portrait. Van Dyck’s breach with Rubens consisted in opening up his art to the sitter’s
active participation. This engagement with the sitter began in very early paintings that
thematized the posing of the live model in the studio and culminated in his late friendship
portraits, where the affective exchange between sitter and painter is memorialized in art.
In revealing the strategic nature of Van Dyck’s embrace of portraiture, this
dissertation also serves as a corrective to previous psycho-biographical attempts to
explain his career. These attempts extend back to Bellori’s claim, to be discussed in
Chapter One, that Rubens deliberately thwarted Van Dyck’s development as a history
painter, but they find their most telling modern formulation in an essay, published in
1950 by the prominent curator Wilhelm Valentiner, that purported to analyze “Van
Dyck’s character.”25 Riddled with errors and dubious surmises, Valentiner’s article has
had a surprisingly long afterlife in the Van Dyck literature, in spite of archival
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discoveries refuting many of its most basic assertions.26 An artifact of mid-century
pseudo-psychology, “Van Dyck’s Character” adduces its evidence from the artist’s selfportraits and from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century biographies, read not as literary
texts but as statements of fact. For example, Valentiner provides the following
interpretation of Van Dyck’s self-portrait now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Fig.
3):
The young artist appears extremely handsome, his features finely drawn, his eyes
dark, observant, intense yet coquettish, his brown curly hair carefully groomed,
yet falling nonchalantly upon his forehead. His mouth, with indefinite outlines, is
not very sensuous, his long, straight sharply-pointed nose expressive of an
inexhaustible, penetrating curiosity about life and people, which he preserved to
the end of his days. The skin is pale; the elongated fingers are white and
boneless…The gestures are more like those of a young society woman than of a
painter…27
For Valentiner, this “coquettish,” “carefully groomed,” “indefinite,” and “boneless”
apparition expressed symptoms of moral weakness. Scornful of Van Dyck’s successful
courtly career, Valentiner declared himself “repelled” by Van Dyck’s “sycophantic” selfportrait with a sunflower,28 gleefully recounted anecdotes of the artist’s stinginess or
truculence, and finally arrived, like so many commentators before and since, at an
unfavorable comparison with Rubens:
Van Dyck had neither the strength of character nor the intelligence of Rubens.
Vanity—a fault unknown to the latter—is a sign of limited mentality. Beyond
being a great painter he was little more than a man of wealth, pampered by courts
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and women, having to do only with persons of high rank and getting into trouble
even with them because of his greediness.29
Although we might like to dismiss it as a mere historiographic curiosity,
Valentiner’s essay continues to color discussions of Van Dyck, and particularly of his
decision to concentrate on portraiture. Valentiner’s gendered, not to say misogynistic,
language echoes throughout many of the most prominent writers on Flemish Baroque
painting of the past fifty years, whether in Julius Held’s assertion that Van Dyck was
“one of the most feminine of all painters,” 30 or Zirka Filipczak’s contention that “figures
by Van Dyck lack physical vigor; they rarely hold objects or other persons firmly,” thus
bespeaking “a socio-psychological relationship of dependence” between the painter and
his patrons.31 But of greatest relevance to my dissertation is these authors’ desire to
pathologize the portrait sitting itself.
The sitting’s staging of social hierarchies, with Van Dyck entertaining a noble
clientele while attended by a household of servants, indicates, in Filipczak’s reading, not
professional ambition but rather a deep psychic need:
Van Dyck’s self-esteem and even his perception of his own position in society
seem to have depended…on his day-to-day relationships with other persons. He
organized his life so that he was able to have regular contact with people of
various social ranks. Informal, probably unconscious, comparison of his status
with that of associates who were his inferiors, equals, or superiors enabled Van
Dyck to experience, directly, his own place in society.32
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Building on a general antipathy to courtliness that pervades much of the literature on
Baroque art, these interpretations see Van Dyck’s very competence at navigating the
norms of his own culture as a kind of aberration.33 Such writers romanticize as a mark of
character Rubens’s retirement from the court in the last decade of his life (when he had
attained an age that Van Dyck never reached), while downplaying Rubens’s investment
in social prestige, expressed for example in his application for ennoblement, his selfportraits with a gold chain or sword, and the property he acquired at Het Steen, which
came with a seigneurial title. More sophisticated analyses of the past decade have
questioned the public/private divide in accounts of Rubens’s art and revealed the extent
to which his celebrated domestic life was itself a display of the rank he had attained.34
But, perhaps more than any other subfield in art history, the study of Flemish Baroque
painting remains committed to the hagiographic treatment of its central protagonist.
Rubens’s canonization in this literature has required the foil of Van Dyck.
Quite often, the prickly personality gleaned from later anecdotes and
psychological speculation has occluded Van Dyck’s true achievement, rendering him a
mere straw man opposed to more romantically appealing figures. No scholar has done
more to illuminate the ways that seventeenth-century painting draws upon the life of the
studio than Svetlana Alpers; this dissertation’s debts to her work on Rembrandt’s practice
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in particular run deep. 35 Yet Van Dyck figures only briefly in her account, and then
merely as the embodiment of a “smooth” style of painting contrasted with Rembrandt’s
“rough” performances. Alpers maps the rough/smooth binary onto the tension between
court and city, declaring that, “It was the smooth style associated with Van Dyck, rather
than the rough one, that was perceived as appropriate to the court…Instead of appealing
to a knowing and imaginative courtier, the rough style was seen as passé and, in the case
of Rembrandt at least, as being tainted with the marks of the studio. On this view, to call
attention to one’s paint was not the refined thing to do.”36 Such a binary may have
operated for art theorists, but it scarcely accounts for the performative qualities of Van
Dyck’s actual practice (or the frequent use of impasto in his portraits). And the “knowing
and imaginative courtier” whom Alpers imagines scorning the “marks of the studio,” is
precisely the sort of person, like Sir Kenelm Digby or Everhard Jabach, who would have
sought out Van Dyck’s house at Blackfriars to watch him paint and then, decades later,
given a detailed account of his experience to Bellori or De Piles. However much he may
have departed from his precedent visually, Rembrandt was looking squarely to Van Dyck
and London when he made his studio into the realm of a princely painter.

Offering an alternate account of Van Dyck’s relationship to Rubens in the earliest
years of his career, the opening chapter of this dissertation examines Van Dyck’s initial
decision to place portraiture at the heart of his production. I trace that decision to Van
Dyck’s work on a series of history paintings that depict the binding of St. Sebastian in
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preparation for his martyrdom. Writers in the tradition of Bellori have perceived in Van
Dyck’s focus on portraiture an act of compensation for his supposed failure as a painter
of Rubensian histories. I instead interpret the Sebastian series as a programmatic
statement on the part of a young painter with a deep commitment to life study. Initially,
that commitment took the form of a Caravaggesque realism, based in persuasive
physiognomies, and a simultaneous rejection of idealist aspects of Rubens’s practice. In
his Sebastian paintings, Van Dyck systematically supplanted characteristic features of
Rubens’s figures—such as fleshiness and ruddiness—with a new aesthetic canon of
slenderness and pallor. Gradually, Van Dyck’s commitment to this canon, inextricable
from his own lifelong project of self-portraiture, led him away from physiognomic
realism and toward a career as the flattering portraitist of paying clients. But in both his
early history paintings and his late portraits, the encounter between painter and
sitter/model—a feature of art-making that Rubens sought to marginalize—remained
central to Van Dyck’s art.
The second chapter follows Van Dyck to Italy. In the process, I retrace the
encounters of both Van Dyck and Rubens with earlier models of portraiture in a study of
their portrait copies. A key criticism against portraitists was that they failed to practice
imitation—the complex process of internalization and mastery by which artists were to
engage with canonical art. One goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that imitative and
historicist investigations were in fact central to portrait practice. Surveying Rubens’s
historical portraits—pastiche-like images that are among his most important tributes to
earlier Northern painting—and Van Dyck’s studies of High Renaissance portraiture in his
so-called Italian Sketchbook, I reveal the degree to which both artists were themselves
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historians of portraiture who sought precedents for the ambition they brought to the
genre. This in turn leads to a discussion of Van Dyck’s encounter with Sofonisba
Anguissola and the contention that he saw himself as participating in an alternate
genealogy of art that placed court portraiture at the heart of an ambitious career.
The third chapter offers a contextual reading of Rubens’s most famous written
statement on the genre of portraiture—a refusal to participate in a project to create a
“gallery of beauties” for the Duke of Mantua. The widespread phenomenon of the gallery
of beauties was symptomatic of a shift in the status of portraiture, and in particular the
portraits of beautiful women, in the early seventeenth century. The gallery of beauties
transformed the discourse on portraits of beautiful women from one focused on the
singular artistic masterpiece to a discourse built around encyclopedic collections of
documentary images. Although he declined to supply portraits to the duke, Rubens
remained nevertheless engaged with the gallery of beauties portrait, most notably in his
celebrated Medici Cycle, which includes Rubens’s own citation of a portrait in this mode.
The Medici Cycle was Rubens’s deft accommodation of the courtly demand for portraits
to his own desire to produce monumental allegorical cycles that could be painted at a
physical distance from the court. Van Dyck in turn engaged in a constant dialogue with
Rubens’s images of women, and this exchange between the two painters would produce
some of the most iconic images of their careers.
This third chapter also offers a definition of “ambitious portraiture,” by which I
mean portraits whose makers sought to transcend mere portrayal (in contemporary terms
ritrarre), and instead make claims to the practice of imitation (imitare), thus meriting the
attentions of an increasingly sophisticated aesthetic discourse on painting. As discussed
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in this chapter, pictorial ambition could be simply a question of scale, but it more
frequently took the form of art historical citation, with which portraitists claimed their
place in an artistic lineage extending back to the Renaissance. Self-portraits and portraits
of family members could also assert a painter’s ambition through an aspirational image of
gentility, the same quality that Van Dyck so skillfully demonstrated in his portrait
sittings.
It is these sittings that provide the focus of the fourth and final chapter. Revisiting
early biographers’ accounts of Van Dyck’s sittings, I open up the panorama to include
parallel continental developments as well as Van Dyck’s legacy for English painting over
the course of the long seventeenth century. Even before Van Dyck’s arrival in England,
the centrality of portraiture to local artistic culture created a particularly receptive climate
for the orchestration of spectacular sittings. Such sittings were partly a legacy of
miniaturists like Nicholas Hilliard who distinguished their practice of “limning” from that
of ordinary painting because it required delicacy of touch, familiarity with costly
materials, and proper comportment before elite sitters. Van Dyck’s sittings swiftly
entered the literary imagination in England, and anecdotes about sittings—as a means of
currying the favor of monarchs, as sites of seduction, and as demonstrations of artistic
virtuosity—are rife in early English art writing. When Peter Lely told Mary Beale his
story about a sitting in Van Dyck’s studio, he participated in a long tradition of
instruction in artistic comportment.
A focus on the sitting not only provides a context for Van Dyck’s portraits, it also
helps account for the appearance of the paintings themselves. Certain features—
beautifully painted hands and faces that are clearly demarcated in their facture from the
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rest of the painting, brilliant highlights that skitter across the surface of costume and
drapery—characterize portraits of Van Dyck’s maturity because they were the aspects of
the painting that Van Dyck executed in the sitter’s presence. His bravura performance as
a painter of faces, typically without the mediation of a detailed preparatory drawing,
provided the sitting with its pièce de résistance. Other aspects of the portrait—backdrop,
pose, drapery—could be stereotyped and farmed out to studio assistants because they
were made outside of the context of the sitting.
This study surveys not only portraitists’ own conception of the historicity of their
genre, but also that genre’s historiography up to the present day, adopting Van Dyck and
his reception as an illuminating case study. What has been true for Van Dyck has also
been true for portraiture more generally—coveted and collected, portraits have occupied
a curiously ambiguous position in the history of art. Whereas individual portraits are
some of the most famous and celebrated paintings in the world, artists whose careers
revolved around portrait-painting have been marginalized as mercenary or uninspired.
Much recent scholarship on portraiture, with its emphasis on the sitter’s self-fashioning,
has only served to strengthen this inveterate tendency.
The ubiquitous fascination with the concept of “self-fashioning,” attenuated
beyond its original context in literary studies to encompass virtually any form of
performance or self-presentation in the public realm, has resulted in a view of portraits as
conduits for the manufacture of the sitter’s identity. In such readings, portraitists play an
ancillary role, doing as they are told in the elaboration of an iconographic program
imposed by the sitter.37 This literature (usually unwittingly) rehearses the academic
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prejudices against portraitists by viewing them as economically motivated professionals
without a personal stake in the portrait’s generation of meaning. Scholars working from
this point of departure have made important contributions in identifying the ideological
import of specific portraits. Particularly significant have been feminist interpretations that
recover the agency of female patrons.38 But a single-minded focus on the sitter’s share in
constructing a unique personal iconography leaves us ill-equipped to discuss the largescale productions of painters like Van Dyck, whose works rarely feature complex
iconographic programs and instead deploy seriality and repetition to establish a signature
style. Put simply, as an object set, Van Dyck’s portraits look more like each other than
they resemble any one patron. Yet this very sameness could also be an expression of
ambition on the part of the portraitist. By subordinating their sitters’ likenesses to a
dominating personal aesthetic, painters might assert the priority of their vision over the
economic imperative to capture individual appearances.
Van Dyck’s critical reception is inextricable from his commitment to a genre
associated with the allure of beautiful female sitters and the work of women painters.
Declaring portraiture to be mechanical and unintellectual, theorists also gendered it as
feminine—and indeed it was one genre noted for its famous female practitioners. Van
Dyck has often served to provide a feminized other to Rubens, and his focus on
portraiture has only cemented this reputation. Since the days of Petrarch, the image of the
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beautiful woman served as a metonym for portraiture as a whole, and this was a fraught
legacy with which both Rubens and Van Dyck had to contend. My dissertation expands
upon previous discussions of the centrality of female portraiture to early modern art
theory to reveal the gendering of portraiture as a career, regardless of the sex of its
practitioner. Van Dyck’s reception confirms that the misogyny of early modern art theory
had an afterlife in modern critics like Valentiner. Furthermore, in establishing the selfaware lineage that links Sofonisba Anguissola to Van Dyck and Mary Beale, I propose a
genealogy that operates outside standard paradigms of filiation and apprenticeship. My
account of Van Dyck’s relationship to Rubens’s precedent inevitably recalls, and is
indebted to, traditional narratives that see one male artist’s self-liberation from another’s
precedent as a kind of Oedipal revenge. But my excavation of Van Dyck’s legacy in the
transmission of artisanal knowledge and a mode of conduct distilled in the portrait sitting
also offers a corrective to tales of male artistic autonomy and agonistic genius.
The transmission of technical skill between portraitists, as in the encounters
between Van Dyck and Sofonisba Anguissola or Mary Beale and Peter Lely, further
established links between painters that had little to do with academic precepts. The
seventeenth century witnessed not only the establishment of painting as a liberal art but
also an increasing codification and global diffusion of the technical means of capturing a
likeness. Although Van Dyck never depicted himself engaged in the act of painting,
preferring a gentlemanly guise for his many self-portraits, contemporaries recorded his
keen interest in the technical and mechanical aspects of his craft. In turn, the preparatory
works that emerged from his studio and circulated among artists’ collections throughout
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries served as a major repository of artistic
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knowledge, passed down from one generation to the next. Linked by the lore of the
studio, by collecting, and by copying, the lineage that extended from Van Dyck to Mary
Beale to the great portraitists of the eighteenth century was as self-consciously artisanal
as it was ambitious.
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Chapter One:
Between Master and Model
At the very start of his career, Anthony van Dyck made a series of paintings of
Saint Sebastian (figs. 4, 5, 6). In Van Dyck’s depiction, we catch sight of Sebastian at the
moment when his tormentors wrench back his arms, bind his calves, or push down his
head. The paintings suspend the saint in the moment just before his failed execution.1 By
painting Sebastian this way, Van Dyck departed from the artistic convention of
representing the saint in isolation and already pierced with arrows.2 Previous writers have
attempted to explain this choice by adducing Van Dyck’s sources, specifically a painting
by Palma il Giovane and an engraving after it by Egidius Sadeler,3 or an altarpiece by
Wenzel Cobergher formerly in Antwerp’s cathedral.4 The existence of these precedents,
however, does not fully explain Van Dyck’s commitment to painting the binding of
Sebastian throughout the early years of his career. My reading of these paintings takes its
point of departure from a further puzzling detail of the series—namely, Van Dyck’s selfportrayal as the martyred saint. Although underplayed by most writers on the paintings,
Van Dyck’s identification with Sebastian is an essential key to these works’

1

On the Sebastian series, see esp. Gustav Glück, “Van Dycks Anfänge: Der heilige Sebastian im Louvre zu
Paris,” in Rubens, Van Dyck, und ihr Kreis (Vienna: Anton Schroll & Co., 1933), pp. 275–88; Colin
Thompson, Van Dyck: Variations on the Theme of St. Sebastian (Edinburgh: National Gallery of Scotland,
1975); and John Rupert Martin, “Van Dyck’s Early Paintings of St. Sebastian,” in Art the Ape of Nature:
Studies in Honor of H. W. Janson, ed. Moshe Barasch and Lucy Freeman Sandler (New York: Abrams,
1981), pp. 393–400.

2

For an overview of Saint Sebastian’s cult and iconography, see Karim Ressouni-Demigneaux, “The
‘Imaginary’ Life of Saint Sebastian,” in The Agony and the Ecstasy: Guido Reni’s Saint Sebastians, ed.
Piero Boccardo and Xavier F. Salomon (London: Dulwich Picture Gallery, 2008), pp. 17–32.
3

Thompson, Van Dyck: Variations on the Theme of St. Sebastian, p. 2.

4

Martin, “Van Dyck’s Early Paintings,” p. 399.
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interpretation, revealing them to be one of the painter’s most important commentaries on
his art.
The theme of Saint Sebastian’s martyrdom allowed Van Dyck to rework again
and again the image of a youth stripped almost entirely nude, his limbs put into place by
other men. Described in this way, the paintings could not only depict the martyrdom of a
saint but also evoke an essential practice of early modern art. In artist’s workshops,
apprentices regularly shed their clothing to pose for their masters. The Sebastian
paintings allowed Van Dyck to propose an analogy between the martyrdom of the saint
and the practice of posing; he used disguised self-portraiture to identify not with the artist
but, rather, with the model. On the one hand, Van Dyck’s Sebastian paintings link him to
the widespread contemporary controversy regarding artists’ dependence on the model and
declare the young painter’s commitment to life study. On the other, Van Dyck’s selfdepiction as both martyr and model allowed him to allegorize his specific position within
the studio of Peter Paul Rubens. There, Van Dyck’s specialization in working from life
provided him with the impetus to become a portrait painter and to propose an aesthetic
alternative to Rubens. Yet while the young artist’s embrace of the model enabled him to
emerge from his master’s shadow, it ultimately had a calamitous effect on his historical
reputation.

The Young Van Dyck
Among the enduring challenges posed by the study of Van Dyck, perhaps none is
more vexing than the nature and extent of his collaboration with Rubens during the
earliest chapter of Van Dyck’s career. Despite the fame and scale of Rubens’s studio, we
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possess remarkably little concrete information about its individual members. Rubens’s
status as court painter exempted him from registering his apprentices with the Antwerp
guild, with the result that there is far less archival evidence for his workshop than those
of long-forgotten painters in the city.5 It is clear, however, that immediately after his
return from Italy in late 1608, Rubens established himself as the most prominent painter,
and most sought-after teacher, in his hometown. He boasted in a letter of 1611 that “some
young men remain here for several years with other masters, awaiting my convenience. . .
I can tell you truly, without any hyperbole, that I have had to refuse over one hundred.”6
Like these other young men, Van Dyck had to prove himself with another master
before entering Rubens’s studio. After an apprenticeship with Hendrick van Balen, Van
Dyck registered as a master with Antwerp’s Guild of St. Luke on February 11, 1618.
Nevertheless, sources refer to Van Dyck as a student or assistant in Rubens’s workshop
for several years after this date.7 Van Dyck’s Sebastian paintings, surviving in multiple
copies of three basic variations, form a touchstone in the Van Dyck literature for the

5

For excellent overviews of the sources for—and current knowledge of—Rubens’s studio, see Arnout
Balis, “‘Fatto da un mio discepolo’: Rubens’s Studio Practices Reviewed,” in Rubens and His Workshop:
The Flight of Lot and His Family from Sodom, ed. Toshiharu Nakamura (Tokyo: National Museum of
Western Art, 1994), pp. 97–128; and idem, “Rubens and His Studio: Defining the Problem,” in Rubens: A
Genius at Work , ed. Joost Vander Auwera, Sabine van Sprang and Inga Rossi-Schrimpf (Brussels: Royal
Museums of Fine Arts, 2008), pp. 30–51.
6

Max Rooses and Charles Ruelens, Correspondance de Rubens et documents épistolaires concernant sa
vie et ses œuvres, vol. 1 (Antwerp: Jos. Maes, 1898), p. 35: “. . . sommighe voor etlycke jaren by ander
meesters haer onderhouden om myn commoditeyt te verwachten. . . . Voorts mach ic segghen met der
waerheyt sonder eenich hyperbole dat ic over die hondert hebbe moeten refuseren.” English translation in
Ruth Saunders Magurn, ed. and trans., The Letters of Peter Paul Rubens (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1955), p. 55 (translation modified).
7

For an overview of the current state of knowledge about Van Dyck’s early career, see Friso Lammertse
and Alejandro Vergara, “A Portrait of Van Dyck as a Young Artist,” in The Young Van Dyck, ed.
Lammertse and Vergara (Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 2012), pp. 23–74. I am grateful to the
curators of this exhibition for including me in a study day at which I was able to present my preliminary
research on the Dublin youth.
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evolution of the artist’s style during this still poorly understood chapter of his career.8
They document a transition from isolated blocks of primary colors to a uniform Venetian
palette, and from bold passages of impasto to a smooth and elegant surface (Figs. 4, 5).
The sorting of these paintings into a chronological sequence on the basis of style has
offered a foothold where textual evidence is lacking. A painting in storage at the National
Gallery of Ireland likely marks the earliest stage in this trajectory (Fig. 7).9 Rarely
exhibited and little studied, the canvas depicts a young man, nude except for a loincloth,
who stands with his arms folded behind his back—a pose well suited to a Saint Sebastian.
Typical for Van Dyck’s earliest paintings are the viscous, streaky passages around the
thighs and loincloth and the rapt attention paid to the knobbiness of the boy’s feet and
knees.
The Dublin painting finds Van Dyck operating in his most Caravaggesque mode.
Associated now above all with glamorous portraits of aristocrats, Van Dyck might seem
far removed from Caravaggio and his humble models. But early commentators,
particularly those with an idealist bent, grouped them together as painters whose works
originated in the encounter with another subject, not in solitary ideation. In Bellori’s lives
of the two artists, he particularly highlights their shared economic dependence on the
model. According to Bellori, when Caravaggio could not afford models, he was unable to

8
The five autograph versions, as well as a number of copies, are listed in Barnes et al., Van Dyck, cat. nos.
I.44, I.47, I.48, II.17, II.18. Martin, “Van Dyck’s Early Paintings,” describes the three variations.
9
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painting in person.
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paint; likewise, the spendthrift Van Dyck is said to have nearly bankrupted himself while
in London by maintaining a household that included a stable of professional models.10
The mediating figure between Caravaggio and Van Dyck was Rubens, who
played a significant role in the introduction of Caravaggio’s manner to Antwerp after his
return from Italy. Rubens painted a copy of Caravaggio’s Entombment and advocated the
purchase of his Madonna of the Rosary by the Dominican church in Antwerp in 1617.
Earlier, he had counseled his patron the duke of Mantua to acquire the artist’s
controversial Death of the Virgin, a work for which Caravaggio had supposedly studied a
prostitute’s corpse.11 Yet Rubens’s own use of the model departed from Caravaggio’s
precedent. In Rubens’s finished paintings, the model always appears through a veil of
transmission, at the end of a chain of drawings and oil sketches that assimilated the sitter
to an artistic ideal. As Bellori wrote, Rubens’s figures conformed “to an idea of faces . . .
that were without variety, not differentiated from each other.”12
Rubens made two major categories of preparatory works from the model in the
decade after his return from Italy: drawn studies of the body and painted studies of heads.
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Bellori, The Lives, p. 179: “Moving to Rome, [Caravaggio] lived there without fixed lodgings and
without provisions, for models, without which he did not know how to paint, proved too costly for him, and
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Rubens’s figure drawings in chalk emulated those of Annibale Carracci,13 but his head
studies mingled Italian and Flemish precedents (Fig. 8). In this, as in his establishment of
a large-scale studio generally, Rubens built on the example of Frans Floris.14 In his
biography of the artist, Karel van Mander describes Floris instructing his apprentices to
finish large-scale paintings by saying, “Put in these or those heads; for he always had a
good few of those to hand on panels.”15 Indeed, a number of such head studies by Floris
survive and can be securely associated with larger compositions.16 A decade after Van
Mander’s text was published, Rubens’s studio would revive Floris’s practice, with his
assistants regularly copying a large stock of head studies made from the live model or
incorporating them into larger compositions.17
From the inventory of Rubens’s estate after his death in 1640, we know that he
held on to a large number of his head studies throughout his career, in addition to many
by Van Dyck.18 After an intensive period of production in the 1610s, Rubens appears to
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Anne-Marie Logan, “Peter Paul Rubens as a Draftsman,” in Peter Paul Rubens: The Drawings, ed.
Logan and Michiel C. Plomp (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004), pp. 3–36.
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On the workings of Floris’s studio, see Carl van de Velde, Frans Floris (1519/20–1570): Leven en
werken (Brussels: Koninklijke Academie voor Wetenschappen, Letteren en Schone Kunsten van België,
1975), pp. 99–119.
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have stopped making his own head studies about 1620.19 However, in a letter of 1638, he
attested to his continued use of the studies he had already made, requesting that his friend
Lucas Fayd’herbe bring him a panel with three such heads on it, and asking as well that
Fayd’herbe not let the panel be seen in transit.20 From Rubens’s request for secrecy, we
can surmise some of the value the head studies had for him as intellectual property. They
provided Rubens with a stockpile of fascinating faces that he, or his assistants, could
repurpose at will, without depending on the physical availability of a live model for every
painting.
The most extensive primary source for Van Dyck’s early career also concerns the
painting of heads. In a trial held from 1660 to 1662, three of Van Dyck’s former
associates gave testimony regarding the authenticity of a set of apostle portraits that were
attributed to Van Dyck when a certain Canon Hillewerve had purchased them.21 During
the trial, Jan Breughel the Younger testified that he had visited his friend Van Dyck in the
latter’s own workshop in the Antwerp house known as the Dom van Ceulen or “Cathedral
of Cologne”. Two other painters, Justus van Egmont and Herman Servaes, likewise
declared that they had worked as Van Dyck’s assistants there. Ever since the discovery of
this testimony in the nineteenth century, scholars have disputed the exact dates for the
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Dom van Ceulen workshop and the extent to which it was an independent studio or
merely an outgrowth of Rubens’s atelier.22
Van Dyck’s apostle portraits, the subject of the Hillewerve dispute, were the
young artist’s response to Rubens’s head studies and a revision of an earlier project by
the master, an apostle series painted for the Spanish duke of Lerma (Figs. 9, 10). In a
letter of 1618, Rubens refers to copies he had his students make of the series, and Van
Dyck himself may have been charged with the assignment.23 In his own apostle series,
however, Van Dyck greatly reduced the format of Rubens’s paintings, by and large
stripping the apostles of identifying attributes and employing the vivid brushwork more
typical of an oil sketch. In these works, Van Dyck took a definitive step toward
establishing the autonomy of the head study, a process that would culminate in the
tronies of Jan Lievens and Rembrandt van Rijn—that is, head studies that functioned as
independent works of art.24 Another distinguishing feature of Van Dyck’s series was its
physiognomic realism. There is evidence that some of his apostles were actually
disguised or historiated portraits, while others likely only gave the tantalizing suggestion
22
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of depicting a real sitter. Among Van Dyck’s models were recognizable figures from the
close-knit world of Antwerp artists. In his deposition from the Hillewerve trial, Breughel
recalled having seen the artist at work on his series of apostle portraits some forty years
before. Surprised to recognize his uncle the engraver Peeter de Jode in one of Van Dyck’s
images, Breughel claimed to have asked the artist, “Whom are you painting there?” to
which Van Dyck responded, “I’m going to make a beautiful apostle out of him.”25
Another familiar figure from the Antwerp art world who modeled for Van Dyck’s
apostles was Abraham Grapheus, a calligrapher and factotum of the city’s guild of St.
Luke. Beetle-browed and careworn, Grapheus’s face was a favorite with Antwerp’s
artists for more than twenty years (Fig. 10). In addition to Van Dyck’s apostle series,
Grapheus appears in the background of Martin de Vos’s altarpiece for the painters’ guild
in Antwerp Cathedral and in a number of compositions by Jacob Jordaens. We can
identify Grapheus in these paintings because his likeness is preserved in a celebrated
portrait by Cornelis de Vos, given by the painter to the Guild of St. Luke in 1619. With
this portrait as a point of departure, we can reconstruct an entire modeling “career” for
Grapheus, the goal of two recent exhibitions held in Caen and Ghent.26 Nonetheless, not a
single piece of archival or literary evidence survives regarding Grapheus’s work as a
model. Were it not for the preservation of his official portrait, he would be as anonymous
as any of the other models whose faces punctuate seventeenth-century Flemish paintings.
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The nameless young man from Van Dyck’s Dublin canvas was another frequent
model for the apostle series. We recognize him in a John the Evangelist in Budapest,27 a
Simon in Dresden (Fig. 11),28 and, sporting a beard and armor, in a Saint George that was
likely in Rubens’s own collection.29 He appears in the background of the Descent of the
Holy Spirit now in Potsdam and holding up the arm of a drunken Silenus in Dresden.30
The different poses in which Van Dyck depicted this floppy-haired boy suggest that he
was not working from a single study but had access to his model over a longer period of
time. In 1968 Gregory Martin proposed a tentative identification of this model with the
painter Giusto Sustermans, based on a resemblance with Van Dyck’s likeness of the latter
in the series of portrait prints known as the Iconography.31 Alternatively, we might
associate him, entirely speculatively, with either of Van Dyck’s two known assistants
from the Dom van Ceulen, Justus van Egmont or Herman Servaes, or with his childhood
friend and colleague Jan Breughel the Younger. All three men were born in 1601.32
In the early seventeenth century, it would not be surprising to find one artist—
particularly a young artist—serving as a model for another. In artists’ workshops,
modeling often fell within the purview of an apprentice’s duties; indeed, it was viewed as
one way for him to master his art. For their part, the state-sponsored academies that
proliferated over the course of the long seventeenth century proposed a new categorical
27
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distinction between students and models, resulting in the gradual emergence of the
artist’s model as a discrete professional identity. The casualness with which Van Dyck
recruited models from his artistic milieu reflected his education in a guild- and workshopbased system in which this differentiation was not yet fully in force. But the vicissitudes
of his artistic reputation would stem in part from the new academic regulation of
modeling that began in Van Dyck’s lifetime.

Models and Martyrs
When Van Dyck made his Sebastian paintings, the dependence of artists on the
live model had come to occupy a central role in both aesthetic and theological debates.
Writers of the Counter-Reformation such as Johannes Molanus, Carlo Borromeo, and
Gabriele Paleotti inveighed against the use of recognizable models for the depiction of
saints.33 At the same time, however, the Carracci and Caravaggio made the use of lowly
and unidealized models a trademark of artistic reform, much to the dismay of their critics.
Even a sympathetic observer like the Carracci’s student Francesco Albani saw the
reformers’ downfall in the compulsive recalibration of an aesthetic canon against the
bodily reality of the model. As Albani wrote:
. . . the Carracci lost a lot and remained poor, because they did not trust
their own powers, and could have made better works without laboring
over them so much. . . . Let me say that when Annibale Carracci sketched
out without using a model the Dead Christ in the lap of the Virgin that is
over the altar in S. Francesco a Ripa in Trastevere, he made it absolutely
divine. Then he got a certain servant of his who was rather stocky to pose
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for him unclothed, and altered the first product of his most rare intellect,
and because he trusted himself too little, spoiled it. . . .34
Caravaggio’s models were even more notorious: poor pilgrims, a dead prostitute, and “a
gypsy woman who chanced to be passing in the street.”35 Just as shocking to his critics
was Caravaggio’s reputation for painting his models without the intervention of drawing,
a claim largely borne out by technical examination of his surviving works.36
Despite the critics’ tales of prostitutes and vagrants, textual as well as visual
evidence indicates that young artists themselves were the most frequent models. The
Carracci provide one striking illustration. According to Carlo Cesare Malvasia:
[They] made a practice of posing as models for one another; Agostino
prided himself in being able to adopt the exact poses and attitudes desired
by Ludovico, for he believed that anyone who did not understand these
poses would not know how to represent them well and that this was why
the poses of the professional models were artificial and lifeless. Nor did
Ludovico, who was rather plump and fleshy, deem it beneath him to strip
to the waist and have his back copied by Annibale in the attitude needed
for the Venus. . . .37
In the North, Samuel van Hoogstraten similarly required his students to act out the scenes
from history that he assigned them to depict, a practice he may have learned from his
teacher Rembrandt.38
A beautiful young artist might turn modeling into a kind of professional currency.
In Malvasia’s life of Guido Reni, the theme of modeling runs throughout the account of
34
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the artist’s early career. The biographer tells us that Ludovico Carracci found that
Guido’s “native beauty made him a fine model for an angel, and . . . many times he drew
him in that guise.”39 Guido subsequently offered his services as a model to Gabriele
Ferantini, in exchange for learning the secrets of fresco painting. Malvasia evokes a vivid
image of Guido “not disdaining to bare an arm, a leg, his chest, as a reciprocal courtesy
and familiarity.”40 The disguised self-portrait in Guido’s breakthrough commission at S.
Michele in Bosco would monumentalize this form of self-advertisement.41 That Guido
depicted himself in the figure of a woman ties his image back to studio realities, where
young men—like Ludovico Carracci sitting for Venus—were coveted models for figures
of both sexes.
The posing of apprentices was both a matter of practicality and, as the examples
above show, pedagogy. It was also implicated in the labor system of the workshop, in
which the completion of any artwork required the collaboration of a group of men
performing a variety of tasks according to a strictly enforced hierarchy. While Malvasia
saw the Carracci academy in its early years as an egalitarian space where young artists
modeled for and learned from one another, other writers emphasized the authority of the
master and the passivity of the apprentices who modeled for him. Thus Bellori describes
Federico Barocci’s working method as follows (a description confirmed by the artist’s
surviving life drawings):
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First he would conceive the action that was to be represented and before
he made a sketch of it, he would pose his young assistants [giovini] as
models, and made them gesture according to what he had in his
imagination, and asked them whether they felt any strain in that gesture,
and whether if they turned a little more or less they found it more restful;
from this he tried out the most natural movements, without affectation,
and would make sketches of them. In the same way, if he wanted to
introduce a group of figures, he would arrange the young men together for
the action, and from his sketches he would then form the finished design
by himself.42
Bellori’s description evokes a collaboration between master and apprentices in which the
latter embody the master’s invention, and their verbal testimony serves to check any
tendency toward the affected or unnatural. While the giovini are primarily passive, put
into place by the master, they make an essential contribution to his art by concretizing
poses that had previously existed only in his mind.
By all accounts, a good model was hard to find. Giovanni Battista Passeri tells us
that Andrea Sacchi’s drawing academy was distinguished by the excellence of its model,
a certain Caporal Leone who was known “for the spirit with which he endowed the
attitudes in which he was posed.”43 Such performances, however, were beyond the ken of
most models. As Bellori wrote:
. . . when the painter or sculptor undertakes to imitate the workings of the
heart, which derive from the passions, he cannot envisage them from the
model that he has before him, who retains no emotion, and who on the
contrary languishes in mind and body in the pose that he has assumed, and
keeps still at the will of another [e si ferma ad arbitrario altrui].44
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Bellori describes the model as a figure both passive and abject, whom it would be
fruitless to treat as a source of emotional verisimilitude. In his account, the very act of
posing—“keep[ing] still at the will of another”—violates the model’s autonomy.
Although he had spoken positively of Barocci’s use of his assistants to obtain an effect of
naturalness, Bellori was careful to convey that these models served only as a test or check
on poses that had originated in the artist’s solitary invention. This stance reflected
Bellori’s status as one of the major spokesmen for an emergent system of academic
education that imposed new regulations on models.45
The state-sponsored academies sought both to provide suitable models to students
and to defer life study until the most advanced stage of their education, after an extended
course of copying from engravings and plaster casts. To this end, academies went to great
lengths to prevent students from studying models outside the school’s supervision. The
founding charter of the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture in Paris forbade the
holding of modeling sessions elsewhere, even in private studios;46 earlier in the century,
the Academy of St. Luke in Rome had attempted with less success to enforce a similar
prohibition among its members.47 At the Antwerp academy, which held its first session in
1665, the model himself was recruited to play a disciplinary role as a sort of overseer of
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the academy’s students; according to the regulations, if he “kept silent” about an
infraction, the model was to be “dismissed on the spot.”48
When Bernini received members of the Paris academy on June 16, 1665, he
catered to their interest in modeling with a pair of anecdotes. In one he recalled
witnessing, as a young boy, Annibale Carracci accept “the honor of posing the model” at
a Roman drawing academy, “which he did without going near him, only ordering the
model” to assume the pose he desired. Bernini then remarked “how rare it was to find a
beautiful model” and illustrated the point as follows:
One day [Bernini] noticed that a porter who had brought him something,
had a fine torso, so he drew him unawares lest he should object. In order
to gain more time and to make him stay, he gave him wine and paid
double. Another time he made him bare his arms, which he considered
marvelously beautiful and one day when he had a nude model, he asked
him to come so as to accustom him to the idea of working in this way. The
model informed the man that he himself earned fifteen crowns a month,
and that he could easily earn as much. He finally brought himself to do it
and the Cavaliere, in order not to scare him off, put him into a fairly easy
position, with his right leg crossed over the left and his chin on his right
hand and his elbow on his knee. After a little while, in order not to put him
off, he allowed him to rest. When after a short time he told him to take up
his position again he put his left leg over his right and his left elbow on his
knee, which was the opposite of his original pose. When he was told that
this was not how he had been seated before, he insisted that it was, and
when he was told that it was not he got up a temper, picked up his clothes
and left, declaring that they were making fun of him and swearing never to
return.49
Coaxed out of his clothes with wine and cash, Bernini’s porter resembles a
character from picaresque fiction. No longer an aspiring artist who learns from his poses,
the model in this tale has become an outsider to art, ridiculed for his lack of
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understanding. His resistance contrasts with the entirely passive figure directed by
Annibale Carracci, an artist who, as Bernini noted, maintained his physical distance from
the model. Long before Bernini’s anecdote, the image of the brawny but dimwitted porter
had become proverbial in art literature.50 According to Malvasia, early critics of Annibale
Carracci called his works “low and trivial . . . and thus an easy undertaking for any
inexperienced painter who . . . could very easily get some porter to pose in the nude or
with a piece of drapery.”51 The English painter Edward Norgate jestingly defined the
drawing academy as “a Roome where in the middle, a hired Long sided Porter or such
like is to be set, stand or hang naked sometimes in a posture for two or three howres.”52
In these accounts, the tedious manual labor implied in the porter’s profession provided an
analogy for the inexperienced artist’s slavish copying of nature.
Other writers drew on a classical precedent when they argued that an act of
violence might be necessary to elicit the proper performance from the model. Seneca the
Elder’s Controversiæ, a collection of fictional legal debates, contains the case of the
celebrated painter Parrhasius, accused of torturing an elderly slave to death so that he
might serve as the model for Prometheus.53 Early modern travelers to Rome reworked the
tale of Parrhasius, casting Michelangelo as the protagonist. In 1719 Jonathan Richardson
expressed his disgust at
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a Story which passes very currantly of this Great Master [Michelangelo],
and that is that he had a Porter fix’d as to a Cross, and stabb’d him that he
might the better express the Dying Agonies of our Lord in a Crucifix he
was painting: I find no good Ground for this Slander. Perhaps ’tis a Copy
of a like Story of Parrhassius [sic], the truth of which is also much
doubted of. . . .54
Works that too persuasively rendered agony troubled their beholders. They awakened the
suspicion that models had become real-life martyrs to art.
David Young Kim has written eloquently about the horror potentially inspired by
such excessive realism.55 He illustrates his argument in part with an anecdote from
Giorgio Vasari that is of direct relevance to Van Dyck’s Saint Sebastians. Vasari’s tale,
itself a revision of Seneca’s controversy, occurs in his life of Francesco Bonsignori.
According to Vasari, Bonsignori’s patron was dissatisfied with his depiction of Saint
Sebastian’s martyrdom. To remedy the situation, the patron had Bonsignori tie up his
model, yet another porter, after which the patron ran into the room “with a loaded
crossbow . . . screaming at the top of his voice: ‘Traitor, you are dead, I have caught you
where I wanted.’”56 In this way, painter and patron conspired to put the model in the
proper state of terror they required of Sebastian.
Van Dyck’s Sebastian paintings offer an interesting gloss on such claims about
violence and realism. In contrast to Bonsignori, in his scenes of martyrdom Van Dyck did
not aim for a documentary depiction of anguish. In one variation, that of the Edinburgh
and earlier Munich Sebastians, the saint looks up to the heavens, as if pleading for
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deliverance (Fig. 6).57 In the others, he looks out at the viewer, equal parts impassive and
confrontational. As Julius Held has written, “the graceful, lissome youth seems to pay no
heed to the machinations preceding his ordeal.”58 In fact, the true interest of Van Dyck’s
Sebastian paintings lies precisely in these “machinations,” the work of putting a beautiful
body into a beautiful pose. Van Dyck builds his composition around the contrast between
the milky-skinned form of the young saint and the roughened, leathery bodies of the
executioners who manipulate his body. The saint’s poses in these paintings, however
elegant, are not struck autonomously; instead, they are imposed on him by the men who
pull back his hands, bind his calves, or twist his head. If most history painting is founded
on the expressive poses of the heroic male nude, Van Dyck insisted on revealing the labor
of both models and artists in putting that nude into place.
Posing the model did not, of course, necessarily mean that the artist physically
manipulated the body himself. Artists might simply direct their models verbally, as in
Bernini’s recollection of Annibale Carracci, or they could substitute wax figurines and
jointed dolls for live models striking a pose. The fact that across European languages
“model” can denote either a human being who poses or a figurine that is posed attests to
the passivity generally attributed to this kind of labor.59 Not literal depictions of how
models were positioned in the studio, Van Dyck’s Sebastian series translated the model’s
passivity into an image of martyrdom in which the saint’s elegant stance bespeaks a
violated autonomy.
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Van Dyck’s depiction of Sebastian as a model wrenched into a pose offers a case
study with which to test previous arguments about the emergence of the artist’s model as
an iconographic motif. In an influential essay, Elizabeth Cropper showed that genre
scenes from the mid-seventeenth century by the largely Northern European painters
known to their Italian critics as Bamboccianti built on analogies between posing and
violence to turn “the realism of the suffering model” into a signifier for “the realism of
art.”60 These artists defied their idealist critics with studio scenes that “acknowledged the
disorderly social space of art, and the submissive relationship between studio painter and
suffering model.”61 Such paintings capitalized on the scandalous legacy of Caravaggio
and the widely circulated tales about his lowly models. Rather than refuting their critics’
lurid imagining of the Caravaggesque studio, the Bamboccianti turned it into a defining
motif of their art.
Christopher Wood, by contrast, has interpreted the appearance of the live model
in genre scenes as an indication that modeling no longer posed a true threat to artistic
hierarchies.62 Wood describes artists who, instead of going out into the world to draw,
retreat to the closed circuit of the academy, where “apprentices draw from drawings they
have made; they draw from a common model; and they even draw each other drawing.”
In this reading, “the systematization of life drawing robbed [it] of much of its original
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drama and erotic charge.”63 The early modern studio may indeed have been far less
permeable to the outside world, far more of a closed system, than popular notions of the
Renaissance would have us believe. But in their recourse to the model, artists still had at
their disposal the means of breaking open, or at least menacing, that system. Such an
insurrection was precisely what censorious critics perceived in the Carracci’s insistence
that the canons of art be, in Gail Feigenbaum’s apt formulation, “domesticated” by the
live model striking the celebrated pose anew.64 The outraged reception of the Carracci
and Caravaggio, the horror inspired by the Bamboccianti, and the strict regulation of the
model at the state academies all indicate that live modeling retained the threat of “its
original drama and erotic charge” well into the so-called era of art. To these examples,
we might add that of Van Dyck, who countered the idealist practice of Rubens with
paintings that made explicit their origin in the work of the model. In the Sebastian
paintings, Van Dyck further raised the stakes by depicting that model as himself.

A Self-Portrait in the Studio
The mingled eroticism and menace of Van Dyck’s Sebastian paintings, the saint’s
oscillation across the series between anguish and impassivity, align with the ambivalence
about the model that runs through so much early modern art writing. This ambivalence is
only heightened when we understand the extent to which Van Dyck projected his own
image onto the model before him. The popular conception of modeling emphasizes
difference, the juxtaposition of a naked female body and a desiring male gaze. When,
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however, as was almost always the case in the early modern studio, model and painter are
of the same sex, life study may be just as likely to call attention to likeness or
resemblance. It affords opportunities for displaced self-portraiture. A beautiful example
from the twentieth century survives in the testimony of Gwen John’s model Jeanne
Foster, who described a sitting with the artist this way: “She takes down my hair and does
it like her own . . . she has me sit as she does, and I feel the absorption of her personality
as I sit.”65
A striking evolution in the appearance of the saint takes place over the course of
Van Dyck’s Sebastian series. In the earliest work, now in the Louvre, he retains the
stocky torso and ruddy cheeks of the Dublin model (Fig. 4).66 In the later paintings, this
figure yields to one defined by slenderness and pallor, its contours further dissolved by
dramatic spotlighting (Figs. 5, 6). Commentators on these later Sebastians have long
acknowledged the suspicion that they may be self-portraits, only to back away from a
definitive verdict.67 This reticence is surprising given the immediately obvious overlap
between the features of the saint and the self-portrait by Van Dyck that currently hangs
alongside the two versions in Munich’s Alte Pinakothek (Fig. 12).68 One of the few
scholars to acknowledge explicitly Van Dyck’s self-portraits as Saint Sebastian,
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Valentiner perceived in them only a “Narcissan self-satisfaction.”69 It is hardly
anachronistic to see Van Dyck’s own likeness in these paintings, given the currency of
the proverb “ogni pittore dipinge sè” (every painter paints himself), and the many
disguised self-portraits of Van Dyck’s contemporaries, among them Caravaggio and
Guido Reni.70 A northern Italian tradition mingled the iconography of Saint Sebastian
with that of “the martyrdom of love” in images of beautiful young men.71 Even before his
departure for Italy, Van Dyck was consciously cultivating a Venetian sensibility, and in
portraying himself as Saint Sebastian he may have had these paintings in mind.72
Self-portraiture played a part in Van Dyck’s artistic production beginning in
adolescence. In a very early painting now in Vienna, Van Dyck turned his own likeness
into the site of a performance of bravura brushwork.73 Just as he was concluding the
Sebastian series in Italy, as will be discussed in the following chapter, Van Dyck painted
a self-portrait based on his study of Raphael’s now-lost Portrait of a Young Man,
assimilating the history of art to his self-presentation as a fashionable gentleman on the
streets of Rome.74 His regular production of self-portraits in paint and print would
continue up to his death. Nor was the use of disguised portraiture in the Sebastian series
69
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anomalous within Van Dyck’s practice. According to Bellori, in an altarpiece for the
beguines of Antwerp, Van Dyck “made the Magdalene’s face a portrait of his own
sister.”75 He also depicted the duchess of Havré as the Virgin in a painting of the latter
adored by the abbé Scaglia.76 Van Dyck’s skill as a portraitist permeated all aspects of his
production, and he was clearly aware of the heightened appeal that disguised portraits
could add to history paintings.
Van Dyck’s self-depiction as Saint Sebastian, was, of course, at variance with
Counter-Reformation edicts against disguised portraits in devotional painting. Evidence
suggests, however, that the Sebastian paintings were intended for domestic, not sacred,
display, allowing their artist to take greater liberties. None of these paintings has a
provenance linking it to a church;77 instead, we encounter them in inventory entries from
private collections, like the “large Saint Sebastian by A. van Dyck” hanging in the
constcamer of the Antwerp painter Abraham Matthijs at his death in 1649.78 Matthijs’s
collection encompassed an impressive 342 paintings, as well as many drawings and
prints. He owned “a beautiful apostle head” by Van Dyck and a youthful self-portrait by
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Rubens.79 Displayed alongside his Flemish paintings were many works attributed to the
contemporary Bolognese masters Domenichino, Guido Reni, and Albani in addition to
copies after Titian and Raphael. Promiscuously mingling profane and sacred subjects,
Flemish and Italian painting, older and contemporary art, Matthijs’s collection was the
ideal setting for one of Van Dyck’s Sebastians, which advertised their young painter’s
ambition by combining his self-portrait with sophisticated allusions to Italian traditions
and to the studio practice of posing the model.
Elizabeth Honig has written at length about Antwerp connoisseurs like Matthijs
and their delight in collaborative works of art that invited them to exercise their
knowledge in a setting of learned conversation, discerning one painter’s hand from
another.80 Another game of identification that these early collectors played was naming
the models for paintings. In seventeenth-century inventories, we encounter entries for a
head study of “Rubens’s washerwoman” or “a laughing tronie of Rubens’s pigment
grinder [painted] by Van Dyck.”81 Whatever the accuracy of these identifications, they
attest to seventeenth-century beholders’ interest in the lore of the studio and their desire
for proximity to even the humblest productions of Antwerp’s celebrated masters. Within
this context, a disguised self-portrait by Van Dyck would have acquired added piquancy.
Art history of the last several decades has been awash in studies of selfportraiture, and influential accounts have shown how artists from Albrecht Dürer to
79
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Caravaggio promoted the autonomy of their art through the image of themselves as
authorial subjects.82 What is striking about Van Dyck’s self-depiction in the Sebastian
series, by contrast, is that he represents himself, not in the process of making, but of
being made, violently put into position by another man. This emphasis on the model’s
lack of agency becomes apparent in the difference between the Dublin youth (Fig. 7) and
what is usually taken to be the last painting in the series, painted sometime after Van
Dyck’s arrival in Italy (Fig. 5).83 Despite the vulnerability of his nakedness and pose, the
Dublin youth stands in isolation. Nothing visibly forces him to hold his position. The
youth’s stance—hands behind back, feet turned out, head tilted—recurs almost exactly in
the final Sebastian. But now the pose is no longer the result of the model’s own will and
exertion. Instead, two men impose it on his body. One twists his head into place, while
the other binds his calves together. Just where we would expect to find an image of the
young artist’s agency, in his self-portrait, we encounter instead his alarming passivity.
At first glance, Van Dyck’s self-representation as a victim accords with one of the
most curious anecdotes about his early career. According to Bellori:
. . . as Rubens became aware that his pupil [Van Dyck] was proceeding to
usurp the credit for his colors and would shortly jeopardize his reputation,
being a very shrewd man, he took his opportunity from some portraits that
Anthony painted and, acclaiming them with the highest praises, proposed
him in his stead to anyone who came to request portraits, in order to keep
him from figures [per rimuoverlo dalle figure].84
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Bellori explains Van Dyck’s career as a portraitist in terms of a miseducation in the
studio. He places the blame for Van Dyck’s squandered talents on his master’s sly
withholding of access to “figures,” to be understood here broadly as commissions for
history paintings and the life study they entailed. This anecdote stands at the head of a
long tradition of anguished speculation about the relation between Rubens and his most
talented protégé.85 Yet the Sebastian series is exactly the kind of work we would not
expect Van Dyck to produce, given Bellori’s account. Each Sebastian is a history
painting built around a monumental male nude. The surviving evidence furthermore
suggests that, among Rubens’s disciples, Van Dyck may have had privileged access to
the model.
The great studios of the seventeenth century left behind vast numbers of drawings
that represent a much-traversed minefield for connoisseurs attempting to disentangle one
individual artist’s hand from another or to sift out drawings truly made from life from
those copied after prints or sculpture. This material has provided scholars of the Carracci
in particular with a contested cottage industry.86 In the case of Rembrandt’s studio,
specific group sessions with the model can now be recreated with the aid of drawings by
different artists that depict the same model in the same pose, but viewed from a variety of
angles.87 With Rubens and his disciples, however, the situation is different. Rubens does
not seem to have organized shared sessions with the model for his students. Indeed, in
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remarks recorded by Norgate, Rubens dismissed the drawing academies of Italy, recalling
that “divers of his nation had followed this Academicall course for twenty Yeares
together to little or noe purpose.”88 Instead, across the broad corpus of drawings by
Rubens and his followers, we trace a mise-en-abyme of the seminal encounter between
master and model, perpetuated over decades by artists not originally present for it. These
copyists’ drawings recall the model books of the late Middle Ages more than they do the
academies of Rubens’s contemporaries. Fittingly, given what we know of Rubens’s
organization, this was a more hierarchical mode of procuring and disseminating the labor
of the model, with the master’s own drawing privileged as the only work actually made in
the model’s presence. When young artists, notably Van Dyck and Jordaens, wished to
emerge from Rubens’s authority, they literally and figuratively had to find their own
models.
At the start of one such chain of emulation is a celebrated black chalk drawing
now in Rotterdam, made shortly after Rubens’s return from Italy (Fig. 13).89 Here Rubens
drew a muscular man, perhaps another porter, who had gone down on one knee as he
strained to lift something. The model was sketched from life, with Rubens adding in his
model’s foreshortened right calf and foot to the side, almost as an afterthought once he
had run out of room on the page. The pose also recalls such Roman sculptures as the
Belvedere Torso and the Arrotino. Over the next decade, Rubens monumentalized this
sketch in paintings such as the Adoration of the Magi for Antwerp’s town hall (now in the
Museo del Prado, Madrid) or the Meeting of Abraham and Melchizedek (Musée des
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Beaux-Arts, Caen). In a slightly altered pose, likely based on a lost drawing from the
same session, the same model slumbers in the great Samson and Delilah now in London.
Over time, this kneeling, brawny, bearded man became a signature of Rubens’s art. Just
as they absorbed other elements of his style, Rubens’s followers took up this model and
his pose. As late as 1650, he appeared in direct citation in Jordaens’s Christ Driving the
Money-Changers from the Temple (Musée du Louvre, Paris)
In launching their reform of art, the Carracci used live models to test and revise
the legacy of the High Renaissance. With much greater proximity to the precedent of
their master, Rubens’s own disciples also had recourse to the model in formulating their
independent artistic idioms. A problematic group of drawings—variously attributed either
to Jacob Jordaens or Arnout Vinckenborch and now dispersed across several German
collections—depicts a similar, but not identical, model to that in the Rotterdam
drawing—a mature, muscular, bearded man, who strikes a variety of poses.90 In one
sheet, now in Düsseldorf, he adopts almost the exact pose as in the Rotterdam drawing,
but with legs reversed and viewed from two angles (Fig. 14). The artist of these drawings
seems to have sought out a model of Rubensian proportions and had him strike poses
known from the master’s paintings, so that the student might internalize them himself.91
Something analogous happened in another drawing in Rotterdam, one of the most
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beautiful examples of Van Dyck’s early draftsmanship (Fig. 15).92 Here, yet another
Herculean model falls on his right knee and displays a broad expanse of back. Van Dyck
used the drawing most immediately as a study for his Crowning with Thorns of about
1618–21 (Museo del Prado, Madrid).93 But when, in his final painting for the Sebastian
series, the canvas now in Munich (Fig. 5), Van Dyck needed to depict a henchman who
squats down to bind the legs of the saint, he combined elements of both his own and
Rubens’s drawings of the kneeling man. This direct citation of the master physically
overlaps the luminous, lissome saint, who is both a self-portrait and a marker of the
emergence of Van Dyck’s own mature style.
There is reason to believe, despite Bellori’s anecdote, that it was Rubens who
initially set Van Dyck to working from the live model in the service of the older artist’s
larger operation. As noted above, head studies by Van Dyck were in Rubens’s collection
and were probably made on his commission; drawn studies securely attributed to Van
Dyck were used in paintings just as securely attributed to Rubens.94 Evidence suggests
that the Dublin study (Fig. 7), the likely point of departure for the Sebastian series, was
also owned by Rubens and may even have been made at his behest. Prompting this
conclusion is a drawing from the so-called Rubens Cantoor in Copenhagen, a large group
of copies after Rubens and Van Dyck produced within the Rubens workshop at the end of
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the 1620s (Fig. 16).95 The work of multiple hands, the Cantoor drawings attest to the rote
transmission of prototypes in Rubens’s studio, where works by both Rubens and Van
Dyck were copied as tools of instruction and sources for larger compositions. In one
drawing from this group, a copyist appears to have faithfully transcribed the figure from
Dublin, devoting only cursory attention to his head and facial expression. Yet a
comparison of such passages as the pectoral muscles or calves reveals the extent to which
the copyist, consciously or not, assimilated Van Dyck’s unsparing study to a sculptural
ideal. In other words, he has put Van Dyck’s prototype through the canonical filter that
students were to acquire through their study of casts and engravings, long before they
ever saw a live model.
It is within this context that the anomalous scale and finish of the Dublin canvas
begin to make sense. It was not a shorthand notation, meant for Van Dyck’s own use but,
instead, a fully worked-out demonstration piece from which younger or less gifted artists
might learn. If Van Dyck’s workshop at the Dom van Ceulen was indeed an annex of
Rubens’s operation, one of its primary functions may have been to make preparatory
works from the live model. This would accord with the decline in Rubens’s own
production of such works at the end of the 1610s. In this reading, rather than “keep[ing]
him from figures,” as Bellori claimed, Rubens would have initially devoted Van Dyck’s
talents to them.
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A different source gives us a more precise picture of Van Dyck’s status in
Rubens’s studio and indicates why he might have turned at this moment from history
paintings like the Sebastian series to a career built around portraiture. In a letter dated to
1620, Francesco Vercellini, an Italian member of the household of the Earl and Countess
of Arundel, describes a visit that Lady Arundel made to Rubens’s house in Antwerp,
where she sat for a portrait by the master.
On my arrival in this city, I at once presented the letter of your Excellency
to Signor Rubens the painter, which he received with a joyful
countenance. But after having read it, he displayed yet more pleasure, and
made me this reply: Although I have refused to paint the portraits of many
princes and gentlemen . . . yet I cannot refuse the Earl the honour he does
me in commanding [one from] me, holding him for one of the four
evangelists, and a supporter of our art . . . Signor Rubens has promised my
lady not to take the portrait of any person whatever, except such as are
ordered by your Excellency. Van Dyck is still with Signor Rubens, and his
works are hardly less esteemed than those of his master.96
The Vercellini letter paints a vivid picture of the courtly negotiation that attended portrait
sittings and that Van Dyck observed as a young man in Rubens’s studio. Sittings
presented artists with a startling reversal of the power dynamics between models and
masters outlined above. Like sessions with a hired model, portraits entailed the intrusion
of an outsider into the studio, but this time an outsider whose authority rivaled the
artist’s.97 Lady Arundel’s arrival at Rubens’s house recast the painter as a vassal in a
hierarchical chain in which he occupied at best a middling position. This encounter
resulted in a portrait that was not the fruit of solitary invention, but rather a testimony of
the artist’s relation to a social superior.
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As will be discussed at greater length in a subsequent chapter, Rubens
accompanied an active portrait practice with disavowals of interest in the genre; he
likewise claimed a reluctance to provide friends and patrons with the self-portraits they
desired.98 Predictably, idealist critics applied much the same rhetoric to portraiture as
they did to work from the live model, seeing it as a distraction from the noble practice of
imitation and invention. In the words of Joanna Woodall, a “hostile, dualist conception of
portraiture” emerged in academic discourse of this period, which conceived of portrait
sittings as a combat between the artistic ambitions of the painter and the vanity of the
sitter.99 So why did Van Dyck—“hardly less esteemed” than Rubens in Vercellini’s
phrase, “eager to become famous” in Bellori’s—choose this moment to become a
portraitist?100
In his early history paintings, with their disguised portraits and physiognomic
realism, Van Dyck had embraced the model’s contribution to the finished work of art; he
took this a step further in the Sebastian series, where the posing of the model nearly
eclipses the ostensible subject of the saint’s martyrdom. Van Dyck’s art, much to his
critics’ dismay, was always built on intersubjective encounter, and he readily invited
patrons into the studio. Sittings that other painters perceived as invasions of the
autonomous space of art became for Van Dyck carefully choreographed events that only
reinforced his mastery.
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According to his early biographers, Van Dyck’s mature portrait practice
consistently blurred the lines between paying sitter and hired model. De Piles says, “With
respect to the hands, he had in his studio hired persons of one or the other sex who served
him as models.”101 Bellori writes that Van Dyck “kept men and women to serve as
models for the portraits of lords and ladies when, after achieving the likeness of the face,
he would then complete the rest from live models.”102 Throughout Van Dyck’s career,
work from the hired model and work for the paying sitter were two sides of the same
coin.
The characteristic aesthetic of Van Dyck’s mature portraits, instantly recognizable
on the walls of museums all over the world, had its origins in the Sebastian paintings. In
them, Van Dyck broke decisively with the rubicund fleshiness so characteristic of Rubens
to propose a different canon of beauty whose hallmarks were slenderness, pallor, and
languid self-possession. These were qualities of Van Dyck’s own body that he promoted
in self-portraits and that would in turn define his aristocratic likenesses. Interestingly, this
aesthetic shift also marked the end of Van Dyck’s emulation of Caravaggio. Beginning
during his Italian sojourn, Van Dyck’s allegiance to work from life would express itself
in the centrality of portraiture to his art, but his history paintings were less and less
defined by the frisson of physiognomic realism.

Lives of the Models
We gain a fleeting picture of Van Dyck’s models from an affidavit he drew up in
Palermo in 1625, in an attempt to recover a set of head studies that had been stolen by a
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former servant. (This theft in itself provides further evidence of the value of such works.)
Van Dyck describes the heads both by referring to their iconography and by naming their
models:
a head of a young man named Baldassaro with black curly hair, a head of
Simone disguised as a woman, a head of a sailor, a head of St. Peter, a
head of a woman with sparse hair, a head of Lucia with the firm chest, a
satirical head of a reader and a head shouting with mouth open.103
Baldassaro, Simone, Lucia—the names of Van Dyck’s models flash momentarily across
the historical record, only to vanish again. However interested seventeenth-century
Antwerp collectors may have been in the identities of models, most modern scholarship
has been content with their oblivion, consigning such speculation to the imagination of
the lay beholder. At the beginning of Held’s conclusive attribution to Rubens of one of
the most famous head studies, that of a black man viewed in four positions (Fig. 8), the
scholar wrote:
Naïve beholders apparently had no difficulty recognizing immediately the
truth—ethnically and artistically—of this study from life. There is
something compelling about the psychological variety of expression
depicted in what clearly was the same individual (one wonders what he
may have been in life), ranging from a seemingly cheerful smile, to a state
of serene calm, and, in the most striking of the views, a tense pathos
reminding us movingly of the traditional roles assigned to the members of
his race.104
“One wonders what he may have been in life.” Deftly bracketing such speculation within
a parenthetical aside, Held gestures toward the “pathos” of the image while retaining his
authority as an objective connoisseur. Held implies here that the history of the model is
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irrecoverable and, with it, his role in the making of the masterpiece. The work of art
history is to name the master.
In recent years, one trend has made an important break with this position.
Feminist scholars, working primarily on nineteenth-century painting, have unearthed a
few of the lost histories of female models and critiqued the key role played by the figure
of the woman model in Realist fiction and in allegories of artistic creation.105 Likewise,
writers on early modern art have assembled important case studies of women who sat for
painters and sculptors.106 But this welcome corrective to narratives of male artistic
autonomy has had the unintended effect of treating modeling by one man for another—
the practice that entirely dominated European art until the nineteenth century—as a mere
unproblematic foil.107
Time and again, historical accounts refer to the scarcity of female models in
actual studio practice only then to dwell on their literary depictions or the few oft-cited
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cases in which prostitutes are known to have posed for artists.108 As will be discussed in
this dissertation’s third chapter, there is a pervasive fascination in the Rubens literature
with the role of the artist’s second wife, Helena Fourment, as a muse and model.109 The
only previous extended discussion of Van Dyck and his models likewise circles around
images of the courtesan Margaret Lemon.110 Early modern art writers were interested as
well in the studio as a site of illicit heterosexual encounter, a fantasy that came with a
classical pedigree in the form of Pliny’s tale of Apelles and Campaspe, to be discussed at
greater length below. (It should be pointed out that Pliny’s anecdote, like the many
paintings after it, actually concerns a portrait sitting and not a session with a hired
model.) When it came to describing the real studio practice of modeling, though,
seventeenth-century authors were just as likely to cite Parrhasius and his unnamed slave,
to view the encounter between model and artist as a confrontation between two men, and
to juxtapose the artist’s desire for a beautiful body with the model’s boredom, terror, or
aching limbs. Certainly, male models were also vulnerable to sexual violence. On
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September 28, 1654, for example, the sculptor Hiëronymus Duquesnoy the Younger was
burned at the stake in Ghent, accused of raping two boys who had modeled for him.111
A great deal of the resistance to acknowledging Van Dyck’s disguised selfportraits and his identification with the model stems from the blind spot for the labor of
male models. It also has to do with the neglect of homoeroticism and male beauty in early
modern Netherlandish art more generally. Van Dyck’s reputation has always suffered
from the perception of the artist as an enervated, feminized other to Rubens,112 yet in the
decade since it was issued, Mariët Westermann’s suggestion that scholars reassess Van
Dyck from the perspective of gender and identity has gone almost entirely unheeded.113
The appropriation of Saint Sebastian and his iconography by queer artists of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries should not tempt us into speculation about Van Dyck’s
own sexuality.114 However, there is nothing anachronistic about asserting that the
beautiful male body played a central role in the early modern studio, and that young
artists like Van Dyck and Guido Reni understood this and used it to their advantage.
We also cannot ignore the physical dimension that artistic rivalry often acquired
in this period, played out in men’s violence against one another. Caravaggio’s conflicts
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with other artists are notorious, but Rubens also faced an attempt on his life from his
resentful engraver Lucas Vorsterman, whom Van Dyck would later portray.115 Such
episodes are normally read through the lens of psychobiography, but they attest to a
culture in which professional resentments among men could easily boil over in the form
of assaults or even murders. The Sebastian paintings provide a vision of the studio
inflected with these dynamics of rivalry and exploitation.
On April 28, 1618, two months after Van Dyck had attained the status of an
independent master, Rubens wrote one of his most famous letters.116 In it, he offered a
group of paintings to Sir Dudley Carleton, English ambassador to The Hague, in
exchange for a collection of antique statuary. In describing the works, Rubens indicated
the degree to which he himself was responsible for their execution. Some of the paintings
were “entirely by my own hand,” while others had been made in collaboration or were
the work of Rubens’s followers and only retouched by the master. Among the autograph
works was “a nude Saint Sebastian,” which Rubens valued at three hundred florins.117
Based on its dimensions, this work has been identified with the Rubens Sebastian now in
Berlin (Fig. 17).118
In this painting, Rubens isolates the S-curve of the saint’s body against a troubled
sky, with only a glimpse of light above the horizon on the lower right to contrast with the
supernatural illumination of the central figure. Sebastian’s musculature, heightened with
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chiaroscuro, insistently recalls Rubens’s study of antique sculptures, such as those for
which he hoped to trade the painting, while the composition itself is a direct citation of
Andrea Mantegna.119 More iconic than narrative, Rubens’s painting announces his vision
of the heroic male body. The degree to which he based that body on the study of a live
model—as opposed to the history of art—cannot be determined from the finished work
itself.
By contrast, in the last painting of Van Dyck’s Sebastian series, now in Munich,
the artist shifts the saint’s body slightly left of center to make room for a new cast of
characters (Fig. 5). There is the leathery, aged executioner who pushes down the martyr’s
head and the younger henchman who binds his calves together. There are three soldiers in
armor and a young boy, a rearing horse and a dog that paws at the saint’s discarded
breastplate. Whereas Rubens portrayed the aftermath of the saint’s martyrdom, with
Sebastian isolated in extremis, Van Dyck depicts the hurried, hectic build-up to the scene,
as various men collaborate on their gruesome task. The work of these men is to pose the
saint, to wrench him into the beautiful form that appears to be so natural in Rubens’s
Berlin Sebastian. Replacing isolation with collaboration, a scene of heroism with one of
mundane preparation, Van Dyck reintroduced the studio to his painting.
In his letter to Carleton, Rubens conceded that only some of the works issuing
from his studio were entirely by his hand, while others were paintings by his assistants
that he had merely retouched. Ideally, however, these distinctions were invisible to the
innocent eye, and only Rubens’s candor revealed them to his potential buyer. As
commodities, Rubens’s paintings disguised the means of their production to maintain
their allure. This was a notion of the studio and of authorship that Van Dyck would
119

Ibid., p. 149.
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readily adopt, perhaps as early as the Dom van Ceulen workshop and certainly in his
English practice. Yet in the Sebastian paintings he called attention to precisely those
dynamics of male collaboration, centered on the figure of the suffering model, that
Rubens’s paintings sought to conceal.
The study of Flemish Baroque painting, particularly as embodied in the
monumental work of the Corpus Rubenianum, now in its sixth decade, continues to circle
around questions of attribution, sifting through paintings along much the same lines as
Rubens’s letter to Carleton. The ultimate effect of this work of connoisseurship has been
less to reconstruct the studio and its individual participants than to quarantine the
autograph productions of a singular master. Even in scholarship ostensibly devoted to
Van Dyck, emphasis remains on the disciple’s shortcomings as measured against the
standard set by Rubens; along distinctly Bellorian lines, these writers reduce Van Dyck’s
triumph as a portraitist to a mere act of compensation. Yet Van Dyck was not naive. He
knew that Rubens had provided him with a powerful example of both an artistic career
and its economic organization. He also knew that this organization all but ensured the
anonymity of the master’s many collaborators. In the Sebastian series, Van Dyck boldly
asserted his command of history painting and the nude, of Venetian tradition and an
aesthetic canon whose tenets were a point-by-point refutation of Rubens’s art. At the
same time, the young artist portrayed himself as a martyred model to allegorize his own
vulnerability within the studio. In the vicissitudes of his reception, Van Dyck’s sense of
his imperiled position between master and model would prove all too astute.
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Chapter Two:
Historians of Portraiture
Critics and admirers both have spoken of portraiture in terms of the “copy;” a
simulacrum of nature, with no supplement of artistry. In the rhetoric of late sixteenthcentury Italian art theory, the ritratto, the portrait as just such a copy, was the foil to
imitation, the sophisticated process of internalization and ideation with which the best
artists confronted, and hoped to surpass, previous art within the genre of history painting.
Most writers on art allowed little room for imitation within portraiture, which, in order to
function as a likeness, supposedly could not submit sitters to the filter of artistic citation.1
Yet even a cursory survey of portraits from the period reveals a broad range of imitative
or historicist practices, from works that harnessed pictorial precedents to promote the
legibility of their sitters’ status to the aesthetically ambitious productions of painters like
Van Dyck.
Many portraitists first learned their art by copying older portraits. As recounted in
the introduction, Mary Beale’s copies of Van Dyck earned her the praise of Peter Lely.
Van Dyck himself was an avid copyist of portraits by Titian and Raphael, as documented
especially in his so-called Italian Sketchbook. Although their practices have not been
previously examined together in depth, Van Dyck may have learned his imitative
approach to portraiture from Rubens, who was deeply engaged with the copying of
portraits during the years that Van Dyck came of age as a young artist in Antwerp.
Despite this link, Rubens’s portrait copies have generally been marginalized within
1

For an introduction to these debates, see Luigi Grassi, “Lineamenti per una storia del concetto di ritratto,”
Arte Antica e Moderna, vol. 16 (1961), pp. 477–494, as well as the texts and commentaries in: Rudolf
Preimesberger, Hannah Baader, and Nicola Suthor, eds., Porträt (Berlin: Reimer, 1999), pp. 247–315.
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discussions of his oft-noted practice of imitation, due to the widespread neglect for
portraiture’s imitative capacities. This chapter redresses that blind spot through an
extended reading of one of Van Dyck’s greatest portraits, that of his Roman patron
Cardinal Guido Bentivoglio. I place this portrait in the context of Rubens’s and Van
Dyck’s practice of portraits copies and their historicist approach to portraiture in order to
reveal the extent of their claims to practice imitation within that genre.

Van Dyck’s Cardinal Bentivoglio
Anthony van Dyck’s early biographers tell two contrasting stories about his career
as a painter in Rome. Both center on Van Dyck’s portrait of Cardinal Guido Bentivoglio,
the former papal nuncio to Flanders and Van Dyck’s Roman protector (Fig. 18). In his
1678 treatise on painting, the Dutch artist Samuel van Hoogstraten offered the tale of
Bentivoglio’s portrait as a consolation to painters suffering from a “lack of fame or
renown:”
When Anthony van Dyck finally had caused such a stir in Genoa that he was sent
to a certain cardinal in Rome with a letter of introduction, he obtained the favor of
portraying His Excellence, to which he applied all his diligence and all his ability;
but neither the cardinal nor anyone else could see anything special in it, and the
painters who were summoned to give their opinion declared that it was good
enough, for the work of a foreigner. Thus the portrait ended up in a corner, and
Van Dyck in oblivion…But when, after the passing of years, Van Dyck had risen
above all of his troubles, his name was resounding through all the world, and he
was elevated and made famous by the favor of the court at Whitehall, so too was
the cardinal’s portrait at Rome brought to light, admired, praised, and finally put
on show as a wonder.2
2

“Wat de onvermaertheyt of onbekentheit aengaet, een staeltje zal hier genoeg zijn. Toen Antony van Dijk
eyndelijk tot Genua zoo veel had te weeg gebracht, dat hy met een voorspraekbrief tot Romen by zeker
Kardinael wiert gezonden, zo verworf hy de genade van zijn Uitmuntenheit te konterfeyten, waer in hy ook
al zijn vlijt en vermogen te kost ley; maer noch den Kardinael, noch iemant anders, kon'er iet byzonders in
zien, en de Schilders, die geroepen wierden om hun oordeel te zeggen, bekenden dat het al redelijk wel
was, van een vreemdeling. Dus geraekte ‘t Konterfeytsel in een hoek, en van Dijk in't vergeetboek…Maer
toen, na verloop van jaeren, van Dijk al zijn zwaericheyt te boven was, zijn naem door de werelt klonk, en
hy door gunst van ‘t Hof van Withal verheeven en bekent wiert, zoo wiert ook ‘t konterfeytsel des
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The anonymous author of the eighteenth-century manuscript biography of Van
Dyck now in the Louvre, who had access to the lost correspondence of Van Dyck’s
friends in Venice and Genoa, gives another account, however: 3
Returning to Rome at the start of 1623, Van Dyck occupied himself only with the
painting of portraits…But of all the portraits that Van Dyck made in that city, that
of Cardinal Bentivoglio, which one still sees in the gallery at Florence, is the most
beautiful, and he made nothing afterwards which surpassed it. All Rome rushed to
view this marvel of art, [and] everyone wanted to be painted by the hand of our
artist.4
Both of these accounts place portraiture at the heart of Van Dyck’s Roman production,
yet they describe strikingly different receptions. Their shared focus on the portrait of
Cardinal Bentivoglio, to this day one of Van Dyck’s most celebrated paintings, may
guide our own reconstruction of his Roman career. Out of his six years in Italy, Van
Dyck was in Rome for only two stays of roughly six months each.5 On the basis of a
1644 engraving, the Bentivoglio portrait is generally dated to Van Dyck’s second Roman
sojourn, in 1623 (also the date given by the Louvre biographer).6 All of Van Dyck’s early

Kardinaels tot Rome voor den dach gehaelt, verwondert, geprezen, en eyndeling als een Mirakel ten toon
gestelt;” Samuel van Hoogstraten, Inleyding tot de hooge schoole der schilderkonst: anders de zichtbaere
werelt, Rotterdam: Fransois van Hoogstraeten, 1678 (Reprint: Dornspijk: Davaco, 1969), p. 311
3

For an assessment of the accuracy of the Louvre biographer’s account, see: Maurice Vaes, “Le Séjour de
Van Dyck en Italie,” Le Bulletin de l’Institut historique belge de Rome 4 (1924), pp. 163-234.
4
“Retourné à Rome au commencement de l’année 1623, Van Dyck ne s’occupa plus qu’à peindre le
portrait….Mais des tous les portraits que Van Dyck ait faits en cette ville celui du Cardinal Bentivoglio que
l’on voit encore dans la galerie de Florence, est le plus beau, et il n’a rien fait depuis qui le surpassat. Tout
Rome accourut voir cette merveille de l’art, un chacun voulût être peint de la main de notre artiste;” Erik
Larsen, trans. and ed. La vie, les ouvrages, et les élèves de Van Dyck: Manuscrit inédit des Archives du
Louvre par un auteur anonyme (Brussels: Académie Royale de Belgique, 1974), p. 57.
5
For the most thorough overview of what we know of Van Dyck’s Italian itinerary, see: Susan J. Barnes,
Van Dyck in Italy: 1621-1626 (Ph.D. dissertation, New York, University, 1986), pp. 1-22.
6

For the dating of the painting, see Barnes et al., Van Dyck, p. 175, cat. no. II.31. Further background on
the portrait and its preparatory drawing appears in Alsteens and Eaker, Van Dyck: The Anatomy of
Portraiture, pp. 88-92, cat. nos., 14 and 15 and Eva-Bettina Krems, ‘“ . . . comprotecteur de mes affaires en
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biographers agree that Rome had less to offer the young painter than Venice or Genoa—
he had no interest in antiquity, he preferred painting portraits to altarpieces, and the other
Northern painters in the city, whom he scorned, found his aristocratic pretensions
ridiculous. According to Bellori:
…by imitating the pomp of Zeuxis, [Van Dyck] drew all eyes to himself: this,
which should have been seen by the Flemish painters living in Rome as a credit to
them, aroused resentment against him and very great hatred: for these men, who
were used to a merry convivial life at that time, had a tradition, when one of them
was newly arrived in Rome, of inviting him to supper with them at the tavern and
giving him a nickname by which they would call him thereafter. Anthony refused
these bacchanals; and they, taking his reserve for disdain, condemned him as an
ambitious man, denouncing both his pride and his art. To be sure, he had come to
Rome not for the opportunity to study, but with the intention of working and
making his talent known…but the others, scornfully alleging that he did not know
how to draw and could hardly paint a head, reduced him to the point that he left
Rome in despair and returned to Genoa.7
Even the Louvre biographer, with his insistence on Van Dyck’s unparalleled success in
Rome, alludes to some unpleasantness between the artist and his compatriots:
They decried his works and ended up accusing him of a hidden misdeed of which
he was incapable. But this cowardly proceeding brought confusion upon them, the
paintings of Van Dyck continued to be admired by connoisseurs, and honorable
people only had greater esteem for his person.8
These literary descriptions of Van Dyck’s conflict with the community of
Northern artists in Rome recur in every discussion of his time in Italy. The visual
responses to him are less studied. Scholars have noted in passing that the most prominent
Italian painter of the 1620’s, Guido Reni, reworked the model of Van Dyck’s Cardinal

cour de Rome’: Anthonis van Dycks Portrat des Kardinals Guido Bentivoglio,” Zeitschrift für
Kunstgeschichte 76 (2013): 315–32.
7

Bellori, The Lives, p. 216.

8

“Ils decrièrent ses ouvrages et finirent par lui supposer une inconduite cachée dont il était incapable. Mais
ce lâche procédé les couvrit de confusion, les ouvrages de Vandyck continuerons [sic] d’être admirées des
connoisseurs, et les honnêtes gens n’en eurent que plus d’estime pour sa personne;” Larsen, La Vie, p. 58.
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Bentivoglio in two separate portraits of cardinals.9 And yet Guido’s response to Van
Dyck’s work has never before been analyzed in depth. As a result, some of the singular
nature of Van Dyck’s Italian career, which broke with nearly every tradition of the
ambitious Northern artist’s Wanderjahre, has been obscured. But the breach implied by
both Van Dyck’s art and his public persona was obvious to his artistic rivals in Rome, as
Guido’s response to his Cardinal Bentivoglio makes clear. It would take half a century
for academic writers on art to articulate in words a critique that painters, both Northern
and Italian, had begun from the moment Van Dyck arrived in Rome.

“I never saw anything like it,” the English traveler would later recall. He “look’d
upon” the painting for “two Hours, and came back twenty times to look upon it again.”10
When Jonathan Richardson the Younger saw Van Dyck’s Cardinal Bentivoglio at the
Palazzo Pitti in Florence, it enthralled him above all other paintings in the gallery. In his
1722 guidebook to Italy, Richardson even favorably compared Van Dyck’s portrait with
one by Raphael hanging alongside it. According to Richardson, Raphael’s Leo X with
Two Cardinals (Fig. 19) “would be thought the finest Portrait in the world, if it did not
hang next to V. Dyck.”11 Of the latter painting, Richardson wrote:

9
In his catalog entry on Guido’s portrait of Roberto Ubaldino, Philip Conisbee writes, “It is difficult to
imagine that Reni was not aware of van Dyck’s great Portrait of Cardinal Bentivoglio (Pitti Palace,
Florence), completed only in 1623. Ubaldino’s pale, plump, fleshy, and beautifully manicured hands are
almost a tribute to the Flemish master;” Philip Conisbee, Mary L. Levkoff, and Richard Rand, The
Ahmanson Gifts: European Masterpieces in the Collection of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (Los
Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1991), p. 114; as will become clear, I have a very different
reading of the hands in the two portraits.
10

Jonathan Richardson, An Account of Some of the Statues, Bas-reliefs, Drawings and Pictures in Italy, &c.
with Remarks (London: J. Knapton, 1722), p. 72.

11

Richardson, An Account, p. 71.
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His Face has a Force beyond any thing I ever saw, and a Wisdom, and Solidity as
great as Raffaele’s, but vastly more Gentile [sic]; Indeed it must be confess’d the
Difference of the Subjects contribute [sic] something to this Advantage on the
side of Van Dyck. The Colouring is true Flesh and Blood, Bright, and
Transparent; Raffaele’s is of a Brown Tinct, and something Thick, at least
compared with this.12
Van Dyck’s painting invited precisely this kind of art historical comparison. In his
Cardinal Bentivoglio, he reworked the Italian Renaissance tradition of ecclesiastical
portraiture that had been one of his main objects of study while in Italy. The artist’s
Italian sketchbook contains a section devoted to drawings after famous portraits,
including Raphael’s Leo X (Fig. 20).13 By contrast, the sketchbook contains only one
drawing after classical sculpture.14
When Van Dyck’s Cardinal Bentivoglio is placed side by side with Raphael’s Leo
X, as Richardson saw them in the Palazzo Pitti,15 the results of Van Dyck’s study of High
Renaissance portraiture become clear. In both paintings, the central subject sits at a
slightly oblique angle to the picture frame, his face in three-quarter profile. The paintings
each combine a shadowy background of classical architecture with large expanses of red
color—the prelates’ vestments, the table cloth, and, in Van Dyck’s painting, the riotous
swag of crimson velvet dominating the upper-right-hand corner. Both Raphael’s pope and
Van Dyck’s cardinal appear momentarily distracted from their reading, with Leo looking
up from an illuminated manuscript, and Bentivoglio from an opened letter held just above

12

Ibid., p. 72.

13

Adriani, Italienisches Skizzenbuch, fol. 107v; the portrait sketches are discussed in: Barnes, Van Dyck in
Italy, pp. 79-81.

14

Christopher Brown, Van Dyck (Oxford: Phaidon, 1982), p. 64.

15

Leo X entered the Uffizi collection only upon its return from the Musée Napoléon in 1816; Jürg Meyer
zur Capellen, Raphael: A Critical Catalogue of His Paintings, Vol III: The Roman Portraits, ca. 1508-1520
(Landshut: Arcos, 2008), p. 162.
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his lap. Van Dyck learned from Raphael the powerful effect he could obtain by using the
sitter’s three-quarter profile to cast the viewer’s looking at the portrait as a kind of
intrusion, almost as though we catch the sitter unawares.
But despite these similarities, Van Dyck seems to have taken the elements of
Raphael’s portrait and given them breathing room, making the earlier portrait look
crowded by comparison. Most obviously, he depicts Bentivoglio in full length, with his
canvas measuring fifty centimeters longer and thirty centimeters wider than Raphael’s
panel.16 Whereas the table with Leo’s manuscript and bell juts out from the lower lefthand corner of the panel, the corresponding still life of opened envelope and flowers
takes up a more discreet position in the Bentivoglio portrait. This still-life seems to
occupy the place of Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, who stands behind Leo in Raphael’s
portrait, just as the swag of fabric replaces Cardinal Luigi de’ Rossi on the right. In
Raphael’s portrait, Leo provides the base of an inverted triangle, and the men who flank
him represent the hierarchies of church and family over which he presides17 Van Dyck
refers to Bentivoglio’s position in a similar network of clients and patrons only through
the address on the envelope: A mon cousin le Card.al / Bentivoglio comprotecteur / de
mes affaires / en cour de Rome, which ventriloquizes the King of France in its address to
the portrait’s sitter.18

16

Raphael’s Leo X measures 155.2 x 118.9 cm. (Meyer zur Cappelen, p. 162), Van Dyck’s Bentivoglio is
195 x 147 cm. (Barnes et al., Van Dyck, p. 175).

17
Joanna Woods-Marsden, “One Artist, Two Sitters, One Role: Raphael’s Papal Portraits,” in The
Cambridge Companion to Raphael, ed. Marcia B. Hall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005),
pp. 131-132.
18

For the portrait’s political significance, see Krems, “…comprotecteur de mes affaires.”
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Using the frame to cut Leo’s body off at the knee, Raphael merges his space with
ours, as he did in his previous papal portrait of Julius II.19 By contrast, in Van Dyck’s
portrait, we survey a whole room, where the torsion of the cardinal’s body enhances the
illusion of fictional space.20 The crucial intermediary figure between Raphael’s portrait
and Van Dyck’s was Titian. It was Titian whom Van Dyck copied more than any other
artist in his Italian sketchbook. His Paul III and His Grandsons (Fig. 21), which Van
Dyck also drew (Fig. 22),21 revised the triangular relationship of Raphael’s Leo X, by
extending the figures to full length and animating their movements.22 Titian retained the
figure of the flanking cardinal who looks out at us—in this case Alessandro Farnese—but
now his brother Ottavio performs a courtly bow before their grandfather. In his drawing
after Titian’s painting, Van Dyck paid particular attention to the body language of the
figures—Ottavio’s elegantly flexing calves, the pope’s left hand clutching the armrest of
his throne—and to the framing elements of drapery and column behind them. He even
heightened the drama of the scene by giving Paul III a fierce glower that he lacks in
Titian’s painting.

19

John Shearman writes: “And one of the most profound innovations in [Raphael’s] great portrait of Julius
II lies precisely in this: that we are placed very close to the pope, but off to one side and looking down,
even onto the gilded Della Rovere acorns on the throne;” Only Connect…: Art and the Spectator in the
Italian Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), p. 127.

20

Barnes, Van Dyck in Italy, p. 91.
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Adriani, Italienisches Skizzenbuch, fol. 108v.

22

On the painting in general, see: Roberto Zapperi, Tiziano, Paolo III e i suoi nipoti: Nepotismo e ritratto
di Stato (Turin: Bollati Boringhieri, 1990); on Titian’s revision of Raphael’s precedent, see: Luba
Freedman, Titian’s Portraits Through Aretino’s Lens (University Park: Penn State Press, 1995), pp. 95-96
and pp. 108-109; on Van Dyck’s homage to Titian in the Bentivoglio portrait, see: Barnes, Van Dyck in
Italy, pp. 98-99.
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By the time of Van Dyck’s arrival in Rome, papal portraiture descending from
this tradition had become conventional.23 When the great Bolognese painters of the
second generation, Guido Reni, Domenichino and Guercino, all were called upon to paint
Gregory XV’s portrait, they also took their cues from Titian and Raphael (Figs. 23, 24,
25). Guido’s Gregory looks like a latter-day Julius II, but one who has lifted his head to
meet our gaze.24 Guercino’s pope sits in his papal throne in front of a desk or lectern,
with an illuminated bible lying open in front of him in direct citation of Raphael’s Leo
X.25 Domenichino’s Gregory, meanwhile, sits turned out toward the viewer, with his
nephew, Cardinal Ludovico Ludovisi, standing behind him.26 The figure of the cardinalnephew descends from another Raphael, the portrait of Alessandro Farnese in front of a
landscape with a letter in his hand (Fig. 26). This painting had been foundational for the
tradition of cardinals’ portraits.27 Where Guido, Domenichino and Guercino’s portraits of
Gregory depart, however, from the papal portraits of Raphael and Titian is in the rigid
frontality with which Gregory stares out at us in all three paintings. If the three-quarter
profile of Titian and Raphael’s portraits appeared to give their subject some intimation of
subjectivity or even vulnerability, the frontal stare of Gregory’s portraits makes him into
an icon of power.

23

For a survey of seventeenth-century papal portraits, see: Francesco Petrucci, Pittura di Ritratto a Roma:
Il Seicento, Vol. 1 (Rome: Andreina & Valneo Budai Editori, 2008,) pp. 7-54.
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Corsham Court, Wiltshire; see: D. Stephen Pepper, Guido Reni: A Complete Catalogue of his Works with
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One achievement of Van Dyck’s Cardinal Bentivoglio was thus to restore to the
ecclesiastical portrait the three-quarter profile and implication of narrative that had been
such a powerful feature of Raphael and Titian’s paintings. Interestingly, in his
preparatory drawing for the painting, now in Paris, Van Dyck had depicted Bentivoglio
facing outward and wearing the hat of his office.28 But in the final painting, where he
turns his head to glance at something beyond the frame, Bentivoglio appears like a
melancholy reincarnation of Titian’s Paul III, bereft of his grandsons. Of course,
Bentivoglio was a cardinal, not a pope, and there was perhaps a boldness in the way Van
Dyck mingled the two distinct traditions of ecclesiastical portraits. But Van Dyck’s
allegiance to Titian extended beyond composition or iconography. The whole painting
seems like a plea for colore over disegno. Bentivoglio’s languid hands dissolve at their
contours into shadow, and his left arm rests on no visible support. The stiff creases of his
crimson cassock and mozzetta, or short cape, scintillate with silken highlights. But Van
Dyck’s truly virtuoso performance occurs in the lace of Bentivoglio’s rochet, which
attains an almost sculptural quality as skeins of cream-colored paint overlap one another
to convey the quality of the material.
Such rich vestments made ecclesiastical portraiture an ideal means for Van Dyck
to make his name and pursue artistic rivalries in Rome. Everyone who painted a cardinal
or pope had to render the mozzetta and rochet, the garments both ranks shared.29 This
meant that Van Dyck’s virtuoso renderings of silk and lace would be placed alongside

28

For this drawing, see Alsteens and Eaker, Van Dyck: The Anatomy of Portraiture, pp. 88-89, cat. no. 14.
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For a discussion of the overlap between the vestments of popes and cardinals, and the increasing
codification of the latter at the end of the fifteenth century, see: Carol M. Richardson, Reclaiming Rome:
Cardinals in the Fifteenth Century (Leiden: Brill, 2009), pp. 122-125.
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those of all the other leadings painters of his day. Portraiture was far less suited to the
ambitions of the Bolognese painters, who all achieved fame in Rome with altarpieces and
fresco cycles. Portraits offered little room for the inventive disposition of figures—
although Van Dyck actively pursued this in his less formal portraits—and, with the
exception of a few portraits historiés, no opportunity at all to display a mastery of the
nude. Although he did in fact paint portraits—as did the Carracci, Domenichino, and
Guercino—Guido Reni made a show of disavowing the practice. According to his
biographer, Malvasia, when “summoned to France to paint the portrait of that king with
the offer of a thousand doubloons and another thousand for provisions for the journey,
[Guido] replied that he was not a painter of portraits.”30
Over the course of the seventeenth century, this kind of recusatio would harden
into a formal hierarchy of genres that placed portraiture near the bottom and had
significant consequences for Van Dyck’s historical reputation. As recounted above,
Bellori both recognized Van Dyck’s conscious emulation of Titian in his “peerless”
portraits, but lamented that “he did not show himself to be competent and secure,” in
history painting,31 a judgment that has less to do with the achievement of Van Dyck’s
actual history paintings than with his choice to marginalize that genre within his creative
output. But the studies of historical portraits within Van Dyck’s Italian sketchbook
reveals his formation as a portraitist to be the result of a conscious strategy to play to his
strengths and distinguish himself from Rubens, whose work must have been everywhere
present to him in Italy. As the Louvre biographer recounts, “in whatever considerable
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town Van Dyck went, he always found some paintings by his master.”32 As will be
discussed in the following chapter, Rubens had brought about a radical innovation in the
female portrait during his time in Genoa,33 but by the time of his arrival in Rome, he had
shifted his focus to monumental history and religious paintings, eventually securing the
prestigious commission for the high altarpiece of the Chiesa Nuova.34 Van Dyck picked
up where Rubens left off in his Italian portraits, using his avid study of Titian and
Raphael to shift portraiture from the margins to the center of an ambitious career and
insisting, particularly in the Cardinal Bentivoglio, on the genre’s potential as an arena of
imitation and rivalry with the Renaissance masters. Ironically, it was from Rubens that
Van Dyck had first learned the importance of portrait copies as a means of internalizing
the lessons of art history.

Rubens’s Portrait Copies and the Northern Past
Because they worked in different media as copyists of historical portraits—Van
Dyck making rapid pen and ink sketches, whereas Rubens produced highly finished panel
paintings—the link between the two artists as dedicated historians of portraiture has
never been fully recognized, despite the fact that during the decade when the teenaged
Van Dyck first entered Rubens’s orbit as a disciple and collaborator, the older artist was
immersed in the making of portrait copies. A persistent misreading of these works as
merely antiquarian has obscured their significance both for Rubens’s relationship to
32
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earlier portraits and for the example he set for Van Dyck of a rigorous investigation into
historical portraiture.
Rubens’s portrait copies express one facet of his imitative relationship to older
art. Imitation, both as theory and as practice, figures centrally in most discussions of early
modern aesthetics.35 It is the dominant principle by which sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury artists and writers understood their relationship to art of the past and the standard
against which biographers measured the success or failure of ambitious careers. Rubens,
among the best-traveled and most historically sophisticated of seventeenth-century artists,
was outstanding even in this climate for his imitative approach to older art.36 His practice
of imitation expressed itself in his theoretical writings (unfortunately only preserved in
fragments), his art collection, and of course his finished paintings. But within his oeuvre,
Rubens’s copies of other artists’ works are particularly expressive of his relationship to
art history. As Jeffrey Muller writes:
Rubens’s copies are…representations of representations, paintings of paintings
which refer to the viewer’s memory of the originals. Given the transformation of
the original that Rubens invariably made, the encounter with the copy is, as
Seneca imagined it, like meeting a young man who closely resembles his father.
Even after the mistaken identity is corrected, the sensation of seeing double will
return as the known figure of the father is recalled but cannot be quite fitted with
the son. Rubens’s painted copies in this way call to mind the reality of illusion
behind representation. They fuse inextricably the imitation of nature and art.37
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Curiously, however, scholars have generally excluded Rubens’s portrait copies from this
nuanced understanding of his imitative practice. This is particularly the case with his
copies of Northern portraits. For example, in her 2009 Corpus Rubenianum volume on
Rubens’s copies after German and Netherlandish masters, Kristin Lohse Belkin
emphasizes the “practical factor” among Rubens’s “motives for making copies” of
portraits: “the attraction of the older image lies not only in its artistic merits but also in its
value as a biographical document.” She thus rationalizes the fact that “Most of Rubens’s
surviving painted copies are portraits—surprising in view of the fact that he was not
primarily a portrait painter.”38 For his part, Muller explains that “Rubens painted and kept
a large group of portraits for reasons of politics, friendship, honor, and familial love,” but
not, apparently, the reasons of art that Muller has so eloquently elucidated for the rest of
Rubens’s copies.39 Likewise, Colin Eisler’s nuanced and influential account of Rubens’s
“uses of the northern past” ignores portraiture to focus exclusively on devotional
painting.40 All of these scholars share an impulse to sequester Rubens’s portrait copies
from his practice of imitation, much as his portraits of family members have been
described as “private” works, insulated from his public ambition. Certainly, many of the
portraits that Rubens displayed in his home expressed political allegiances or affective
ties. But in a number of other cases, Rubens’s collecting and copying of portraits
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reflected his aesthetics of imitation just as much as his copies of the history paintings of
Italian masters.
The complexity of Rubens’s copies and pastiches of earlier portraits becomes
clear in an examination of the so-called Ansegisus and Begga now in Vienna (Fig. 27). In
this painting, the signs of Rubens’s authorship are unmistakable. We recognize the
master’s hand at once in the woman’s physiognomy—her arched brows and puckered
lips, flaxen hair and milky skin—and in the more general rendering of surface textures,
whether flesh or silk or fur. But jostling against Rubens’s signature style are details that
anchor the pair in a different temporality. The man’s cleft headdress and the woman’s
wimple, as well as her dangling fur-trimmed sleeves and squared décolletage, recall for
us not Rubens’s era, but Flemish portraits of the fifteenth century.
Rubens’s “Ansegisus and Begga”—a title that I will shortly call into question —
is documented in the Habsburg imperial collections as early as 1718, and prior to that
appears in the 1635 inventory of the Duke of Buckingham, to whom Rubens had sold a
group of paintings in 1625.41 Unanimously dated on stylistic grounds to between 1612
and 1615, the period when Rubens was most actively engaged in copying fifteenth- and
sixteenth-century Northern portraits, the painting appears to have remained in his own
possession for at least a decade. Van Dyck thus could have seen it in the years when he
attained mastery and worked as Rubens’s collaborator.
While the Vienna double portrait was eventually sold to Buckingham, other
copies and reworkings of earlier Northern portraits stayed in Rubens’s collection until his
41
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death in 1640. These include two other paintings now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum,
one of Charles the Bold of Burgundy, the other of Emperor Maximilian (Figs. 28, 29).42
Although of different sizes, the portraits are similar enough in format to suggest they may
once have functioned as a pair. Depicting two of the most prominent ancestors of
Rubens’s royal patrons, the archducal couple Albert and Isabella, these paintings have
largely determined scholarly interpretation of Rubens’s engagement with Northern
portraits.
In a foundational 1972 essay on Rubens’s portrait copies, Wolfgang Stechow
speculated that Rubens created many of these works as part of a never-realized
genealogical gallery for Albert and Isabella.43 As evidence for such a project, he cited the
antiquarian investigations of the artist Antoine de Succa, now preserved in a manuscript
in Brussels known as the Mémoriaux. In this manuscript, De Succa carefully drew tomb
effigies and other images of Burgundian rulers that had survived the iconoclastic violence
of the second half of the sixteenth century. De Succa then reworked this documentation
to create fictive portraits of the ancestors of the King of Spain for Antwerp’s Town Hall,
and he also sold other historical portraits out of his studio. In a court case from 1607, De
Succa claimed that he had received royal patents to take with him on his expeditions to
study old monuments. Stechow took this as evidence that De Succa was a court painter,
and that the fictive portraits were at least in part destined for the archducal collection at
Brussels. According to Stechow, upon Rubens’s return to Antwerp from Italy, the
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ambitious young artist sought to eclipse his rival at court by producing historical portraits
of his own, the Vienna double portrait being his central example.
Stechow’s hypothesis ran up against the obvious obstacle that, rather than
entering the archducal collection, almost all of Rubens’s fictive portraits are documented
as being in his own possession at his death. Furthermore, in their comprehensive
monograph on De Succa’s Mémoriaux, Micheline Comblen-Sonkes and Christiane van
den Bergen-Pantens assertively countered Stechow’s contention that De Succa made his
sketches and paintings on a royal commission and that Rubens somehow sought to usurp
this position.44 In his own study of Rubens’s collection, Jeffrey Muller retained
something of Stechow’s political interpretation of the portraits of Maximilian and Charles
the Bold, but argued that Rubens made them for display in his own house, as an
advertisement of his close ties to the Brussels court and to Habsburg patronage more
generally.45
The one aspect of Stechow’s interpretation to find universal acceptance was his
identification of the two figures in the Vienna double portrait. The man and the woman
had previously been taken for St. Pipin and St. Begga, on the basis of a mid-seventeenthcentury engraving by Frans van den Steen.46 Pipin was a seventh-century duke of Brabant
and his daughter Begga was believed in Rubens’s day, through a false etymology, to have
founded the beguines. But as Max Rooses had already noted at the end of the nineteenth
century, little about the couple suggests either saintliness or the relationship of a father
44
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and daughter.47 Wolfgang Stechow instead proposed that the figures depicted are Begga
and her husband Ansegisus. His evidence was a plate depicting the two figures in a 1600
edition of the chronicle of the dukes of Brabant for which De Succa appears to have
provided illustrations (Fig. 30).48 Stechow’s identification of the couple as Ansegisus and
Begga, putative Habsburg ancestors, allowed him to adduce the portrait in support of his
hypothetical genealogical gallery, going so far as to call it “the copy by Rubens that
seems to fit most readily into a dynastic enterprise of this sort.”49
In spite of Stechow’s certainty, the figures’ identities may have been flexible or
even irrelevant to Rubens and his original audience. Such a conclusion is certainly
indicated not only by Van den Steen’s engraving, identifying Ansegisus as Pipin, but also
by the inventory of the Duke of Buckingham, the painting’s first owner after it left
Rubens’s possession. Buckingham’s inventory leaves off the figures’ names to identify
them generically as the “Dutchesse of Brabant and her Love.”50 The designation became
even less precise by the time the painting finally entered the Habsburg collections,
although according to Stechow’s hypothesis, it was precisely this audience that would
have been most invested in the identities of its putative ancestors. Instead, the entry that
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records the painting in the 1718 imperial inventory reads simply: “Rubens: original: a
man and a woman.”51
This entry recalls one in the inventory of Rubens’s own collection, drawn up after
his death in 1640. In the French-language catalogue printed by Jan van Meurs that year,
we read of “two portraits, the husband and wife, by Jan van Eyck.”52 Here, as in the
imperial inventory, we encounter a pair of portraits unmoored from the identities of their
sitters, yet firmly anchored in the identity of their maker. The seventeenth-century prints
made after Rubens’s double portrait further attest to this emphasis on the maker’s, over
the sitter’s, identity. In these prints, the figures’ identities and costumes appear fungible.
Ansegisus may become Pipin, or he may disappear altogether. What never disappears is
the assertion that this is an authored portrait by a famous painter. What distinguishes this
portrait, however, is that its famous painter has a double identity. He is at once Rubens
and Van Eyck.
We can see this double identity concretely in a print published by Pieter Smith
and engraved by Theodor Matham some time before his death in 1676 (Fig. 31).53 The
woman from Rubens’s double portrait appears here without her male companion, with
her cleavage chastely covered, her brooch replaced by a crucifix, and even a halo wedged
in above her head. These alterations attest to the instability or illegibility of the figure’s
identity in Rubens’s original painting, which now required the addition of more explicit
51
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attributes to function as a devotional print. A biographical caption further secures the
woman’s identity as the saintly Begga. Beneath this we find an attribution to the
portrait’s maker—here identified as H. (Hubert) van Eyck.
The elision of Rubens’s authorship was perhaps motivated by the translation of
the painting into an engraving. The sophisticated play between references to the Eyckian
tradition and the master’s signature brushwork could not be sustained in the new medium.
Given the fact that Rubens’s double portrait was in England for at least part of the
seventeenth century, Matham may have in fact been working from another print, which
would explain the correct orientation of his engraving as opposed to that by Frans van
den Steen. But in bypassing Rubens’s mediation in favor of Hubert van Eyck’s putative
original authorship, Matham and Stevens also authenticated their likeness of Begga by
referring back to the prestigious origins of Netherlandish painting. We encounter a
similar reference to the Eyckian tradition in the 1600 book illustration by De Succa, upon
which Wolfgang Stechow based his identification of the Vienna double portrait (Fig. 30).
Here, Ansegisus and Begga appear in a setting and a composition that explicitly recalls
Van Eyck’s so-called Arnolfini Marriage.
The retrospective, conservative nature of much Netherlandish painting is well
known. By the late fifteenth century, Flemish painters had already begun to cite Van
Eyck’s compositions in their own works. Hans Belting uses the term mise-en-scène to
describe the procedures of citation, augmentation, and enshrinement by which sixteenthand seventeenth-century painters referred back to earlier prototypes while claiming them
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for a new discursive context of aesthetic engagement.54 Rubens’s Vienna double portrait
is a similar staging of portraiture’s history.
Rubens’s Vienna double portrait recalls not only Van Eyck’s Arnolfini Marriage,
but also the pictorial format of the portrait diptych, so distinctive of the Netherlandish
tradition. Rubens may in fact have intended his double portrait to be interpreted as a
visible refashioning of one such work. The engraving after the Vienna double portrait by
Frans van den Steen declares that Rubens’s figures were e priscis tabulis delineatas,
drawn after old panels. The plural here is significant, identifying Rubens’s artistic
intervention as the combination of two panels into one. Earlier scholars deduced from this
inscription and others attributing the composition to Hubert or Jan van Eyck that the
prototype for Rubens’s double portrait was indeed the Van Eyck diptych of a man and a
woman listed in the 1640 inventory of his estate.55
Stechow expressed a cautious endorsement of this theory, but it has since found
little resonance, having been dismissed by Muller, among others, as overly speculative.56
Yet the painting itself provides suggestive evidence that Rubens did work from a portrait
diptych, if not the untraced diptych listed in the inventory. Although their bodies overlap,
the man and woman in Rubens’s double portrait give a curiously disjunctive impression.
Only the three gloved fingers curling around the woman’s waist hint at physical contact
between her and her male companion. The painting of these fingers is quite thin, and their
addition appears perfunctory, a belated nod to the two figures’ lack of physical cohesion.
54
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Sitters portrayed in three quarter-length are unknown in fifteenth-century Flemish
portraits, so the bodies we see here were presumably Rubens’s own addition to the
diptych he worked from. This enhancement is in line with Rubens’s generally
augmentative practice as a copyist of portraits. For example, in his reworking of
Raphael’s Baldassarre Castiglione, he expanded the painting to show the famous
courtier’s hands in their entirety.57 The augmentation of the sitters’ bodies in both
Rubens’s copy after Raphael and the Vienna portrait was an invitation to sophisticated
beholders to admire the artist’s refinement of his prestigious prototype.
In Rubens’s Vienna double portrait, the two figures’ gazes further serve to trouble
the connection between them. Whereas the woman returns the beholder’s stare, her
companion looks off at a point in the distance. In early Netherlandish diptychs, the
crossing of two lines of sight can serve to unite figures separated by the two panels. For
example, in a diptych in London attributed to Robert Campin, the man and the woman’s
gazes intersect precisely at the point where the viewer stands to look at their portrait (fig.
32).58 They are physically separated by the diptych’s frame but united in our viewing of
them. Rubens enacted this merging of two paintings, so typical of the experience of
looking at a diptych, when he copied the two panels of his prototype in the form of a
double portrait on one panel.
One type of devotional image common to both Flemish and Northern Italian art of
the Counter Reformation offered Rubens a prototype for this kind of pictorial
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transformation. In fifteenth-century Flemish devotional diptychs, a frame separates the
image of the devotee from the object of his veneration. In the second half of the
sixteenth-century, however, painters collapsed this format into a single support,
heightening the emotional tenor of their visionary images.59 Van Dyck copied one such
painting by Titian in his Italian Sketchbook, going on to emulate its composition in a
devotional tondo for the Abbé Scaglia.60 Rubens’s overlapping of the figures in the
Vienna double portrait enacted a secular version of this Counter-Reformation merging of
the two panels of a diptych prototype.
Antwerp art collectors of the early seventeenth-century were the ideal audience to
delight in Rubens’s artful refashioning of one of the standard formats of fifteenth-century
Flemish art. Early Netherlandish portraits recur with some frequency in gallery paintings
from Rubens’s era (fig. 33). Zirka Filipczak has rightly cautioned that these images are
not to be taken as literal illustrations of existing collections, but as expressions of an ideal
canon of art.61 Within this canon, early Netherlandish portraits were particularly coveted.
Even images we would not today class as portraits were interpreted in this light. For
example, a lost painting by Van Eyck of a woman at her bath was understood in the
seventeenth century to be the artist’s portrait of his wife.62 Known to Rubens in the
collection of Cornelis van der Gheest, Van Eyck’s painting may have been one of the
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prototypes Rubens drew upon in his own nude portrait of his second wife, Helena
Fourment.
Rubens’s Vienna double portrait was an aesthetic object designed to appeal to
viewers with art historical sophistication, but not necessarily any interest in the sitters’
identities. Indeed the painting appears to have functioned this way, moving from
Rubens’s own collection to that of the Duke of Buckingham and then to the imperial
collections of the Habsburgs, with every inventory noting Rubens’s authorship but none
speaking of the sitters by name. Despite the arguments of Belkin, Muller, and others, the
frequency with which portraits by famous artists with unknown sitters appear in
seventeenth-century Antwerp inventories, Rubens’s among them, points to a taste for
portraiture that was precisely artistic and not biographical or documentary. If Rubens’s
double portrait in Vienna indeed reworks the Van Eyck diptych he owned, whose sitters
he could not identify, then his motivation cannot have been to secure an authentic
likeness of a deceased sitter. Only later, when printmakers sought an authoritative image
of St. Begga, did they apply her name to Rubens’s generic image of a fifteenth-century
woman, just as Matham added the halo to his print. Rubens’s careful depiction of
Burgundian costume lent itself to such appropriation, recalling the antiquarian projects of
Antoine de Succa, whom Rubens did in fact study as a source for the depiction of
historical clothing.63 But in order to authenticate the likeness, the printmakers had to
attribute it to van Eyck, sorting out an ambiguity of authorship that the painting itself
could sustain.
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Belkin’s remark that Rubens “was not primarily a portrait painter” is symptomatic
of a widespread, although by no means universal, reluctance on the part of Rubens
scholars to engage interpretatively with his portraits or his own investigations into the
history of portraiture. Yet in the 1610’s, precisely the period when he made the Vienna
painting, portraits were very much on Rubens’s mind. He was the court painter to Albert
and Isabella, co-regents whose state portraits often take the form of pendant paintings.64
The need to produce such images, which underlined Albert and Isabella’s equal authority,
may well have provided Rubens with a motive to look at earlier paired depictions of a
husband and wife, such as the Van Eyck diptych he himself owned. We see another
example of such an investigation in the double portrait of Agrippina and Germanicus, in
Washington, where Rubens translated the paired profiles of an ancient cameo into a
painted portrait (Fig. 34).65 A further impetus may have been provided by the epitaph
paintings Rubens produced in this period, a much discussed locus for the artist’s
engagement with the Northern tradition upon his return from Italy. In works such as the
Rockox Triptych, Rubens revived the winged altarpieces and donor portraits of the
fifteenth century, addressing himself to the problem of unifying a husband and wife
separated by frames or an intervening devotional image.66 This was the same problem
that he may have worked through in translating a diptych prototype into the single panel
of the Vienna portrait. Finally, Rubens’s own first marriage in 1609 launched him on a
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life-long project of domestic portraiture centered on the image of marital harmony. In
turning to the marriage diptychs of the fifteenth century, he was able to provide his own
artistic project with a prestigious genealogy.
As this excursus into Rubens’s portrait copies has shown, when Van Dyck arrived
in Italy in 1621 and promptly filled his sketchbook with studies of Renaissance portraits,
he was following in the footsteps of Rubens’s own highly imitative and historicist
approach to portraiture. Although he did not emulate Rubens’s study of antiquities, Van
Dyck surely had him in mind when he turned to sixteenth-century portraiture in order to
find compositional prototypes that would distinguish him from his artistic rivals in Rome.
Unlike Rubens, Van Dyck has rarely been discussed in terms of imitation or, for that
matter, any form of intellectual or theoretical approach to his art. Again, Muller is the
most insightful commentator, recognizing the importance of Van Dyck’s conscious
imitation of Titian, both in his painting and in his collecting, and arguing that, “Rather
than defending Van Dyck by making him into a student of antiquities, one should regard
his art in a positive light, apart from the strictures of Tuscan-Roman criticism that he
ignored.”67 In general, however, Van Dyck’s rigorous and self-conscious imitations of
Titian and other masters in the Italian Sketchbook and such portraits as Guido Bentivoglio
have been treated more as the practical notations or borrowings of a portraitist than the
true parallel they were to other celebrated acts of imitation. Scholars have overlooked this
link between Van Dyck and Rubens not only because of the difference in medium and
finish of the two artists’ portrait copies, but also because of a reluctance to acknowledge
the centrality, however ambivalent, of portraiture to Rubens’s career. This reluctance
stems from an anachronistic internalization of a hierarchy of genres that was only coming
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into being in Rubens’s own lifetime. In fact, some of the most powerful articulations of
this hierarchy appear in writers responding to the ambition of Van Dyck’s portraits, an
ambition that threatened to overshadow his Roman contemporaries.

Fashion-Vestments-Livery
In Van Dyck’s confident self-presentation during the Italian years, both in person
and in his self-portraits, the young artist was able to combine his strategic pursuit of
portraiture with his abiding interest in the language of clothes. Bellori avidly describes
the young Flemish artist’s appearance and attire:
He was still young, his beard barely sprouting, yet his youth was accompanied by
grave modesty of character and nobility of mien, albeit he was small in stature.
His manners were those of a lord rather than a commoner, and he appeared
resplendent in rich attire of suits and court dress, because he had been accustomed
to the society of noblemen in the school of Rubens; and being by nature grand and
eager to become famous, therefore, in addition to his fine clothes, he adorned his
head with plumes and hatbands, wore gold chains crossed on his chest, and kept a
retinue of servants.68
Emulating the aristocratic aspirations of Rubens, Van Dyck turned himself into a kind of
living portrait, an image of the fashionable and aristocratic elegance with which he would
make his name. The young painter’s personal appearance added another facet to his
imitation of sixteenth-century Italian portraitists. In his sketchbook, Van Dyck drew
Raphael’s now lost Portrait of a Young Man, at the time believed to be the artist’s selfportrait, exaggerating the degree to which the enveloping folds of fur, linen, and silk
swallow up the androgynous young man’s figure (Fig. 35).69 In his own self-portrait now
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in the Hermitage, most likely from the start of his Italian sojourn, Van Dyck recreated
this effect with an elaborately tailored black silk suit that swells and billows with little
relation to the artist’s slight build (Fig. 36). 70 The thickly painted white highlights appear
to hover upon the surface of the painting in a bold treatment that recalls the depiction of
Bentivoglio’s rochet. Likewise, the languor of Van Dyck’s hands associates him with the
aristocratic ease of Raphael’s supposed self-portrait, without the slightest intimation that
these slender, pallid hands could be responsible for making the work we see before us.
Van Dyck’s appearance in the guise of Raphael—part of an elegant selfpresentation that Bellori attributed to Rubens’s influence—indicates that we would do
well to extend the concept of imitation from relationships between works of art to
painters’ behavior in the public sphere. Artists were well aware of each other’s successes
and the need to keep up appearances, although they did not always embrace ostentation to
the degree that Van Dyck did. Malvasia tells an anecdote in which Guido Reni rejects the
idea of imitating Rubens’ aristocratic lifestyle in addition to his artistic genius:
[Guido’s carriage] was used by his students, all of whom, merry and full of
conversation, went off in it to a villa. Guido quickly sold it, and when one of
those rogues thought to prick him by saying that Rubens kept a carriage and six,
he answered that one must imitate such great men in their virtue and not in their
pomp.71
The alternately genteel and haughty comportment that Van Dyck would later display in
his portrait sittings would itself, as discussed in this dissertation’s final chapter, become
the object of emulation by other painters.
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The vestments appearing in ecclesiastical portraits like Van Dyck’s Guido
Bentivoglio were themselves mechanisms of imitation. Cardinals’ vestments were
designed to express their proximity to the pope by appropriating his colors (red and
white) and certain of his key garments, such as the mozzetta and rochet.72 In addition, the
ceremony of investiture secured the succession of church offices through the ritual gift of
clothing—in the case of cardinals, the galero or flat-brimmed hat, which could never be
purchased, only received as a gift from the pope, and which was displayed on the
catafalque after a cardinal’s death.73 For his funeral, a pope was stripped of his papal
vestments and restored to the habit he had worn prior to his election (although in many
notorious cases, the corpse was plundered of its clothing and left nude).74 Ecclesiastical
portraitists lavished such attention on vestments because they were the armature of their
sitters’ identities.
Van Dyck’s self-presentation as an aristocrat or foppish ephebe transgressed the
strict hierarchies of clothing enforced by sumptuary laws and the ritual of investiture; his
appearance has continued to trouble commentators like Valentiner centuries after his
death. Likewise, his refusal to engage in the carousing expected of a young Northern
painter in Rome earned him mockery and derision as an artist who put on airs. This was
in line with a perception of fashion, beginning in the sixteenth century, as an agent of
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destabilization that blurred the lines between social classes.75 Fashion was the inverse of
vestments, notionally timeless clothing that stabilized hierarchies. But at the same time,
fashion’s shifting nature made it into an effective tool for the commemoration of specific
events and milestones. As we have seen, Rubens’s antiquarian investigation into
Burgundian clothing allowed him to create a powerful marker of historical difference in
his Vienna double portrait. Rubens conducted similar research as part of his preparations
for the depiction of Maria de’ Medici’s wedding, corresponding with his friend Peiresc
about the exact type of stocking worn by the bride’s uncle at the event, twenty years
before.76 When Maria received a painting by another artist depicting her marriage, the
Tuscan ambassador reported her pleasure at recognizing her wedding dress.77 A major
component of a portraitist’s task was the accurate representation of clothes and an
understanding of their semiotics. Indeed, Ann Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass have
argued that a primary function of Van Dyck’s English portraits was to record clothing
worn on important court occasions, and they point out that such costumes cost vastly
more than the paintings themselves.78
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Refusing to conform to the Northern artists’ community in Rome, Van Dyck used
his finery to communicate his assimilation to another environment, that of the court. This
is a corollary of his embrace of court art’s central genre, the portrait. To understand the
social work of clothing in the seventeenth century, we have to add a third term to the
binary of fashion and vestments sketched above, that of livery. Bellori tells us that when
he lived in Rome, Van Dyck “was maintained at the court of Cardinal Bentivoglio.”79 If
this means that Van Dyck lived at Bentivoglio’s palace as part of his famiglia, then the
young artist would have received his upkeep in livery, a term with a broad application
that by this time had increasingly come to designate the actual clothes provided to
familiars.80 This clothing reinforced hierarchies within the household, distinguishing
those, for example, who received livrea di campagna in order to accompany the cardinal
to his villa.81 Livery was exempt from sumptuary laws, and Markus Völkel has
interpreted it as a form of displaced ostentation, in which grandees used the bodies of
their retainers as the armature for costly display.82 We don’t know the origins of the
clothes Van Dyck wears in his self-portraits or flaunted about the streets of Rome, but
they may well have been the gift of a patron. If so, we can read his self-portraits as a
statement of loyalty and gratitude that presents his richly clothed body as a testament to
his benefactor’s munificence, in line with the principles of livery. Such is certainly the
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case in the artist’s famous later Self-Portrait with a Sunflower, in which the artist caresses
a golden chain, likely that given to him by Charles I in 1633.83
The kind of vassalage that Van Dyck embraced was anathema to many other
painters. We might contrast his self-portraits in this regard with those of another
Northerner who arrived in Rome in the mid-1620’s, Nicolas Poussin. In a letter to his
friend Chantelou, Poussin insisted that the gift of a self-portrait was not the same as an
oath of fealty:
I promised myself that you would receive the little present with a favorable eye,
but I expected nothing more, and did not claim that it placed you under any
obligation to me. I was content enough to have a place in paint in your cabinet
without filling my purse with money. It is a kind of Tyranny for you to render me
so much your debtor that I can never pay off my debt.84
Guido Reni expressed a similar sentiment with his refusal to travel to the French court,
cited above, and in another anecdote recounted by Malvasia:
One of the hangers-on of Cardinal Spada (who was then papal legate to Bologna)
many times urged Guido to pay court to his patron and pressed his case by
showing Guido how much His Eminence merited that attention, and how much
Guido was indebted to him because of all the courtesies he had received. Finally
one day when he was being pressed again, Guido replied, “What debt? I wouldn’t
trade my brush for his hat. So what can he do to me for not courting him?85
Nonetheless, Guido did eventually paint Spada’s portrait, perhaps even as a token of
gratitude for Spada’s mediation between the artist and the French court, whose patronage
Guido had made a show of scorning.86 For this painting, made around 1627, Guido turned
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to the prototype of the most impressive portrait of a cardinal Rome had seen in decades,
Anthony van Dyck’s Cardinal Bentivoglio.

Guido’s Cardinals
Guido first responded to Van Dyck’s Bentivoglio portrait in his painting of
Cardinal Roberto Ubaldino, now in Los Angeles (Fig. 37).87 Here Guido carried over the
key elements of Van Dyck’s composition: the cardinal seated at an oblique angle to the
picture plane; the draped table beside him, bearing an envelope inscribed with his name;
the letter in his hand; and the swoop of brilliant fabric dominating the upper right-hand
corner of the image. These elements display a characteristic aspect of Guido’s style
beginning in the mid-1620’s, where he would map onto the entire composition a
spectrum of hues of a single color, often pink or red.88 In fact, one of the most striking
distinctions between Van Dyck’s portrait and Guido’s is the brightness and clarity of the
latter, in a complete rejection of Van Dyck’s careful spotlighting of Bentivoglio’s face
and hands against a dark background. In place of the shadows enveloping Bentivoglio,
Guido offers an orthogonal loggia, guiding the eye to a landscape of blue sky, topiary,
and fountain. This places the cardinal’s portrait back securely in the lineage of Raphael’s
Alessandro Farnese, which likewise depicts a letter-bearing cardinal in front of a
landscape framed by a Doric pilaster.
In his portrait of Cardinal Spada (Fig. 38), Guido adopted a similar format, but
replaced the landscape with a bank of cubby holes for sorting the cardinal’s
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correspondence. Spada himself is shown not opening a letter, but in the act of writing
one. Here, Guido elaborates on Van Dyck’s reference to Bentivoglio’s diplomatic
correspondence, perhaps in a wry nod on Guido’s part to his patron’s many letters written
on the troublesome artist’s behalf. In this painting as well, Guido continues his
clarification and rationalization of Van Dyck’s composition. We might, for example,
compare the left hands of the two men. As noted above, the armrest supporting
Bentivoglio’s hand is lost in shadow, and the contours of the hand itself are blurred. In a
detail typical of Van Dyck, the hand lacks a visible thumb, heightening the effect of
slenderness and elongation. Spada’s hand by contrast is fleshy, even chubby, his thumb
and pinkie splayed, and a jeweled ring gleams on one finger. His hand rests firmly on a
brightly lit, scrolled armrest. Guido applies a similar treatment to the lace in Spada’s
rochet. What in Van Dyck had been an almost abstracted, ornamental performance
becomes painstaking mimesis in Guido’s painting.
But the most striking departure in Guido’s portraits of the two cardinals is his
restoration of frontality to their poses. Gone is Bentivoglio’s pensive staring offstage and
the torsion of his body. Instead Ubaldino and Spada return our look head-on. They are
uncompromised figures of authority who emulate the papal portraits by Reni and his
Bolognese compatriots discussed above. In these portraits, Reni corrects Van Dyck’s
breach of decorum in portraying Bentivoglio in a state of bare-headed distraction. But in
the process he cancels out the narrativization of the portrait that is the most compelling
feature of Van Dyck’s painting. Guido duplicates the composition of Van Dyck’s portrait,
but he does so without ambition. From his perspective, artistic ambition had no place in a
portrait at all.
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We may never know if the reception of Van Dyck’s Bentivoglio portrait was
closer to the failure described by van Hoogstraten or the stunning success recounted in
the Louvre biography. Guido’s portraits indicate that at least one major artistic figure saw
and responded to the painting with a good deal of ambivalence. Van Dyck was a threat to
Roman artists because he was difficult to categorize. He scorned the carousing and genre
painting expected of Northern painters, but he also failed to embrace the intellectual
culture of classicism in the manner of Poussin or Rubens. His engagement with the
masters of the High Renaissance was rigorous, yet also eccentric, focused on an aspect of
their production, portraiture, that would be neglected by the emerging hierarchy of the
genres. Van Dyck was at home in the palace, not the academy, and his deep
understanding of court culture expressed itself in an attention to clothing that is all too
readily dismissed, even today, as superficial. Yet in his Cardinal Bentivoglio, Van Dyck
began the process that would culminate in his portraits of the English court, in which the
likeness of the sovereign and his family became the vehicle for profound and affecting
narratives. According to Samuel van Hoogstraten, it was with the hindsight of these
images that even a Roman audience could rediscover the Bentivoglio portrait and put it
“on show as a wonder.”

Pittora de Natura
To find a model for the kind of ambitious career, focused on court portraiture, that
he was pursuing, Van Dyck looked to an artist of an earlier generation, just as he derived
compositional models from Titian and Raphael. The longest prose passage in Van Dyck’s
Italian Sketchbook, indeed the longest to survive from his hand, describes not an
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encounter with an artwork but rather with a living artist. On July 12, 1624, Van Dyck
recorded his meeting with the nonagenarian painter Sofonisba Anguissola:
At ninety-six she still has all her memory and a most ready mind, is most
courteous, and even though she has lost her sight due to old age, she still had with
all that pleasure in putting paintings in front of her, and, with great difficulty,
putting her nose right on the painting, succeeded at discerning some small portion
and took great pleasure still in this manner. While I was making her portrait she
alerted me to various things: not to put the light too high, so that the shadows
wouldn’t become too deep in the lines of old age, and much other good talk, as
well as recounting a part of her life, through which it was clear that she was a
born painter and a miraculous one and that the greatest pain she had is that she
can longer paint, having lost her sight; her hand was still steady without the
slightest tremor.89
Van Dyck’s handwritten description of this portrait sitting frames a quick sketch of
Anguissola, bracing herself against the arms of a chair as she leans forward, as though
toward an interlocutor (Fig. 39). Van Dyck also painted a finished portrait of the artist on
canvas, now in the Sackville collection at Knole. The abraded condition of this latter
portrait impedes an appreciation of its original quality, and it is unclear from Van Dyck’s
text whether this is the ritratto he prepared in Anguissola’s presence, or whether the
portrait he refers to was simply the rough drawing from the sketchbook, worked up into a
finished painting at a later date.90 The meeting between the two painters has long been
known as an art historical curiosity, and even provides the premise for a contemporary
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murder mystery,91 but remarkably little attention has been paid to the fact that this
passage is Van Dyck’s most extensive surviving statement on the work and career of
another artist. It is also his only first-person description of a portrait sitting. Besides her
advice on lighting, Van Dyck unfortunately did not record the molti altri buoni discorsi
that Anguissola shared with him, yet it is clear that the painter’s technical knowledge and
the story of her life so impressed Van Dyck that he declared her a pittora de natura, a
born painter like himself. Whether or not he was able to see any of Anguissola’s portraits
at her home in Palermo, Van Dyck would have found much in her life story to inspire
him.
Anguissola, the daughter of minor Cremonese aristocrats, had a career shaped by
the constraints, as well as opportunities, of her gender and rank.92 After a childhood in
which her father actively promoted his daughter’s accomplishments through gift-giving,
correspondence, and visits to local courts, Anguissola obtained a position as lady-inwaiting to Isabel of Valois, the young bride of Philip II. (The procurement of her talents
was essentially a wedding present to the young royal couple from the dukes of Alba and
Sessa.) The Mantuan envoy’s description of Anguissola’s court début at Guadalajara in
1560 reveals the degree to which she was meant to serve as an exemplar of Italian mores
for the young queen and the conservative Spanish court:
On the night of the wedding, the king proposed to dance a galliard and since no
one wanted to begin, Signore Ferrante Gonzaga was the first to dance; he asked
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the young Cremonese who paints and who came here to stay with the queen,
which opened the way for many who danced after them.93
Anguissola’s beauty, comportment and technical knowledge (conveyed in drawing
lessons to the queen) contributed as much to her court career as her finished portraits.94
The financial arrangements made for the artist reflected the variety of her services: she
received a salary and pension in her capacity as lady-in-waiting, but was never paid for
any individual works of art, which were always proffered as “gifts” to her patrons.95 In
return, Anguissola received sumptuous gifts of clothing that placed her at the very highest
end of the livery economy; her early biographer Pietro Paolo de Ribera recounts that the
queen “once gave her a dress richly adorned with gold of great value, and once a
necklace of jewels and pearl pendants, and other royal objects such that she found herself
richly dressed and adorned,” and these gifts soon made their way into her self-portraits.96
When Van Dyck later portrayed himself with the gold chain bestowed upon him by a
royal patron, he would have had Anguissola’s example to draw upon, and he may have
seen some of her royal souvenirs when he visited her in Palermo.
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Van Dyck perhaps sought out Anguissola at Rubens’s suggestion. The older
artist’s stay in Genoa had overlapped with Anguissola’s residence there, and he copied
her famous portrait of Isabel de Valois with a marten fur. In yet another instance of
Rubens’s copying of portraits as a form of imitation and art historical research,
Anguissola’s Spanish royal portraits would serve as a critical point of departure for his
innovations of the female portrait while in Genoa.97 Finally, Anguissola had served as the
governess and possibly drawing teacher to Rubens’s patron, the Infanta Isabel Clara
Eugenia; one scholar has theorized that the latter’s subsequent esteem for Rubens,
expressed in her employment of him not only as court painter but also as an adviser and
diplomatic emissary, stemmed from her close childhood relationship to Anguissola.98
Yet despite Anguissola’s important legacy for both Rubens and Van Dyck, the
most extended recent analysis of her encounter with the latter offers a striking
misreading, in which Anguissola is cast in the role of a foil to male genius and creativity.
In a recent essay, Ulrich Pfisterer has describe Van Dyck’s Italian Sketchbook as a
“textbook” exposition of early modern ideas about the aging and potency of artists.99
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Pfisterer notes that Van Dyck’s depiction of Anguissola directly follows his sketch of
Raphael’s putative self-portrait, and that both are preceded by a copy of a painting that
was believed in Van Dyck’s day to depict the elderly Titian with his young mistress.
Disregarding the haphazard organizational logic of a sketchbook, which may have its
own complicated codicological history, Pfisterer reads this juxtaposition as a
programmatic statement on Van Dyck’s part, whereby Titian and Raphael are presented
as artistic “heroes” (Heroen), but Anguissola figures as a mere “curiosity” (Kuriosität).100
Accordingly, Raphael stands in for the beautiful young artist who achieves perfection
within an abbreviated lifetime and Titian the master whose sustained production goes
hand-in-hand with his senescent virility. Anguissola, by contrast, represents the mere
“practitioner” whose physical decline terminates her artistic output Yet, as Pfisterer
acknowledges, such a reading depends upon a complete disregard for Van Dyck’s own
commentary on Anguissola, which is, as discussed above, his most extensive and
significant statement of praise for any artist. Ultimately, Pfisterer’s reading reveals less
about Van Dyck’s own perspective than about the persistence of certain misogynist
tropes within art history from the Renaissance to the present day.
Whether or not Van Dyck had any awareness of such gendered and biological
models of creativity, Pfisterer is correct that they did play an important role in early
modern art literature. Van Dyck’s reception as, in Julius Held’s words, “one of the most
feminine of all painters,” has a great deal to do with the genre in which he worked and its
traditional association with female practitioners.101 As Vasari remarked of Anguissola, “If
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women know so well how to make [i.e., give birth to] living men, what marvel is it that
those who wish are also so well able to make them in painting?”102 Yet, such an
association between portrait-painting and women’s reproductive capacities was a doubleedged sword, reducing women’s art-making to a “passive, bodily production” that
aligned with contemporary notions of ritrarre as the antithesis of inventive and imitative
art.103 (Van Dyck’s declaration that Anguissola was a “pittora de natura” may bear traces
of this approach as well.) Limits on women’s artistic education meant that the genres
most associated with ritrarre—portraits, still lifes, and copies of other masters—were
often the only genres open to them. Conversely, these genres became feminized even
when their practitioners were male. Philip Sohm has demonstrated the degree to which
early modern Italian art writing mapped such dichotomies as disegno-colore onto a malefemale binary.104 Critically, for Van Dyck, such gendered criticism also inflected writing
about different “national” schools of painting. Ever since Michelangelo supposedly
declared that Flemish painting, with its minute descriptions of the visible world, “will
appeal to women, especially very old and young women and also to monks and nuns and
to certain noblemen who have no sense of true harmony,” Northern art had served within
criticism as a feminine counterexample to the masculine achievements of Italian,
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particularly Florentine and Roman, painters.105 As discussed in the previous chapter,
some Northern artists working in Italy subverted this criticism by making lurid and
sensually appealing realism a defining signature of their art. Yet Van Dyck took a
different tack, scorning not only the sociability of these artists, but also their subject
matter. He instead embarked on a career for which a female artist served as a primary
role model. The gendered language used to critique Van Dyck up through the twentieth
century has as much to do with the actual appearance of his art as with his choice of
genre. In turn, by working primarily in a genre open to female artists and making
comportment an essential part of his artistic performance, Van Dyck served as an
important example to later women artists.
Bellori claimed that Van Dyck inherited his artistic talent from his mother, a
gifted embroiderer, thus implying a parallel between her son’s production and female
domestic labor.106 In fact, Van Dyck’s grandmothers, both successful businesswomen,
may have been important early influences on him in the face of his father’s financial
instability; each had art collections, and one, Cornelia Pruystinck, had an import business
for fashionable accessories, while the other, Lynken Cuypers, specified in her will that
her grandchildren should choose among her “nine best paintings” when they came of
age.107 This bequest was the foundation of Van Dyck’s celebrated art collection.
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“…his mother occupied herself with embroidery, and she painted with her needle, fashioning landscapes
and figures in stitchery. Given this circumstance, Anthony began on his own to draw at a tender age, and
his mother, who was by now no longer adequate to teach him, recognized that nature meant to make him
noteworthy in art…;” Bellori, The Lives, p. 215.
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Katlijne Van der Stighelen, “Cornelia Pruystinck en Lynken Cuypers: Over de grootmoederlijke erfenis
van Anton van Dyck,” Jaarboek Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerpen (1995): 243–87.
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The early eighteenth-century British art writer Baynbrigg Buckeridge told another
intriguing anecdote that likewise connects Van Dyck with a female artist, the portrait
painter Joan Carlile. According to Buckeridge, Carlile “Copy’d the Italian Masters so
admirably well, that she was much in favour with King Charles I. who became her
Patron, and presented her and Sir Anthony Van-Dyck with as much Ultra-marine at one
time, as cost him above 500 l.”108 Carlile’s copies, whatever their lack of academic
prestige, earned her high patronage and a place in the same economy of courtly gifts as
Van Dyck. She and her husband, the playwright Lodowick Carlile, are also noteworthy
for straddling the profession-amateur divide in a manner that recalled Anguissola’s career
as a lady-in-waiting. The Carliles’ creative output—Lodowick notably penned a play
entitled The Deserving Favorite—circulated as gifts, in exchange for which they received
such sinecures as the keepership of the royal deer park at Richmond, which Joan
memorialized in her group portrait of a hunting party.109
Like Joan Carlile, Mary Beale began her career as a copyist, although she
ultimately ran a busy studio producing original portraits. Beale earned praise from Peter
Lely, whose instruction she sought, by showing him her copies after Van Dyck, including
“her coppy in little after Endimion Porter his Lady & 3 Son’s,” which Lely “commended
extraordinarily.”110 The portrait of the Porter family appears to have been a touchstone
for English artists; two of Van Dyck’s surviving preparatory drawings for the portrait
bear the collection stamps of the painters Prosper Henry Lankrink (who worked in Lely’s
108

For Buckeridge’s anecdote and other useful information about Carlile, see Margaret Toynbee and Gyles
Isham, “Joan Carlile (1606?-1679) - An Identification,” The Burlington Magazine 96, no. 618 (Sept. 1954),
pp. 275–274.
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For this painting, now at Lamport Hall, see Toynbee and Isham, “Joan Carlile,” pp. 276-277.
“The Note-books of George Vertue,” Vol. IV, p. 168.
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studio) and Jonathan Richardson Senior and Junior.111 As Beale’s husband noted in his
diary, she had been able to work from Van Dyck’s original portrait when the couple’s
“worthy & kind friend Dr. Belk. caused the excellent picture…to be brought to my house
[that] my deare heart might have opportunity to study it.”112 Friendships and social
contacts provided Mary Beale with access to works of art, including Van Dyck portraits
in the royal collection; the impressive copies she made after them attracted further
admirers, eventually allowing her to improve her art further by observing Lely at work on
the portrait of her friend John Tillotson. Van Dyck was important to Beale because he
was a celebrated artist whose works were readily available to her and who, at least in his
English period, worked almost exclusively in a genre that was open to women who were
denied an academic training in front of the nude model.
Despite the cooling of relations with Lely, Beale’s career flourished, and her selfportraits proclaim her artistic self-confidence. In one, she brandishes brush and palette—
professional attributes many of her male contemporaries were reluctant to display—while
in another, she displays an unfinished canvas to the viewer, while her palette hangs from
a peg in the background (Fig. 40).113 The unfinished canvas, on which Beale rests a
protective hand, displays the heads of two young boys, identified as Beale’s sons
Bartholomew and Charles. Rather than refuting contemporary conjunctions between a
woman’s maternity and the art of portraiture, Beale embraced them in a witty statement
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See An Van Camp’s entry on the drawings in Van Dyck: The Anatomy of Portraiture, pp. 211-214, cat.
nos. 75, 76.
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For Beale’s self-portrait, originally intended as a pendant to a painting of her husband Charles, see
Barber, Mary Beale, p. 62, cat. no. 4.
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of her artistic authority. It seems appropriate that her career, in which portraiture and
sociability intertwined, should have begun in conscious imitation of Van Dyck.

Retracing the links between Van Dyck and artists like Sofonisba Anguissola or
Mary Beale places him in an alternate artistic genealogy and suggests new standards by
which to measure his achievement. Rather than insisting that he failed to live up to the
standard set by Rubens, we can perceive in Van Dyck’s Italian career a conscious attempt
to seek out different models of artistic success. For visual inspiration, he turned to
Raphael and Titian to recuperate the ambitious portraiture of the high Renaissance whose
innovations were lying fallow in early seventeenth-century Rome. And for one model of
a career, he turned to Anguissola, who had thrived in those very contexts of Habsburg
court life that made Rubens uneasy. The primary record of Van Dyck’s Italian years, his
sketchbook, shows us how central the portrait copy was to his emergence as a mature and
independent artist. Like Rubens before him, but few art historians since, Van Dyck
clearly understood what a profound vehicle of imitation the portrait copy could be.
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Chapter Three:
The Portrait in the Gallery
In one of the opening canvases of Rubens’s Medici Cycle, the artist presented his
beholders with a dialogue on portraiture (Fig. 41). Here, the allegorical embodiment of
France whispers into Henri IV’s ear as the king tilts back his head in admiration of his
future bride’s image. Hymen’s cheek overlaps one corner of the painted likeness of Maria
de’ Medici that he presents to the king, while his accomplice, Amor, extends a chubby
finger in elaboration of the sitter’s charms. In depicting this imaginary portrait, Rubens
drew upon the lessons of his copies of earlier Northern art, with their tension between upto-date brushwork and conservative composition. In its bust-length frontal symmetry, the
late Renaissance portrait marks a curious interruption of the allegory, jostling against its
tilted profiles, swirling drapes, and exuberantly foreshortened musculature. Through this
stylistic disjunction, Rubens emphasizes the black-framed portrait’s status as a painting,
and his infatuated king performs a model of spectatorship that viewers of Rubens’s own
paintings might emulate in turn.
The Medici Cycle was a permanent installation of large-scale canvases created for
Maria de’ Medici’s Palais du Luxembourg.1 Perhaps Rubens’s most extensive realization

1
The major monograph on the cycle, with catalogue and documentary history, remains Jacques Thuillier
and Jacques Foucart, Rubens’ Life of Marie de’ Medici, trans. Robert Erich Wolf (New York: H. N.
Abrams, 1970). Thuillier and Foucart built upon (and in certain respects refuted) the earlier work of Karl
Grossman (Der Gemäldezyklus der Galerie der Maria von Medici von Peter Paul Rubens [Strasbourg:
Universitäts-Buchdruckerei, 1906] and Otto Georg von Simson (Zur Genealogie der weltlichen Apotheose
im Barock, besonders der Medicigalerie des P. P. Rubens [Strasbourg: Heitz & Co., 1936]. More recent
monographs include Susan Saward, The Golden Age of Marie de’ Medici (Ann Arbor: UMI Research
Press, 1982); Ronald Forsyth Millen and Robert Erich Wolf, Heroic Deeds and Mystic Figures: A New
Reading of Rubens’ Life of Maria de’ Medici (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989); and Martin
Warnke, Laudando Praecipere (op. cit.).Within the Corpus Rubenianum Ludwig Burchard, the cycle
receives a somewhat cursory discussion in Part XIX: Frances Huemer, Portraits Painted in Foreign
Countries (London: Harvey Miller, 1977), pp. 47-61; a more extensive volume by Blaise Ducos is
forthcoming. See also the important catalogue edited by Marie-Noëlle Baudouin-Matuszek, Marie de
Médicis et le Palais du Luxembourg (Paris: Délégation à l’action artistique de la ville de Paris, 1991).
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of his ambitions as a painter, it is also rich in autobiographical reflections on Rubens’s
own artistic development. Among these is the represented portrait in the Presentation
canvas, which looks back to a specific type of commission that Rubens had evaded at the
start of his career, when his patron wished to participate in the pan-European
phenomenon of the “gallery of beauties,” collections of portraits of the most beautiful
women in the world. From his ambitious images of the Genoese patriciate to the Medici
Cycle and the portraits of his second wife, Helena Fourment, Rubens experienced a
lifelong ambivalence toward the portraiture of women. This ambivalence in turn provided
a critical opening for Van Dyck. Embracing seriality and repetition, particularly in the
production of his English portraits, Van Dyck adopted key features of the gallery of
beauties, even as he reprised some of the most ambitious compositional innovations of
Rubens’s Italian portraits. Elite artists of the seventeenth century regularly faced the
challenge of reconciling their patrons’ desire for female portraits with their own ambition
to paint works that lent themselves to learned discussion, a quality art theorists
increasingly denied to portraiture. Rubens’s Medici Cycle was one solution to this
challenge, a placing of court portraiture within a frame of learned allegory. Van Dyck’s
own portrait of Maria de’ Medici offered a retort to Rubens’s work in the cycle and a recentering of court portraiture at the heart of an ambitious career.

The Gallery of Beauties
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In a letter of February 11, 1604, Vincenzo Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua, wrote to his
emissary in France, to seek his help with one of the duke’s artistic projects: 2
…I am having a chamber made in which I think to gather portraits of all the most
beautiful ladies of the world, princesses as well as private ladies, wherefore I
would wish that Your Excellence might take care to have made for me the
portraits of those most famous beauties of that kingdom [France], both living and
dead, and both princesses and those of other ranks…3
A few months prior, Rubens, then in the duke’s service on a mission to Spain, had written
to Annibale Chieppio, the Mantuan minister of state, to decline traveling to France
himself to provide these portraits.4 In his letter, Rubens described the commission as a
“humble one” that would only “satisfy me as an introduction to greater things.” The
Duke’s request for portraits, written several months after Rubens’s demurral, indicates
that he had accepted the painter’s decision not to travel to France. But it also reveals that
Vincenzo’s investment in the project was more encyclopedic than aesthetic. He wanted
the portraits of the most beautiful women of all stations, living and dead, but he did not
necessarily want the most beautiful paintings. Much of the conflict surrounding the status
of portraiture in the early seventeenth century is encapsulated in this misalignment of the
patron’s vision and his painter’s ambition.
2

For an overview of the Mantuan project, see: Michael Wenzel, Heldinnengalerie – Schönheitengalerie:
Studien zu Genese und Funktion weiblicher Bildnisgalerien, 1470–1715 (Ph.D. dissertation: RuprechtKarls-Universität, Heidelberg, 2001), pp. 237–244.
3

“Di più faccio fare una camera nella quale penso di raccogliere li ritratti di tutte le più belle dame del
mondo, così Principesse come dame private, onde vorrei che parimenti V.S. si pigliasse pensiero di farmi
havere li ritratti di quelle più famose di bellezza di cotesto Regno, non tanto vive quanto morte, et non tanto
Principesse quanto d’altra conditione…;” Cited in Wenzel, Heldinnengalerie, p. 238.

4

“…mi sia lecito dire il parer de la capacità mia a punto proportionata a tal suggetto, si però il Sigr Ducca
non ha altro fine (come io credo) in questo viaggio che di quei ritratti…non essendo questo negocio de
passo, oltra che sempre degli ordini istessi resultano mille inevitabil consequencie…A me bastava il
pretesto ancor che vile di ritratti per ingresso a cose maggiori, si non era, ch’io non posso imaginarmi che
l’intencione del Sigr Ducca sia di dare per adesso alcun gusto di me a le Maestà loro, considerato
l’incarecimento d’isepditione;” Max Rooses and Charles Ruelens, eds., Correspondance de Rubens et
documents épistolaires concernant sa vie et ses œuvres, vol. 1, (Antwerp: Veuve de Backer, 1887), pp.
225-226; English translation in Magurn, The Letters, pp 37–38 (translation modified).
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In the language of contemporary aesthetic debates about portraiture, the gallery of
beauties was devoted to ritrarre—mimetic copying—as opposed to imitare—the creative
synthesis of the study of nature with art historical citation.5 As Woodall has elucidated in
her work on Anthonis Mor, this “hostile, dualist conception of portraiture... made an
implicit distinction between a portrait, where the power struggle between [artists and
sitters] was resolved in favour of a worldly patron, and the work of art, where the tension
was resolved in favour of the creative artist.” Like many contemporary art historians,
academicians asserted that “the appearance of a portrait was…determined primarily by
the sitter, both as the object of observation and the origin of the work’s social, political
and material functions, whereas a work of art was the product of the artist’s autonomous
imagination and could be interpreted in relation to the elevated purposes and intentions of
its creator.”6 Devoted solely to the accurate depiction of a courtly sitter, its form and
function conceived by an all-powerful patron, the gallery of beauties portrait embodied
exactly the kind of painting that academicians rejected in their new definition of the ideal
work of art.
Rubens’s letter declining the duke’s commission provides at first glance an
example of the painter’s commitment to history painting and his assertion of autonomy in
the face of a courtly patron’s demands. But it is also a milestone in the declining status of
female portraiture within an emerging hierarchy of genres. Vincenzo Gonzaga was not
the first collector to assemble a group of painted beauties, and such galleries would

5

Grassi, “Lineamenti per una storia del concetto di ritratto.”

6

Woodall, Anthonis Mor, p. 39.
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proliferate throughout Europe over the course of the seventeenth century.7 Yet as they
became coveted collector’s items, portraits of beauties experienced a rapid decline in
their critical prestige. In preceding centuries, individual portraits of beautiful women had
embodied painting’s triumph over other arts. But the gallery of beauties, where works by
noted masters might mingle on an equal footing with anonymous workshop productions,
made painting subservient to an encyclopedic project that valued fidelity to nature over
artistic invention. Rather than giving the artist free reign to craft an ideal beauty, the
gallery left the work of comparison and discernment to the beholder. This enterprise
reduced the artist’s role to that of a mere documentarian.
None of Vincenzo’s paintings of beauties is known to have survived to the present
day. For an idea of how they might have looked—and the foil against which Rubens
painted his own female portraits—we have to turn to the Florentine paintings that
inspired the duke, the so-called Bellezze di Artimino (Fig. 42).8 Vincenzo would have
seen these paintings during the wedding festivities for Maria de’ Medici and Henri IV of
France, when Rubens himself formed part of the Mantuan entourage.9 In what would
become a pattern for Italian beauty portraits throughout the seventeenth century, the
Artimino paintings combine a stereotyped bust-length format with inscribed proper name,
7

For general introductions to galleries of beauties, see Wenzel, Heldinnengalerie– Schönheitengalerie;
Catharine MacLeod and Julia Marciari Alexander, “The ‘Windsor Beauties’ and the Beauties Series in
Restoration England,” in Politics, Transgression, and Representation at the Court of Charles II, ed. Julia
Marciari Alexander and Catharine MacLeod (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2007), pp.
81–122; and Carla Benocci and Tommaso di Carpegna Falconieri, Le Belle: Ritratti di dame del seicento e
del settecento nelle residenze feudali del Lazio (Rome: Pieraldo Editore, 2004).

8

For the Bellezze di Artimino portraits, see Caterina Caneva and Francesco Solinas, eds., Maria de’ Medici
(1573-1642): una principessa fiorentina sul trono di Francia (Livorno: Sillabe, 2005), pp. 205–207.

9

For Maria de’ Medici’s wedding celebrations, see Maria Letizia Strocchi, “Introduzione alle nozze di
Maria de’ Medici,” in Rubens e Firenze, ed. Mina Gregori (Florence: La Nuova Italia Editrice, 1983), pp.
67–72 and Piero Marchi, “Le feste fiorentine per le nozze di Maria de’ Medici,” in Rubens e Firenze, pp.
85–102.
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individualized physiognomy and careful attention to contemporary court fashion.10 Two
decades after he saw the Bellezze di Artimino, Rubens provided a visual commentary on
this type of portrait in the Medici Cycle. As the prototype for Maria’s fictive bridal
portrait, Rubens drew upon the Bellezze and, presumably, the Mantuan paintings that
emulated them; he imagines Maria’s portrait as bust-length, frontal, and in the
stereotyped Hispano-Flemish style current around the year 1600. At the same time as
Rubens depicted this portrait as having the power to infatuate a king, he represented it as
superannuated and aesthetically impoverished, particularly when contrasted with the
vividly gesticulating bodies that surround it, and with Rubens’s other depictions of Maria
within the cycle.
The gallery of beauties derived from earlier galleries of illustrious men. Such
galleries had historic precedents in medieval fresco cycles and literary works, but the
collection of Paolo Giovio defined their late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century form.11
This collection, emulated across Europe, in turn inspired such literary assemblages as
Marino’s Galeria, with its many verse “portraits” of sitters both famous and infamous.
As Ingo Herklotz has argued, one feature uniting both Giovian galleries of painted
portraits and their literary parallels is a striking neglect of the portrait’s mediality. Even
when assembled by sophisticated collectors, such portraits tended to be of indifferent
aesthetic quality and low economic value; likewise, Marino, in his description of
portraits, accorded little attention to the qualities of artistry that enthralled him in history

10

For these Italian beauty portraits, see Benocci and di Carpegna Falconieri, Le Belle.

11

For Giovio, see Linda Susan Klinger, The Portrait Collection of Paolo Giovio (Ph.D. dissertation:
Princeton University, 1991).
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paintings like Guido Reni’s Massacre of the Innocents.12 What mattered in all such cases
was the identity of the sitter, overriding that of the painter. The only exception was for
artists’ self-portraits, where the maker’s skill was the justification for his portrait’s
inclusion in such illustrious company.
The portraits assembled by Giovio or the Duke of Mantua, despite being destined
for specific galleries, were thus hardly “gallery pictures” in the useful definition recently
elaborated by Michael Fried:
not small but not outstandingly large, often religious in subject matter but not
necessarily devotional in intent, framed and portable rather than fixed
permanently in place, open to compositional and interpretive innovation, and
typically…executed with a care that signaled the painter’s alertness both to the
cultivated tastes of his elite viewership and to the circumstances of display that
would make possible unusually close scrutiny of the finished artifact…13
Marc Fumaroli has offered a complementary reading of the seventeenth-century gallery
as “something like the artist’s studio turned inside out,” a place that took the “utilitarian
collections of artists”—prints, casts and model books—and turned them into an organized
history of art, in the process shifting authority from artists to connoisseurs as the
gatekeepers of an aesthetic canon.14 The “gallery,” in Fried’s and Fumaroli’s readings, is
less a specific architectural phenomenon than a conceptual space for the verbal
performances of connoisseurs initiated into an ever more specialized vocabulary of
aesthetic description. At its most dematerialized, the gallery could even be a literary
12

Ingo Herklotz, “Marino und die Porträtsammlungen des 16. Jahrhunderts: Skizzen zu einer
prosopographisch-rezeptionsgeschichtlichen Untersuchung,” in Barocke Bildkulturen: Dialog der Künste in
Giovan Battista Marinos “Galeria,” ed. Rainer Stillers and Christiane Kruse (Wiesbaden: Harrasowitz
Verlag, 2013), pp. 157–8.
13

Fried, The Moment of Caravaggio, p. 83.

14

“La galerie-exposition, c’est un peu l’atelier de l’artiste à l’envers;” Marc Fumaroli, “1630: Entrée en
scène du spectateur,” in Roma 1630: Il Trionfo del Pennello, ed. Olivier Bonfait (Electa: Milan, 1994), p.
55.
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fiction, like the Galeria of Marino. It could also function as a distinct pictorial motif,
notably in the many Antwerp paintings of the seventeenth century that depict (often
imaginary) art collections in settings of patrician luxury.15 (Like the emergence of the
artist’s model as a pictorial subject matter, discussed in Chapter One, the gallery painting
attested to an ever more self-referential culture of collecting.) To merit a place in such a
gallery, portraits had to make claims beyond the merely documentary and didactic goals
of the Giovian collection—yet doing so might mean going beyond, or even subverting,
the commissions assigned to their painters.
The Medici Cycle represents yet another incarnation of the early modern gallery.
Fried’s and Fumaroli’s visions of the gallery as a site for the recombinatory intermingling
of autonomous works must be contrasted with the simultaneous emergence of the gallery
as a permanent installation, often master-minded by a single creator, and serving as the
backdrop less for art-theoretical discourse than for the rites of courtly life. Some such
spaces, most notably the Galleria Farnese, playfully alluded to the potential
impermanence of other galleries with illusionistic quadri riportati. In doing so they
staged a rivalry between fresco and canvas painting in which the more enduring and
monumental medium won out. Another such self-reflexive moment occurs in The
Presentation of Maria de’ Medici’s Portrait to Henri IV, where Rubens depicts the fictive
portrait as a painting on the move, brought by the gods from Florence to France for the
purposes of wooing the king. Maria’s portrait thus resembles gallery pictures in its
mobility, and also in being the object of impassioned conversation. Yet the image lacks
the pictorial ambition of the gallery picture, instead adhering to one of the most

15

On this genre, see Filipczak, Picturing Art in Antwerp, esp. pp. 47–48.
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conservative strands of European portraiture. Already in the first half of the fifteenth
century, artists like Jan van Eyck undertook lengthy voyages to obtain the portraits of
royal brides, producing exactly the kind of image, scarcely altered in its morphology over
two centuries, that Rubens depicts in the Presentation.16
Some of the portraits that eventually landed in galleries of beauties originated as
bridal portraits of the type represented by Rubens. Indeed, the two categories of portraits
are often formally indistinguishable. Portraits in the Mantuan gallery, for example, may
have originally played a role in imperial marriage negotiations. In 1604, Vincenzo
Gonzaga found himself enmeshed in an intrigue involving portraits of his niece, Anna of
Austria, whom he wished to promote as a possible bride of Emperor Rudolf II. When the
emperor signaled his intention to dispatch his court painter, Hans von Aachen, to
Innsbruck to take the princess’s likeness, Vincenzo’s agent at the imperial court warned
the duke that von Aachen was “neither sincere nor faithful, and could be corrupted by
wicked parties who would not wish to see this marriage,” so that the agent urged the duke
“to have her portrayed by another.”17 Vincenzo dispatched his own painter, Frans
Pourbus, to depict the princess, causing a furious protest from von Aachen.18 The latter’s
surviving portrait of Anna attests to the strong formal links among this type of actual

16

An extensive list of royal bridal portraits, dated as early as 1414, is provided by Martin Warnke, The
Court Artist : On the Ancestry of the Modern Artist, trans. David McLintock (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993), pp. 219-–223.
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“Io intendo che questo pittore non è sincero né fedele, e potrebbe esser corrotto da maligni che non
vorrebbono veder questo matrimonio. Onde se la somma prudenza di vostra altezza credesse che fosse bene
a farla ritrare da un altro ancora;” Letter from Manerbio Aderbale to Vincenzo Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua,
June 30, 1603, published in Elena Venturini, ed. Le Collezioni Gonzaga: Il Carteggio tra la Corte Cesarea
e Mantova, 1559–1636 (Milano: Silvana, 2002), p. 531.
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For an overview of this episode, see Blaise Ducos, Frans Pourbus le Jeune, (1569–1622): Le Portrait
d’apparat à l’aube du grand siècle entre Habsbourg, Médicis et Bourbons (Dijon: Faton, 2011), pp. 72–76.
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bridal portrait, Rubens’s fictive portrait in the Medici Cycle, and gallery of beauties
portraits like the Bellezze di Artimino (Fig. 43).
This episode is interesting beyond the intrigues surrounding the ultimately
unsuccessful marriage negotiation. It reveals that bridal portraits did not simply circulate
as a matter of form, but could actually (at least in the perception of courtiers) determine
the outcome of marriage negotiations. This placed considerable power in the hands of the
painter, opening him up to charges of corruption at the same time that the commission
granted him access to an august and secluded sitter. Yet the desire for a faithful likeness
compelled the artist to paint in the critically deprecated mode of ritrarre, any
supplemental artfulness being an obstacle to the portrait’s intended function.
In their dynastic symbolism and ostensible physiognomic accuracy, bridal
portraits embody one of the major tensions in late Renaissance portraiture. Hans Belting
has ascribed to early portraits a heraldic (as opposed to mimetic) function, one that came
under increasing pressure from new techniques for obtaining an accurate likeness. Belting
asserts that “the panel portrait’s function as an object for gift-giving and exchange among
princes or as the member of a genealogical series” gave it a legal character, akin to a coat
of arms, which could stand in for its absent bearer during a legal rite without having any
physical resemblance to him or her.19 But Renaissance painting’s increasing capacity to
create illusory likenesses of specific physiognomies undermined these heraldic

19

“Das Bildnis empfing seinen Rechtscharakter aus der Funktion der Bildnistafel als Geschenk- und
Tauschobjekt der Fürsten oder als Glied in einer genealogischen Reihe, die am Ort des höfischen
Zeremoniells ein dynastisches ‘Selbst’ bezeugte;” Hans Belting, Bild-Anthropologie: Entwürfe für eine
Bildwissenschaft (Munich: W. Fink, 2001), p. 122.
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substitutions by insisting upon the uniqueness of the individual subject.20 Belting
describes the exchange of bridal portraits, and their use in proxy marriages, as a
“symbolic practice,”21 although, as we have seen above, such portraits were at least
perceived to play a significant role in marriage negotiations. Galleries of beauties
appropriated the format of the bridal portrait, on occasion allowing the images of
commoners to penetrate the precincts of the palace and the once exclusively genealogical
gallery. Ironically, in the process they subordinated their sitters’ distinguishing beauty to
a formal sameness and aesthetic mediocrity. We might read this leveling effect as an
effort to tame a destabilizing eroticism, much as a royal mistress could be granted titles
and a household to assimilate her to the life of the court.
The “symbolic practices” in which courts deployed portraiture offer one context
for Rubens’s Presentation canvas; it is not merely the record of a biographical event, but
also a meditation on the theory of images that allowed that event to occur. Indeed, the
cycle was first unveiled as part of the celebrations of a royal marriage—the wedding by
proxy of Maria de’ Medici’s daughter Henrietta Maria to Charles I of England on May
11, 1625. Rubens devoted five of the twenty-four paintings in the cycle to events
surrounding royal marriages, whether Maria’s or those of her children. The artist himself
was a witness to Henrietta Maria’s wedding, having obtained a “very advantageous
position” on the “balcony…reserved for the English of the Ambassador’s suite” (his
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“Das radikal physiognomische Bildnis, das die genealogische Bildnisserie endgültig aufbricht, ergreift
den individuellen Körper als eine Bildaufgabe, die folgerichtig in der Subjektbeschreibung münden sollte;”
Belting, Bild-Anthropolgie, p. 127.

21

“Der Geburtsadel trug einen genealogisch ausgezeichneten Körper. Dieser heirats- und erbfähige Körper
wurde durch die symbolische Praxis der Brautbildnisse, mit denen man auch Ferntrauungen durchführte,
bestätigt;” ibid., p. 127.
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enjoyment of this privilege was marred by the overloaded balcony’s collapse).22 As part
of the festivities, the young French king received a tour through Rubens’s gallery,
accompanied by a courtier who “served as interpreter of the subjects, with a very skillful
diversion or dissimulation of the true meaning.”23 Standing before the canvas in which
France advises his father about his mother’s portrait, the young king would himself have
received a politically sensitive explication of Rubens’s painting.24 In their allegorical
density, Rubens’s canvases required an elucidation that portraits did not; in this sense
they resemble Fried’s gallery pictures, but the discourse they inspired was far more
carefully scripted than the easy conversation of connoisseurs.

Citation and Beauty
Painters dispatched to take the likenesses of royal brides performed a high-wire
act of courtly discretion. But even outside this specific context, female portraiture had
always been a perilous vehicle for painterly ambition. Aptly described by Elizabeth
Cropper as “the test the poet sets the painter,” portraits of beautiful women inevitably had
their claims measured against the poet’s putative ability to capture the beloved’s voice or
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soul. 25 Most poets writing about portraits naturally came out in favor of the verbal over
the visual medium, emphasizing painting’s inability to pin down ineffable aspects of the
beloved. For painters to rival poets, they themselves had to claim the pose of the lover.
Writing about Simone Martini’s portraits of the poet’s beloved Laura, Petrarch had
established a triangular relationship in which the painter was an interloper between the
poet and his mistress. But another tradition, derived from the tale of Apelles and
Campaspe, allowed artists to counter the poets’ claims by turning the act of portrayal into
one of erotic usurpation. According to Pliny, Alexander the Great was so taken with
Apelles’s portrait of Alexander’s mistress Campaspe that he bestowed his concubine
upon the painter.26 This anecdote empowered painters by placing them, and not poets, in
the position of the lover who captures the beloved’s true essence (and thereby merits
physical possession of her as well).
The portrait of the mistress or muse, which elides the painter’s mastery of his
medium with his erotic possession of the sitter, is one of the most frequent tropes of
artistic biography and perhaps the central fiction sustaining the myth of the painter as a
heroic, autonomous male subject.27 From this vantage point, earlier paintings of ideal
beauties, such as Parmigianino’s Antea, have been recast as portraits of real mistresses.28
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But over the course of the seventeenth century, the notion that ideal painted beauties
could have any living referent became increasingly untenable among theorists of art.
Already, Raphael, in his famous (and famously controversial) “Galatea letter” of 1522
was believed to have declared a preference for an internal ideal over the inadequate
reality of female appearance.29 This stance found its triumphal summation in a lecture to
the Roman Academy of St. Luke in 1664, when Bellori used the legend of Zeuxis to
argue that perfect beauty could have its origins only within a closed circuit of artistic
citation:
Now Zeuxis, who chose from five virgins to fashion the famous image of
Helen…teaches both the painter and the sculptor to contemplate the idea of the
best natural forms by choosing them from various bodies, selecting the most
elegant. For he did not believe that he would be able to find in a single body all
those perfections that he sought for the beauty of Helen, since nature does not
make any particular thing perfect in all its parts…But [Helen] herself was not so
beautiful as [Zeuxis] made her, for there were imperfections and faults to be
found in her; rather, it is believed that she never did sail to Troy but that her statue
was taken there in her place, and for its beauty the war was fought for ten years.30
In Bellori’s account, painted beauty is denied its origins in a living woman, and Helen’s
beauty is outshone by that of her statue; according to this theory of imitation, beautiful art
consists of a synthesis of references to other art, not human prototypes existing in the
world.31
In giving his lecture, Bellori may have had in mind the collage-like approach
taken nearly twenty years prior by Poussin. Félibien describes how the artist satisfied a
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patron who desired a picture “filled…with numerous girls, in whom one might recognize
different kinds of beauty,” a kind of condensed gallery of the sort Vincenzo Gonzaga had
sought to assemble.32 In his Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well, painted in 1648, Poussin
transformed the gallery of beauties into a single history painting (Fig. 44). At the same
time, Poussin populated his narrative with a carefully culled anthology of artistic styles,
depicting ideal beauties that include a distinctly Rubensian type on the far right.33
Poussin’s beauties had their point of origin not in the actual likenesses of real women, but
in the works of art with which he engaged in a respectfully agonistic fashion. Co-existing
alongside one another, however, the maidens of Poussin’s Rebecca and Eliezer are not
distilled into a single Zeuxian ideal. The implication is that in the era of the gallery, a
pluralist approach to beauty remained the operating principle, even within a single
canvas. Yet by subordinating this collection of beauties to his own compositional
innovation, Poussin retained the ambition that was denied to mere portraitists and created
a painting suited for an erudite collector’s scrutiny.
Poussin’s Rebecca and Eliezer offers one solution to the problem of catering to a
taste for images of beautiful women in a critical climate that was increasingly hostile to
portraiture. Rubens’s Genoese portraits, and their subsequent reworking in images of his
wives and children, demonstrate a different approach to asserting ambition without
abandoning female portraiture. In the Genoese portraits, painted in the immediate wake
of Rubens’s refusal to contribute to the Mantuan gallery of beauties, the artist broke with
32
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the international style of painters like Pourbus and von Aachen to endow his portraits
with a dynamism and narrative quality that would have a far-reaching impact on
European portraiture well into the nineteenth century. In full-length portraits, Rubens’s
Genoese women stride onto palace terraces or preen in throne-like chairs, their stateliness
offset by the company of dogs, dwarfs, and tropical birds. The scale of these portraits was
in turn suited to the magnificent new domestic architecture of the Genoese, to which
Rubens would devote his own publication on the palaces of Genoa.34
Rubens’s innovation in the Genoese portraits becomes clear in a comparison of a
painting now at Kingston Lacey, sometimes identified as “Caterina Grimaldi,” with a
portrait by the workshop of Frans Pourbus, Rubens’s rival at the Mantuan court, of the
Archduchess Isabella Clara Eugenia (Fig. 45, Fig. 46).35 Both are full-length portraits
depicting a woman in elaborate Spanish costume, accompanied by a dwarf and framed by
drapery. Yet whereas Pourbus supplied a static, iconic image in line with other portraits
of the Spanish royal family, Rubens took the standard elements of court portraiture and
animated them with suggestions of narrative. His dwarf extends one foreshortened arm to
hold back the crimson drapery, as though unveiling his lady for the viewer’s delectation.
Meanwhile, a small dog rears onto its hind legs to clutch at the woman’s skirts, his
excitement a contrast to her serenity, just as the dwarf’s coarse features offset her dolllike beauty. In fact, the woman’s face is idealized past the point of any individuality,
unlike the recognizable physiognomy of the archduchess in Pourbus’s rendering. Instead
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of offering a faithful likeness, Rubens’s portrait erupts with evocations of splendor and
with art historical citations, running the gamut from the “Aldobrandini Wedding,”
emulated in the relief above the woman’s head, to the dwarf’s gesture, derived from
Veronese.36
Like Van Dyck’s Guido Bentivoglio, discussed in the previous chapter, the
Kingston Lacey portrait offers one concrete example of ambitious portraiture. Scale, as in
the monumentality of the Genoese paintings, of course provides one very straightforward
expression of pictorial ambition. But such ambition finds more compelling form in
compositional originality and art historical citation, two features characteristic of gallery
pictures that art theorists found lacking in portraiture. One final feature of ambitious
portraiture is its assertion of the painter’s own status. The most obvious works in this
category are self-portraits, but painters might also displace their self-representation onto
portraits of family members as well as enfolding self-portraits within more elaborate
allegories of art-making.37
One such self-portrait appears within Rubens’s Medici Cycle itself. In the canvas
depicting Maria’s marriage by proxy, Rubens represented himself as a crucifer, standing
directly behind the bride (Fig. 47). 38 Rubens had attended the ceremony as a member of
the Mantuan delegation, but here he imagined an astonishing elevation of his role in the
rite. His head tilts along the diagonal established by Maria’s extravagant ruff, and his
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gaze meets the viewer head-on. Indeed, his is the only outward gaze in the painting, apart
from that of the torch-bearing figure of Hymen who carries Maria’s train as the lone
allegorical interloper in the scene. Linked by their engagement of the viewer and the
ceremonial objects they carry in their hands, both Rubens and Hymen are marked out as
external to the historical reality of the event. Trained by the inset portrait of the
Presentation, the canvas that directly precedes the Marriage by Proxy in the cycle, we
can recognize Rubens’s self-portrait within the painting as a rupture in its seamless
mimesis that calls our attention to the artfulness of the work of art.
An important commission made self-portraiture an understandable preoccupation
for Rubens as he prepared the Medici Cycle. On March 1, 1623, Sir Dudley Carleton
wrote to the English ambassador in Brussels that the Prince of Wales’s agent, pleased
with Rubens’s restoration of a painting by Bassano, “doth…commande me to traete wth
[Rubens], for his owne Pourtrait, to be placed in the Princes Gallery.”39 In a subsequent
letter, Rubens himself, describing the Prince of Wales as “the greatest amateur of
painting among the princes of the world,” confessed that the Prince had “asked me for my
portrait with such insistence that I found it impossible to refuse him. Though to me it did
not seem fitting to send my portrait to a prince of such rank, he overcame my
modesty…40 The commissioning of the self-portrait was an important mark of favor for
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Rubens.41 But like the commission he was hurrying to complete for the Prince of Wales’
mother-in-law, the self-portrait forced Rubens into a perilous navigation of court politics.
In his letter to Valavez, Rubens described his anxiety at the potential impropriety
of giving his own portrait to the Prince of Wales, even upon the latter’s request. The selfportrait requires an uneasy transition from portraitist to sitter, as though through the
looking-glass. Rubens had already staged one such transition in the self-portrait included
in the Medici Cycle. Yet in the actual self-portrait he gave to Charles, now at Windsor
Castle, Rubens did his best to efface his dual identity as both painter and sitter (Fig. 48).
The artist appears in three-quarter profile, dressed in black, with gold ornaments peeking
out from his shirt front and hat brim while a fine lace collar curls upward to rhyme with
Rubens’s luxurious moustache. His hands are nowhere to be seen. Certainly there is
nothing to indicate the profession that made Rubens’s image a collector’s item fit for the
gallery of the Prince of Wales.42 It thus resembles the beauty portraits, which likewise
flattened the very distinctiveness that had earned the sitter’s likeness a place in the
gallery. As Poussin ruefully noted in the letter to his patron Chantelou, cited in the
previous chapter, “to have a place in paint in [the collector’s] cabinet” was an ambiguous
privilege.43 It both conferred prestige upon and objectified the sitter. This was true
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equally of the beautiful women who found themselves displayed within the context of the
gallery and of the artists whose likenesses were increasingly sought by their social
superiors.
In The Presentation of Maria de’ Medici’s Portrait, straightforward portraiture
jostles against allegorical signification, and such juxtapositions, recurring throughout the
Medici Cycle, have long troubled its critics. As early as 1685, Félibien had one of the
interlocutors in his Entretiens ask:
…just what do Cupid, Hymen, Mercury, the Graces, Tritons, Nereids have to do
with the history of Henri IV and Marie de’ Medici? And what connection can
there be between the gods of Fable and the ceremonies of the Church and our
customs, that they should be joined together and confused in such a fashion as
was done by [Rubens]?44
More recently, Svetlana Alpers dismissed the work as a “striking failure,” lamenting that
in “many scenes of the Médicis series…Marie remains both compositionally and
dramatically a still centre who is merely surrounded, and acted upon, by the allegorical
figures.”45 The notion of the “still center” is indeed an evocative description of the
portraits ensconced within the action of the cycle. But Alpers’s criticism mistakes for a
formal failing the purposefulness with which Rubens harnessed the cycle’s oscillation
between portrait and allegory to comment on his relationship to both genres.
The framing of Maria’s bridal portrait by its beholders looked back to Rubens’s
altarpiece for the Roman Chiesa Nuova, in which a miraculous fragment of trecento
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fresco was likewise framed by a larger, modern composition (Fig. 49). 46 Such a
composition offered a powerfully schematic means of staging the history of art within a
single work, one that other artists would readily emulate. Poussin, for example, was
likely inspired by Rubens’s Presentation in his early mythological painting Cephalus and
Aurora (Fig. 50).47 Here, Cephalus is aided in his resistance to the goddess’s advances by
a portrait of his wife held up by a putto. Poussin emulated Rubens by establishing a
stylistic disjunction between the inset portrait and its painted beholders, adopting a
conservative profile format from the fifteenth-century. Like Rubens’s Presentation,
Poussin’s metapictorial citation serves to relativize his own production, causing the
beholder to ponder the painter’s own position within the history of art. And it expresses a
conviction that the individual portrait of a woman, particularly in the repetitive formats of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, was no longer a fit vehicle for painterly ambition.

Domesticating Beauty
The tale of Apelles and Campaspe offered one strategy for artists looking to assert
their ambition while practicing portraiture: they might adopt the pose of the lover and
thus turn portrayal into a form of erotic possession. Rubens’s images of his wives have
long been his most praised portraits, reflecting a desire on the part of commentators to
celebrate the bourgeois paterfamilias over the savvy courtier, and to maintain a division
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between “public” and “private” aspects of his œuvre. This attitude has extended even to
fictional representations of the painter.
At the Antwerp Salon of 1825, the young Flemish artist Ferdinand de Braekeleer
presented the public with an imagined scene of Rubens at work on one of his most
famous portraits (Fig. 51).48 De Braekeleer’s painting depicts the artist in the garden of
his home. A well-dressed and beautiful young woman sits on a love seat, facing Rubens
as he paints her. A foppish young man peers over the artist’s shoulder, while a maid
approaches from the background on the left, bearing a tray of wineglasses. The panel on
Rubens’s easel is immediately recognizable as the artist’s so-called Chapeau de Paille,
now in the National Gallery in London and most likely a portrait of Rubens’ sister-in-law
Susanna Lunden. Rubens’s portrait of Susanna, one of several he painted of her,
remained in the Lunden family for generations, and was only sold away from Antwerp in
1822.49 In his painting, De Braekeleer provided his Antwerp audience with a sentimental
tribute to a recently departed masterpiece. This painting, like so much writing on the
artist from the seventeenth century to the present, posits Rubens’s mastery of his home as
the well-deserved reward for his mastery of art. But it also adopts the triangular structure
of depictions of Alexander, Apelles and Campaspe. Even if De Braekeleer’s painting is
not so crude as to imply actual cuckoldry, it depicts a supplanting of the woman’s lover
by her portraitist, at least for the duration of the sitting.
De Braekeleer was not the first artist to pay homage to Rubens by imagining the
painter as a portraitist in his studio. In the late 1670’s or early 1680’s, Luca Giordano
48
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executed a monumental canvas depicting Rubens Painting the Allegory of Peace (Fig.
52).50 Like De Braekeleer, Giordano envisions Rubens in the context of a portrait sitting,
seated before an easel as he studies a female sitter. Both paintings rework St. Luke’s
legendary portrait sitting with the Virgin Mary, harnessing this prototype to depict
Rubens as a secular patron saint of painting.51 But whereas De Braekeleer inserts Rubens
into a setting of elegant domesticity, Giordano’s studio is a riot of supernatural and
allegorical figures. Bare-chested women, flying deities, naked putti, and even a leopard
all pass before the painter and onto his canvas.
The contrast between Giordano and De Braekeleer’s idealizing images reflects
two distinct visions of Rubens’s achievement. For Giordano, Rubens’s primary mode was
allegory, and specifically allegory in the service of diplomacy. Although he borrows the
structure of the portrait sitting, Giordano of course does not intend us to interpret the
supernatural figures swirling around Rubens as real in the same way that Rubens is real.
They are rather the riotous emanations of the painter’s invention. By contrast, for De
Braekeleer, Rubens’s intimate and charming portrait of Susanna Lunden is a seamless
extension of the painter’s famous domestic contentment. Rather than representing a
sequential evolution in Rubens’s reception, these two paintings bespeak alternate visions
of his achievement that have co-existed over the centuries. As Lisa Rosenthal has written:
[the] proclaimed split between public and private worlds and between family and
politics has structured what has become the canonical narrative of Rubens’s
life...it has served…to naturalize and sentimentalize a view of Rubens’s art in
50
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which images of marriage, family, and erotic desire are artificially split off from
those addressing kingship and war and peace.52
Insulating Rubens’s “private” portraits from his public art, scholarship has occluded the
degree to which the former could serve as vehicle for painterly, as well as dynastic,
ambition.
In his official court portraits, a relatively neglected aspect of his production,
Rubens by and large adhered to traditional formulas, upon which he overlaid his
characteristic manner of painting robust hands and faces, even if the actual painting of
them was often outsourced to his atelier.53 In paintings of learned male friends,
meanwhile, Rubens attempted to reanimate the principles of humanist portraiture and its
circulation within a republic of letters, depicting his likeminded peers amidst the
trappings of their intellectual culture, much as Quentin Metsys had done one hundred
years before in the service of Erasmus.54 But it was only in portraits of his wives, and
particularly his second wife, Helena Fourment, that Rubens truly revived the ambition of
his Genoese portraits.
The many portraits that Rubens painted of Helena prompted viewers to see her
everywhere in his paintings. As early as 1638, the Cardinal Infante Ferdinand, Governor
of the Spanish Netherlands, wrote to Philip IV about Rubens’s Judgment of Paris, “The
Venus in the middle is a very faithful portrait of his own wife, who without doubt is the
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best of the women to be found here.”55 In his early eighteenth-century life of Rubens,
Arnold Houbraken jested that in marrying the beautiful Helena, Rubens had spared
himself “the cost of the model.”56 In view of her given name, it was perhaps inevitable
that Helena Fourment would be absorbed into an aesthetic discourse that saw Helen of
Troy as the ideal of female beauty and made her a key figure in debates about its
representation, as Bellori had done in asserting that the Trojan War was fought over
Helen’s statue and not the woman herself. In a poem written on the occasion of Helena
Fourment’s marriage to Rubens, his learned friend Gaspar Gevaerts also had recourse to
the tale of Zeuxis and the five maidens, in order to compare the ancient painter
unfavorably to Rubens: “But greater than Zeuxis is Rubens…Lo, he possesses the
breathing visage of Antwerp’s Helen.”57 According to the poet, Rubens had no need to
cobble together a fictive beauty from a variety of sources; he already possessed perfect
beauty in the form of his new wife. “Now your art has no more progress to make: / Now
the chaste and living image of Helen smiles at you: / The highest palm of beauty has
fallen to you.”58 In Gevaerts’s epithalamium, Helena oscillates between being a real bride
and a living imago who seems almost to have been fashioned by Rubens as the
culmination (or even dead end) of his art. Fittingly, Rubens’s house in Antwerp, which
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provided the setting for so many of his paintings of Helena, was frescoed with a scene of
Zeuxis and the five maidens.59
Yet a parallel historiographic tradition has seen Helena Fourment’s ubiquity in
her husband’s art as symptomatic of Rubens’s failure as a portraitist. For centuries, critics
have noted Rubens’s tendency to subordinate distinct physiognomies to a signature style,
as in Bellori’s claim that Rubens “adapted his figures to an idea of faces…that were
without variety, not differentiated from each other, and rather vulgar.”60 Two hundred
years later, Eugène Fromentin opened a chapter of his seminal Les Maîtres d’autrefois
with the question, “Was Rubens a great portraitist?”, going on to provide a largely
negative assessment of the master’s achievement in this genre.61 Fromentin contrasted the
vivid characters populating Rubens’s history paintings with the homogeneity of his
formal portraits, claiming that all his sitters
have the same blood, they have above all the same moral character and all their
external features [are] modeled on a uniform type…It’s the same with his women:
a fresh complexion, a rounded forehead, large temples, little chin, bulging eyes,
similar coloring, almost identical expression, a beauty belonging to the age, an
ampleness belonging to the Nordic races, and a sort of grace belonging to
Rubens…62
The last hundred years have seen a few spirited defenses of the aesthetic quality of
Rubens’s portraits, and a far greater scholarly understanding of this aspect of his work.
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The two volumes of the Corpus Rubenianum devoted to portraiture contain 218 entries, a
number that excludes his many head studies of unknown sitters and the enormous
quantity of copies and variants by his workshop.63 Yet rather than attempting to disprove
the monotony so lamented by Bellori and Fromentin, we might read the uniformity of
Rubens’s female portraits as itself a marker of his ambition for portraiture. The gallery of
beauties imposed a formal sameness on disparate sitters to proclaim the power of the
prince who had commissioned the gallery. Rubens’s portraits similarly subordinated the
identities of individual women to the master’s idealizing vision of them. (We have, after
all, simply no idea what Helena Fourment actually looked like beyond the evidence of
Rubens’s portraits.) Of course, the refinement of nature according to an aesthetic ideal
had been an explicit tenet of one strand of art-making at least since Raphael’s letter about
his depiction of Galatea. But because Rubens’s own ideal was so inextricably tied to the
person of his wife (as was well known even in his own lifetime), the sameness of his
portraits served to reinforce a vision of the artist in which aesthetic practice, social
ambitions, and erotic prowess all fed into one another.
We are used to interpreting Rubens’s portraits of Helena along biographical lines,
as testaments to his ardor or projections of aristocratic self-fashioning. These approaches
have yielded a great deal of insight into the portraits, but we should not lose sight of the
portraits as works of art that participate in theoretical debates and make serious claims
about how monumental, innovative, and ambitious portraiture could be. As other scholars
have noted, Rubens’s portraits of Helena responded not just to the painter’s remarriage
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but also to Van Dyck’s return to Antwerp in 1627.64 In Genoa, Van Dyck had
encountered the ambitious mode of female portraiture that Rubens himself had
abandoned upon his own return from Italy nearly two decades before. Van Dyck reprised
and expanded the example of his master, but unlike Rubens he continued to paint in this
mode, even to build his career and public image around it, upon his return to northern
Europe. Rubens’s images of Helena, responding to Van Dyck’s successes at the courts of
Brussels and London, are as much a part of the rivalry between master and disciple as
they are of the infatuation of a husband for his wife.
We see this clearly in one motif from Rubens’s Genoese portraits—that of an
aristocratic woman striding onto a terrace or descending a flight of stairs, usually in the
company of a child or retainer—that was renewed by Van Dyck in Genoa and London,
only then to reemerge in Rubens’s late domestic portraiture. To trace such feedback loops
between celebrated masters is of course one of the most conservative practices of art
history. Yet an insistence on the interplay between Rubens’s “private” portraits and Van
Dyck’s public commissions is a necessary corrective to a historiography that has
insulated Rubens’s domestic production from his artistic rivalries and public
commissions.
The motif in question first appears in Rubens’s celebrated portrait of Brigida
Spinola Doria, now in Washington’s National Gallery (Fig. 53).65 Severely cut down,
much of the portrait’s original architectural backdrop is lost, but Rubens’s use of the
terrace to endow the portrait with movement and narrative dynamism survives in a
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drawing and in Van Dyck’s own portrait of Elena Grimaldi Cattaneo, which clearly
responds to and reworks Rubens’s precedent.66 In Van Dyck’s portrait, his sitter shares
the terrace with a page who holds the poppy-colored parasol framing her face (Fig. 54).
These attributes—terrace and diminutive male attendant—recur in one of Van
Dyck’s most important portraits of Queen Henrietta Maria, now also in Washington (Fig.
55).67 In the painting, Henrietta Maria appears on a set of steps leading into a garden. Her
right hand, its slender fingers elegantly splayed, rests on the back of a monkey perched
on the arm of Jeffery Hudson, a dwarf in the queen’s service. Hudson’s animated
expression as he glares at the monkey contrasts with the iconic calm of the queen, who
coolly meets the beholder’s gaze. The painting’s iconography assimilates Henrietta Maria
to an English tradition of depicting queens in hunting or riding dress, and a pan-European
practice of representing royalty in the company of dwarfs. It thus returns to the
international prototype of royal portraits, such as Pourbus’s likeness of Isabella Clara
Eugenia with a dwarf discussed above, but animated now with the compositional
innovations of Rubens’s Genoese portraits. Yet this was a leap that Rubens himself never
made in his own portraits of royal women following his return from Italy, choosing
instead to limit the reprisal of his Genoese inventions to private, domestic portraiture.68
Van Dyck painted Henrietta Maria in 1633, near the beginning of his triumphal
service to the English court. At the end of the decade, Rubens would adopt the same
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composition in one of his most important paintings of Helena Fourment (Fig. 56). Here,
Helena poses, like the Genoese ladies and Henrietta Maria before her, at the top of a
flight of stairs.69 The grand architecture of the backdrop situates Helena within the
context of the patrician domestic life that her husband had established for his family in
Antwerp. (The carriage approaching on the left is the same token of Rubens’s affluence
with which Guido Reni’s students had taunted him, as recounted in the previous chapter.)
Instead of being accompanied by a servant, Helena is followed by a young boy, most
likely her eldest son Frans. Rubens thus inflects a compositional type associated with
royal power with allusions to his own achievements as a paterfamilias and man of wealth,
mapped onto the portrait of his wife and son.
Twentieth-century commentators interested in Van Dyck’s “character”
distinguished his belated turn to family life from the vigorous domestic activity of
Rubens.70 Like Sofonisba Anguissola before him, Van Dyck married in middle age, at the
instigation of his courtly patrons.71 Given the brevity of his marriage, it is not surprising
that only one portrait of Van Dyck’s wife, Lady Mary Ruthven, survives (Fig. 57).72 Yet
just like Rubens’s own marital portraits, Van Dyck’s portrait of his wife is a sensuously
painted, entirely autograph work. Lady van Dyck wears stylized and informal “morning
dress” that exposes a great deal of pearlescent skin, while Van Dyck’s vivid brushwork
captures the shimmering folds in the blue fabric. Lady van Dyck’s tapered fingers call
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attention to her refinement, but also to the proscribed Catholic faith that she shared with
her husband, emblematized in the crucifix that she displays. A cluster of oak leaves
bound in Lady van Dyck’s hair may symbolize constancy; William Sanderson, an early
writer on the painting, identified the leaves as the “Embleme, Strong and lasting. So was
she.”73
In Graphice, his 1658 treatise on painting, Sanderson used Van Dyck’s painting
of his wife for an object lesson in the genteel ekphrasis of women’s portraits. Illustrating
the difficulties that portraits posed to the emergent class of lay connoisseurs, Sanderson
aimed to “teach the Gallant by [example] how to ascribe due praise to a deserving person
and so in sooth with modesty and truth, to commend both” portrait and sitter.74 Sanderson
picked up on the tradition, already encountered in Gevaerts’s poem on Helena Fourment,
that conflated artists’ wives with their painted representations, describing the painting as
“Vandick’s rare Mistresse, and his Masterpiece.”75 As in other such texts, an assertion
that the sitter’s beauty is unembellished coexists uneasily with praise of the painter’s
talent; as Sanderson declares, Lady van Dyck “needed not of his Art to help her
forward.”76
Sanderson was not the only early writer to respond to the painting with a
conflation of Van Dyck’s triumphs as a painter and lover. In a Latin epigram on the
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portrait dated March 17, 1646, Constantijn Huygens had Lady van Dyck posthumously
declare: “Such was I who alone was worthy out of a thousand Englishwomen to be Van
Dyck’s wife.”77 Abraham Cowley meanwhile, composed an elegy to Van Dyck following
his death that blended art-making, matrimony, and paternity in a consoling description of
the artist’s legacy addressed to Lady van Dyck herself.78 Like Gevaerts’ poem, these texts
assimilated the bare facts of a painter’s marital life to hoary similes between creativity
and procreation. But these early commentaries on Van Dyck’s marriage portrait faded in
the face of later historians’ fixation with psychobiography and their emphasis on Van
Dyck’s putative neurosis, effeminacy, and the implicit sterility of both his art and
character. By the mid-eighteenth century, Van Dyck’s portrait of his wife, which for early
commentators embodied a triumphal merger of art and private life, was described in a
Spanish royal inventory as the “portrait of a princess wearing a rosary on her wrist.”79 Its
sitter’s true identity lost, the Madrid painting remained little known until the end of the
nineteenth century.

The Queen in the Studio
Rubens’s service to Maria de’ Medici finds a curious coda in the banished
queen’s visit to Antwerp in 1631. The reconciliation that Rubens had memorialized in the
Medici Cycle proved fleeting, and Maria’s conflict with her son, Louis XIII, eventually
drove her to flee from house arrest at the Château de Compiègne, seeking refuge in the
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Spanish Netherlands. Maria’s flight created a diplomatically precarious situation for
France’s northern neighbors. On the one hand, as a queen dowager and the mother-in-law
of the kings of both Spain and England, she retained her elevated social rank; on the
other, her son’s open enmity made her a burdensome and controversial guest. Despite
this, Maria received a lavish reception upon her arrival in the Low Countries.80 The
Archduchess Isabel Clara Eugenia met her on the outskirts of Mons and then
accompanied her to Brussels where she was housed in palatial accommodations. From
September 4th to October 16th, 1631, the queen and the archduchess were in Antwerp,
where they were fêted by the burghers of the city. The queen lodged at the SintMichielsabdij and was entertained with processions, sermons, and theatricals. Our most
detailed account of Maria’s stay in the city comes from the work of her court
historiographer, Jean Puget de la Serre, whose Histoire curieuse of the queen’s voyage to
the Low Countries was published in Antwerp the following year.81
In his description of Maria’s visit to Antwerp, Puget de la Serre lingers on her
encounter with the city’s two most famous painters. In the words of her historiographer,
“The queen was curious to see all the rich and beautiful pictures in the house of Monsieur
Rubens.” Puget de la Serre characterized Rubens as “a man whose industry, though rare
and marvelous, is the least of his qualities: his judgment in matters of state, and his wit
and his comportment lift him so high above the profession he practices that the fruits of
his prudence are as admirable as those of his brush.” Puget de la Serre thus revealed a
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prejudice against Rubens’s profession at the same time as he argued that the artist had
transcended it. This self-ennoblement was obtained through royal favor, as when “Her
Majesty obtained great contentment from contemplating the animated marvels of
[Rubens’s] paintings.”
Puget de la Serre follows his fulsome praise for Rubens with a comparison
between him and Van Dyck that intriguingly elevates the latter over his erstwhile master,
due to his unsurpassed practice of portraiture:
But if I must come out in favor of the truth, then Monsieur van Dyck has carried
off the prize over all the other great painters, who with their overly bold hands
have dared to portray the queen; for, without lying, art has never yet known how
to represent majesty enthroned as he has done in his new portrait. They say that
Apelles [sic] gathered together all of the most beautiful features of various faces
in order to make of them one perfect beauty by the name of Helen; but this more
ingenious painter has let us see today in this single portrait of the queen all of the
beauties of the world, while stealing nothing from nature but for the invention that
causes his art to be adored. Her Majesty did him the honor of visiting his home,
where she saw in the salon his Titian cabinet, which is to say, all of the
masterpieces by that great master. But I dare to claim, without flattery, that
Monsieur van Dyck will soon share with him [Titian] the glory of his fame: for if
that excellent painter was the ornament of his age, this one is the marvel of his
own.82
In his account of Van Dyck’s portrait of Maria, Puget de la Serre conflates the tale of
Zeuxis painting Helen with that of Apelles painting Campaspe, confusing the
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protagonists of the two most famous classical anecdotes about the depiction of beauty.
Like Gevaerts in his epithalamium for Rubens and Helena Fourment, Puget de la Serre
claimed that Van Dyck had no need of recourse to Zeuxian recombination because his
model, however implausibly, possessed “all of the beauties of the world.” But unlike
Rubens, Van Dyck’s relationship to his sitter was not that of a husband’s erotic
possession. It was instead the privileged access of the court favorite to the monarch, who
conferred a reciprocal prestige upon her portraitist.
For all of his formulaic praise, Puget de la Serre offers an important insight into
early perceptions of Rubens and Van Dyck; he is particularly revealing about the role that
the studio visit played in the establishment of both artists’ fame. The writer’s admiration
for the two painters extends beyond their actual production; he also praises both for their
important collections, which Puget de la Serre cites as the major enticement for the queen
to visit their homes. Indeed, in his praise of Rubens, the courtier is openly dismissive of
the manual practice of his art, declaring Rubens to be a man whose “comportment lift[s]
him so high above the profession he practices.” This was the same image of the court
artist, in which comportment effaced occupation, that Rubens had promoted in his selfportrait for the Prince of Wales.
Puget de la Serre’s account and the terms in which he praises Van Dyck offer a
corrective to the academic voices like Bellori (writing at notably greater temporal and
geographic distance) whose criticism of the artist continues to inform Van Dyck
scholarship. Like Bellori, Puget de la Serre compares Van Dyck to Titian and Apelles,
and like Bellori he views portraiture as the genre in which Van Dyck made his greatest
mark. But in Puget de la Serre’s view, it was precisely these traits that allowed Van Dyck
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to surpass Rubens, whereas subsequent generations would relegate him—with his
orientation toward Venice over Rome and toward portraiture over history painting—to a
permanent second place. With the context of Puget de la Serre’s courtly criteria, we can
make more sense of a career that frustrated writers like Bellori.
In his description of Van Dyck’s collection, Puget de la Serre dwells on the
prominence of Titian (he does not name any of the artists whose works Rubens owned).
The Histoire curieuse offers us further evidence of the way an early modern artist could
structure his own reception through the furnishing of his home and studio with carefully
chosen works of art. In this case, Van Dyck’s collecting and display of Titian’s works
helped to ensure that he would be seen as Titian’s rightful heir, a strategic way for the
artist to bypass his debt to Rubens and emerge from the constriction of being merely the
second most famous painter in Antwerp.83 Later in the century, Peter Lely would
similarly assemble a vast collection of Van Dyck’s works to claim an artistic heritage that
transcended the caesura of the English Civil War.84
Because it was Van Dyck and not Rubens who painted the queen’s portrait on the
occasion of her visit to Antwerp, his work receives more attention and higher praise in
Puget de la Serre’s history. Indeed, the courtier levels veiled criticism at Rubens in his
praise for Van Dyck’s portrait of Maria. Although he does not explicitly mention
Rubens’s Medici Cycle, painted in happier days when the queen was temporarily
reconciled with her son, these prominent and celebrated depictions of his patroness must
have been known to him. Yet from Puget de la Serre’s perspective, it was Van Dyck’s
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practice of portraiture, embodied in his image of the queen, that allowed him to emerge
from Rubens’ shadow and claim, in the chronicler’s words, “the prize over all the other
great painters.”
From this vantage point, the honor bestowed by Maria consists in Van Dyck’s
exclusive access to her person in the context of the sitting. This access is in marked
contrast to the exclusion of other painters who, according to Puget de la Serre, strained
for the merest glimpse of Maria in her quarters at the abbey. As he recounts, “I once
again noticed the ruse of a great number of painters, who under the pretext of watching
the queen dine, pilfered with a subtle brush all the features of her face…”85 This
anecdote, however spurious, gives a vivid sense of how physical proximity to the royal
person translated into prestige and status at the early modern court. The fact that Maria
herself traveled to Van Dyck’s and Rubens’s homes, a phenomenon that would be
duplicated in Van Dyck’s relations with her son-in-law, Charles I, conferred upon them
an exalted status as artist-favorites.
For all of Puget de la Serre’s praise, Van Dyck’s portrait of Maria is ultimately a
conservative image, betraying little of the innovation that would soon mark the artist’s
work for Maria’s daughter and son-in-law (Fig. 58).86 Posed against a background that
combines vague pastoral foliage with a meticulous portrayal of Antwerp’s skyline, Van
Dyck’s queen is herself an uneasy mixture of realism and bombast. But Van Dyck does
distinguish his portrait by anchoring it with the view of Antwerp, based upon a drawing
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that still survives today.87 With his inclusion of the skyline, Van Dyck insisted upon the
occasional nature of his portrait, in the sense of commemorating a specific event: Maria’s
visit to Antwerp (and, implicitly, the artist’s own home). This is the closest Van Dyck
comes to a portrait that visualizes its own origins in the studio. Van Dyck’s portrait, local
rhetoricians’ poems praising the queen, and Puget de la Serre’s Histoire curieuse all
served to publicize the favor Maria had bestowed on the city and to highlight the
achievements of Antwerp’s most talented citizens. Multiplication of the portrait in both
painted and printed copies further served to link Van Dyck’s fame with that of his sitter.
By the end of the 1630’s, versions of this painting were in the royal collections in both
The Hague and London.88
Maria de’ Medici’s favor naturally played an important role in promoting Van
Dyck at her daughter’s court. In London, Van Dyck grew famous for the depiction of
beautiful women in a serialized, repetitive format that called to mind the galleries of
beauties. Toward the middle of the decade, the court poet Sir John Suckling would
compare, in a letter to his mistress, a gathering of fashionable beauties to “a gallerie hung
with Titians or Vandikes hand.”89 Van Dyck’s portraits of two of Suckling’s cousins,
Lady Anne Carey and Frances, Lady Buckhurst, reveal the degree to which he married
the seriality of the gallery of beauties with the innovations of the Genoese portraits (Fig.
59, Fig. 60).90 Both women appear full-length and in three-quarter profile, striding to the
left through identical Arcadian landscapes that have replaced the palazzo terraces of
87
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Genoa. There is no evidence that these closely related women, who likely knew each
other’s portraits, resented their generic resemblance to one another. Such assimilation to a
fashionable “brand” was after all was what one paid for when sitting for Van Dyck. We
can imagine a nearly endless enfilade of paintings like these in Suckling’s imagined
“gallerie hung with Titians or Vandikes hand,” a culmination of the artist’s pursuit of a
reputation inextricable from the legacy of Titian and the representation of female beauty.
Van Dyck’s depictions of Englishwomen founded an entire school of portraiture
that survived into the twentieth century. Far from being mere mute copies, his female
portraits prompted admiring description in poems, letters, and treatises on art. Yet as with
Sanderson or Puget de la Serre, these responses largely relied upon topoi that had become
clichéd by the late Middle Ages. Throughout this period, a nascent art literature found
one of its greatest challenges to be the ekphrasis of portraits. In the case of Van Dyck’s
English period, we might do better to inquire into the speech that accompanied the
portrait sitting, such as that with which the artist must have entertained Maria de’ Medici
in his home. It was for such “sweetness of conversation” that Van Dyck would become
famous in the final chapter of his career.
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Chapter Four:
The Scene of the Sitting
Sitting, and ready to be drawne,
What makes these Velvets, Silkes, and Lawne,
Embroderies, Feathers, Fringes, Lace,
Where every lim takes like a face?
Send these suspected helpes, to aide
Some Forme defective, or decay’d;
This beautie, without falshood fayre,
Needs nought to cloath it but the ayre,
Yet something, to the Painters view,
Were fitly interpos’d; so new:
Hee shall, if he can understand,
Worke with my fancie, his owne hand.1
The third section of Ben Jonson’s poetic cycle Eupheme opens with the scene of a
portrait sitting. Jonson describes Venetia Digby, the court beauty eulogized in this poetic
cycle, as “sitting and ready to be drawne,” that is, awaiting the arrival of her portraitist. In
a nod to Venetia’s beauty, Jonson dismisses the “Velvets, Silkes, and Lawne” that
disguise her enticing limbs. Having thus beguiled the reader with a mental image of
Venetia clothed in “nought…but the ayre,” Jonson moves on to an exposition of his own
poetic gifts. He will after all allow something to be “interpos’d” between Venetia’s
beauty and “the Painters view;” not clothes to disguise it, but rather poetic “fancie” to
assist the painter. Johnson opposes his fancy, what we might otherwise term invention,
with the painter’s “hand,” a tool that can function only with the guidance of the poet.
With this synecdoche, he emphasizes the visual artist’s status as a manual, not
intellectual, laborer. Indeed, in the following section of Eupheme, Jonson summarily
dismisses his imagined portraitist with the lines:
1

Eupheme 3.1-12; Ben Jonson, The Complete Poetry of Ben Jonson, ed. William B. Hunter, Jr. (Garden
City, NY: Anchor, 1963), p. 253.
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Painter, yo’ are come, but may be gone,
Now I have better thought thereon.
…
Beside, your hand will never hit,
To draw a thing that cannot sit.2
Like Venetia’s velvets, silks, and lawn, Jonson considers painted representation to be
ultimately superfluous, and he likens the portraitist’s work to a kind of cosmetic
deception, or “falshood fayre,” of which true beauty had no need.3
The unnamed painter of Eupheme is a straw man, enlisted in a rehearsal of tropes
about the portrayal of beautiful women that had been current in European literature since
Petrarch wrote his poems on Simone Martini’s portraits of Laura. The subgenre of
“instructions to a painter,” meanwhile extended back to the lyrics of the Greek
anthology.4 Yet, Jonson’s evocation of his richly dressed sitter awaiting the arrival of her
portraitist has a contemporary specificity that many poems in this tradition lack. And
unlike most of those earlier lyrics, which engage with purely fictional works of art,
Jonson’s Eupheme is also an agonistic response to the very real portraits that Anthony
van Dyck had painted of Venetia Digby.
This chapter takes these portraits and the various literary responses to Venetia’s
death as the point of departure for an exploration of Van Dyck’s innovative portrait

2

Jonson, Eupheme, IV.1-2, 7-8.

3

On the distrust of color and “paint” (in the cosmetic sense) within English poems on portraits, see Claire
Pace, “‘Delineated Lives’: Themes and Variations in Seventeenth-Century Poems about Portraits,” Word &
Image 2, no. 1 (January, 1986), p. 7.
4
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Transgression, and Representation at the Court of Charles II, ed. Julia Marciari Alexander and Catharine
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sittings and their immediate cultural resonance in both word and image. In so doing, it
tells the parallel histories of two very different conceptions of the sitting. In artists’ own
writings and in the paintings that took posing for portraits as their subject, the sitting
became the defining event through which the artist asserted his or her own gentility. Its
signature affective mode was friendship, represented as a bond that transcended social
hierarchies. But poets and playwrights were more likely to depict sittings as a threat to
the social and sexual order, through which artists obtained a troubling access to the
beautiful upper-class women whose portraits they painted. The conflict between these
conceptions of the sitting constitutes an important episode within the larger early modern
paragone of painting and poetry. It also would prove determinative for Van Dyck’s
subsequent reception.

“Ready To Be Drawne”
A celebrated beauty married to the courtier and natural philosopher Sir Kenelm
Digby, Venetia died suddenly in her sleep on May 1, 1633, at the age of thirty-two.5 In a
letter to his brother, Sir Kenelm described Venetia’s premature death and posthumous
portrayal by Van Dyck:
When we came in, wee found her almost cold and stiffe; yet her blood was not so
setteled but that our rubbing of her face brought a little seeming color into her
pale cheeks, which continued there till she was folded up in her last sheete, and
Sir Anthony Van Dike hath expressed [this] excellently well in his picture. 6

5

For background on this episode, see Ann Sumner, ed., Death, Passion and Politics: Van Dyck’s Portraits
of Venetia Stanley and George Digby, (London: Dulwich Picture Gallery, 1995).

6

Published in Vittorio Gabrieli, Sir Kenelm Digby, un inglese italianato nell’età della controriforma.
(Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 1957) p. 248.
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Van Dyck’s portrait of Venetia, today in London’s Dulwich Gallery, reflects the
anomalous circumstances of the deathbed sitting in its unusual composition (Fig. 61).7 Sir
Kenelm himself declared that Van Dyck “hath altered or added nothing…excepting” the
painting’s lone allegorical gesture, “a rose lying upon the hemme of the sheete.”8In the
upper corners of the painting, bed curtains part to reveal a close-up image of the
deceased, framed in the manner of a proscenium. Although the work is in poor condition,
it still conveys a powerful oscillation between the appearance of sleep and indications of
death. In one unsettlingly naturalistic detail, Venetia’s left eyelid lifts slightly to reveal
the eye underneath, while the right lid is firmly shut. Dark locks of hair spill out of her
nightcap, and her cheeks are indeed flushed with the “little seeming color” Sir Kenelm
described. This pink color stands out from the painting’s otherwise restrained palette of
tumbled white sheets, pallid skin, and dark blue bedclothes. Venetia’s gesture of cradling
her head in one hand seems to assert her liveliness even as it mimics—with a traditional
signifier of melancholy—the affective state inspired by her posthumous portrait.
Sir Kenelm left behind a striking description of his own ritualized interactions
with the painting he called his “onely constant companion:” “It standeth all day over
against my chaire and table where I sitt writing or reading or thinking, God knoweth, litle
to the purpose; and att night when I goe into my chamber I sett it close by my beds side,
and by the faint light of a candle, me thinks I see her dead indeed…”9 The painting took
pride of place within a proliferating corpus of memorials—casts of Venetia’s limbs, a
7

For the literature on the painting, see Barnes et al. Van Dyck, pp. 506-507, cat. no. IV.97.
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Cited in Clare Gittings, “Venetia’s Death and Kenelm’s Mourning,” in Death, Passion and Politics: Van
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9
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lavish tomb, and literary tributes.10 Digby was one of Ben Jonson’s major patrons, and
the poet wrote his Eupheme cycle as much in honor of Venetia’s widower as of Venetia
herself.11 Yet in their writings, Jonson and Digby display very different attitudes toward
portraiture. Although writing after her death, Jonson imagines Venetia sitting in
fashionable attire for an anonymous portraitist who cannot hope to capture her essence.
Digby by contrast describes a postmortem examination in which Van Dyck produced a
haunting stand-in for his lost wife, a painting that is both a “shaddow” and a “Master
peece,” “so like [Venetia], that [those] who saw her before she was putt in her coffin will
sweare it is she.”12 When Jonson contended that a painter’s “hand will never hit, / To
draw a thing that cannot sit,” he was arguing against just such a belief in portraiture’s
power to serve as a surrogate for a missing person. English lyric poems by writers such as
Donne or Carew frequently opposed the greater accuracy of “the image in the lover’s
heart” to that produced by the painter.13 In the Eupheme poems, Jonson mapped the
traditional rivalry between poets and painters onto a love triangle that curiously eclipsed
Venetia’s widower and took the portrait sitting as its arena of combat.
Jonson was hardly the only Caroline poet to perceive in Van Dyck’s sittings a
compelling opportunity to explore and update the Petrarchan triangulation of desire
between painter, poet, and mistress. In a tribute to the painter’s portrait of his beloved,
Dorothy Sidney (Fig. 62), the poet Edmund Waller playfully asked Van Dyck:
10
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Why thou couldst not at one assay
The face to aftertimes convey,
Which this admires. Was it thy wit
To make her oft before thee sit?
Confess, and we’ll forgive thee this;
For who would not repeat that bliss?
And frequent sight of such a dame
Buy with the hazard of his fame?14
Waller’s conceit depends on the idea that Van Dyck’s “fame” derived from his ability to
capture a likeness “at one assay,” to work with the “extraordinary swiftness” admired by
de Piles. According to Waller, Van Dyck’s repeated sittings with the poet’s muse not
only threatened this reputation, but also recast the portrait sitting as a form of seduction,
in which Van Dyck exploited his control over the artistic process—his prerogative to
demand repeated sessions with a passive sitter—in order to obtain the “bliss” of studying
a beautiful woman.15
Jonson’s treatment of the painter in his poem dispensed with such flattery.
Extending Venetia’s apotheosis, which he declares could never have adequate visual
presentation, in line after line of verse, Jonson’s serves up a bold denigration of
painting’s commemorative capacities. Perhaps in response to the elaborate allegorical
vision in Eupheme and the professional threat it contained, Van Dyck soon supplemented
Venetia’s deathbed likeness with a painting that compensated for the first portrait’s
muteness with an overabundance of literary signifiers (Fig. 63). This second, allegorical
portrait now survives in two versions, in which Van Dyck represented Venetia in the
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Edmund Waller, Poetical Works of Edmund Waller, ed. Robert Bell (London: John W. Parker and Son,
1854, p. 75.
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For the actual portrait likely referred to by Waller, see Karen Hearn, ed., Van Dyck & Britain (London:
Tate Britain, 2009), p. 118, cat. no. 53.
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guise of Prudence.16 Here Venetia appears in classicizing garb, a serpent wrapped around
one hand, while the other rests on a pair of doves. She places her foot upon a slumbering
Cupid, his torch extinguished, while the two-faced figure of Fraud is bound and huddled
beside her. A trio of putti crown Venetia with laurels. According to Bellori, who saw one
version of this painting when Sir Kenelm was in exile in Rome, it previously bore an
inscription from Juvenal: “Nullum numen abest si sit Prudentia” (No divinity is absent if
Prudence be present).17
In its abundance of allegorical devices and literary allusions, Van Dyck’s portrait
of Venetia as Prudence stands out within his larger oeuvre. The portrait is a singular
instance of Van Dyck attempting to vie with poets like Jonson in conveying a sitter’s
character by means of allegory, rather than a persuasive physiognomy. For this reason,
Graham Parry even suggested that Jonson may have been the author of Van Dyck’s
allegorical program.18 Other scholars have written about Jonson and Van Dyck’s rival
memorials to Venetia primarily from the vantage point of literary studies. They have
emphasized Jonson’s feud with Inigo Jones as an earlier instance of his hostility to the
visual arts, or his participation in the Petrarchan tradition that took the portrait of the
beloved as a trope for asserting the superiority of poetry over painting.19 By contrast, my
16
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reading of these paintings focuses Van Dyck’s role in the collaboration with his patron.
Whether or not he himself devised the iconographic program of the portrait, it reveals
Van Dyck’s attempt to give permanent form to the ephemeral discursiveness of his
practice.
With the term discursiveness I mean to evoke the many forms of speech and
writing that precede, accompany, and follow upon a portrait’s making. It may appear
quite obvious that a portrait begins with a verbal or written agreement, or that a finished
portrait can be the object of lively conversation or ekphrasis, such as William Sanderson
imagined for Van Dyck’s portrait of his wife. What has been neglected, however, is the
degree to which the largely irrecoverable speech that accompanied portrait sittings
engaged early modern writers on art. Van Dyck was famed for the speech that
accompanied his portrait sittings, but such an attainment was necessarily ephemeral. In
his allegorical portrait of Venetia Digby, Van Dyck experimented with an alternative
form of verbal supplement to painted portraiture.
According to Bellori, Venetia’s portrait once included a verse from Juvenal, and a
separate commission from Sir Kenelm likewise inspired Van Dyck to inscribe his work
with a classical text. In a letter dated August 14, 1636, Van Dyck wrote to the antiquarian
Franciscus Junius to tell him that he had just received a copy of Junius’s On the Painting
of the Ancients. Van Dyck praised Junius’s book and then asked Junius for a favor: “It
occurs to me to ask you…since I have had Cavalier Digby’s portrait cut on plate and
would have it appear now [in print], to please make a small comment to write
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underneath.”20 Scholars have frequently described Van Dyck’s request for a learned cleyn
comentario from Junius—which resulted in the inclusion of a Horatian motto below the
globe in the final print (Fig. 64) —as his attempt to enter into a culture of humanist
learning and discussion more often associated with Rubens. By literally inscribing his
paintings and prints, Van Dyck made them hybrids of visual and verbal art. But the
ungainliness of the marriage between word and image meant that Van Dyck would not
further develop this mode of portraiture in the remaining years of his career. In the
splitting of his posthumous portraits of Venetia into the seemingly artless deathbed
likeness and the overloaded allegorical portrait, Van Dyck sought to hedge his bets at the
same time as he knowingly participated in a centuries-old paragone with poetic
memorialists like Jonson over the commemoration of a beautiful woman.
Bellori’s description of the allegorical portrait of Venetia is the longest ekphrastic
passage in his life of Van Dyck. The amount of text that he devotes to the portrait partly
reflects Bellori’s firsthand access to it, although he would have known other portraits by
Van Dyck in Roman collections, among them Guido Bentivoglio and the portraits of
Charles I and Henrietta Maria that had been dispatched to the Barberini papacy.21 But
Bellori’s description of Venetia as Prudence (he makes no mention at all of the deathbed
portrait) also implicitly expresses his endorsement of the work. As Elizabeth Cropper has
noted, Bellori used the extended descriptive passages at the end of each of his Vite
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didactically, so that “in each case the chosen picture is by this means given especial
importance as exemplary of the artist’s excellence.”22 Within the life of Van Dyck, the
description of Venetia’s portrait occurs within an account of her widower’s friendship
with the artist; according to Bellori, “as this gentleman was praised among the foremost
subjects of the realm for his worthy qualities and learning, Van Dyck entrusted all his
fortunes to him, in a mutual relationship of sympathy and goodwill [per una vicendevole
collegazione di genio e di benevolenza].23 The description of Van Dyck’s friendship with
Digby introduces a list of the works that he painted for this patron, including the portrait
of Venetia. This litany concludes with Bellori’s own assertion of intimacy with Digby,
when he declares, “This knight, while staying in Rome…as resident agent of the queen of
England, informed me [mi diede contezza] of all that happened to Van Dyck after he went
to the court of London.”24 Roger de Piles would use similar language in identifying the
source for his knowledge of Van Dyck’s sittings in the banker Everhard Jabach.25 The
seemingly banal sentence performs important work for Bellori’s text, establishing the
authoritative source of his account at the same time as it positions him within the same
elite circles of patronage as Van Dyck himself. Indeed, Van Dyck’s triumph as a courtier,
his ability to present himself as a work of art in his own right, was as much a source of
fascination for Bellori as the artist’s paintings.26
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Bellori attributes to Sir Kenelm himself the idea of depicting Venetia in forma
della Prudenza. He describes Venetia’s rich costume of “a white gown with a colored
veil and a jeweled baldric,” as well as the elaborate collection of allegorical signifiers that
surrounds her: “She extends her hand to two white doves, while her other arm is entwined
by a serpent. Beneath her feet she has a block, and bound to it in the form of slaves are
Deceit with two faces; Wrath with a furious aspect; Envy, scrawny, with a mane of
serpents; profane Love in a blindfold, with his wings clipped, his bow broken, his arrows
scattered, and his torch extinguished.” The biographer then shifts agency back to the
painter, noting that “Van Dyck was so pleased with this invention that he painted another
one on a smaller scale,” likely the version today in London’s National Portrait Gallery. 27
In the context of Bellori’s literary ambition and aesthetic program, the allegorical portrait
offers more to describe, more figures to name and allusions to decipher, than Van Dyck’s
other likenesses. Out of all his paintings, it lends itself the most to ekphrasis.
The allegorical figure that serves as a header to Bellori’s life of Van Dyck, a
depiction of Imitatio sapiens trampling the monkey of mimesis as she regards herself in a
mirror, alludes to an ideal of portraiture that transcends the genre’s limitations through
the exercise of judgment and invention (Fig. 65).28 Formally, the engraving seems
inspired by Venetia’s portrait, in which a female allegorical figure also tramples a bestial
ma certo strenuamente coltivata che va dall cura del proprio corpo al modo di accogliere ed intrattenere sia
amici che ospiti illustri...Lo storiografo è affascinato dalle qualità fisiche e morali di Van Dyck, e in una
sorta di crescendo, dove non manca lo stupore un poco scandalizzato per il lusso dispendioso in cui il
pittore viveva, costruisce l’immagine di un artista che è egli stesso, come le sue creazioni, una straordinaria
opera d’arte;” Luciano Arcangeli, “Anton van Dyck,” in L’Idea del Bello: Viaggio per Roma nel Seicento
con Giovan Pietro Bellori, vol. 2 (Rome: Edizioni De Luca, 2000), p. 305.
27
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embodiment of vice. But Bellori’s most extensive statement of the ideal of portraiture
embodied in this engraving occurs in his life of Carlo Maratti. Here, Bellori explicitly
connects the younger artist to Van Dyck through a discussion of Maratti’s English
patrons, one of whom, the Duke of Buckingham “wished to take him to England and
promote him in the favor of the good king Charles [the II], in whose name he too was
summoned to court, where Rubens and Van Dyck had gone earlier with much honor.”29
Bellori dwells on two groups of Maratti’s portraits in particular—those of English
patrons, early participants in the Grand Tour, and “portraits of friends and persons whom
he found congenial, which he made gladly,” including Bellori himself.30 Through this
catalogue of Maratti’s portraits, Bellori elaborates two discrete portrait systems, one an
economy of friendship, where portraits are made “gladly,” and one an economy of cash
and prestige, wherein Maratti “was stimulated by the prices and the liberality of those
gentlemen who sought after him.”31 It is within this latter category that Bellori again
reaches descriptive heights in a passage on the pendant portraits, now lost, of the Earl and
Countess of Melfort. Bellori evokes the earl’s regalia, declaring that “there is no lack of
vivacity in the ornaments of his costume and in the arrangement of the figure and face,
which looks straight out as though he is speaking to someone,” a clear allusion to
Bernini’s precepts of portraiture. Maratti shows both figures within an architectural
setting, with the countess “strolling for pleasure in a gallery.” The sum effect of
expression, accoutrements, costume and setting means that for Bellori they are not “mere
29
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portraits, but they may take their place among compositions of figures.”32 In this passage,
Bellori traces a trajectory by which portraiture may vie with history painting, with
requirements that are both internal and external to the work itself. The most ambitious
portraits must exhibit a degree of variety and detail that can sustain extended ekphrasis.
But such portraits will also be ennobled by their sitters, becoming indices of patronage
and proximity to great lords. This is the ideal of portraiture that Bellori perceived Van
Dyck to have approached most closely in his portrait of Venetia as Prudence. But Bellori
also saw how anomalous this work was for Van Dyck and that it was the expression of a
particular patron’s literary culture.
In the various written and painted memorials to Venetia, artistic and erotic
competition overlap. Even before Van Dyck’s posthumous depictions of Venetia, Sir
Kenelm Digby’s own writings had made portraits a focus for sexual rivalry. In the prose
romance known as the Loose Fantasies that he composed as a roman à clef based upon
his courtship of Venetia, the character Stelliana mistakenly believes Kenelm’s alter ego
Theagenes to have died abroad and in her grief allows herself to become the mistress of
Mardontius, just as Venetia was said to have done with the Earl of Dorset. Mardontius
marks his triumph by having Stelliana’s “picture drawn by an excellent workman; which,
afterward, he used to shew as a glorious trophy of her conquered affections.”33 When
Stelliana and Theagenes are finally reunited, she refuses to marry him until he can
recover her portrait, asserting that “she would never suffer that one man should possess
32
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her, and another such a gage of a former, though half-constrained, affection.”34 This
episode, apparently based on a real dispute over Venetia’s portrait, concretizes the
triangular structure of the Petrarchan tradition, although its protagonists lack the rival
identities of poet and painter.35
Love triangles revolving around portraits of course had a clear classical precedent
in the tale of Apelles and Campaspe. The competitive passions enacted in the portrait
sitting recall the triangulated structure of desire first outlined by René Girard, and then
given important historicist and feminist revisions by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Nancy
Vickers, among others.36 Such a structure reveals the narrative of cuckoldry, so integral
to early modern fictions of the sitting, as an important site for the negotiation of men’s
rivalrous desire to emulate and possess one another, as enacted through the medium of a
woman’s body. Of course, the competition aroused by the triangle of sitter, painter, and
observer did not necessarily have to be sexual, as when Lely worked to guard his
professional secrets from Mary Beale, a female painter whose gender gave its own
complicated inflection to her practice and reception. But writers like Waller and Jonson
worried that male painters’ emulation of gentlemen might extend to appropriating the
pose of the lover. In the theatricalized studios where artists played the role of aristocrats,
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they performed for a bifurcated audience of both beautiful sitters and ambivalent male
patrons.
The dramatic potential of the sitting was not lost on playwrights, as when John
Lyly took the story of Apelles and Campaspe as the subject of a play, printed in 1584,
that was the earliest English theatrical representation of a painter.37 But even as artists
like Rubens and Van Dyck enjoyed triumphs at the English court, such dramatic
depictions of painters became paradoxically ever more denigrating.38 In 1600, the
schoolboys of St. Paul’s staged a romantic comedy by an unknown author, entitled The
Wisdom of Doctor Dodypoll, whose opening scene depicts a portrait sitting. In an
ambiguous assertion of painting’s nobility, the play’s painter is eventually revealed to be
an earl in disguise, who takes advantage of the sitting to achieve clandestine proximity to
his beloved.39 But by 1640, when Van Dyck’s career was at its height, a more
representative depiction was Dainty, a pickpocket who poses as a painter in Richard
Brome’s The Court Beggar. Brome gives voice to his audience’s anxiety about the
abundant nudity in the continental paintings then being imported by Charles I and his
courtiers.40 In the play, a chambermaid who aspires to model for such paintings declares:
I have heard that Limners or Picture-drawers, doe covet to have the fairest and
best featur’d wives, (or if not wives, Mistresses) that they can possibly purchace,
to draw naked Pictures by…whom they make to sit or stand naked in all the
severall postures, and to lie as many ways to helpe their art in drawing, who
knows how I may set his fancy a worke?...I could sit for the naked Shepherdesse,
37
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with one Leg over the tother Knee, picking the Thorne out of her Foote most
neatly, to make the Satyre peepe under.41
Paintings like Van Dyck’s Cupid and Psyche combined sensual nudity with claims of
neo-Platonic transcendence.42 With little connection to studio realities, Brome’s
chambermaid vividly punctured such pretensions by insisting on sexual transgression as a
foundational practice of art.
The erotic possibilities of the sitting also colored more direct instances of English
playwrights responding to Van Dyck’s success, with characters clearly based upon him
appearing in English drama by the early 1630’s. In Shirley’s The Ball, first performed in
1632, the character Freshwater teases Lady Rosamond for having her portrait painted by
an Englishman, recommending instead that she “trust…your face with the Dutch” and
seek out a painter
…that can please the ladies every way;
You shall not sit with him all day for shadows.
He has regalios, and can present you with
Suckets of fourteen-pence a pound, Canary
Prunellas, Venice glasses, Parmesan
Sugars, Bologna sausages, all from Antwerp…
In the face of this enticing litany, Rosamond responds:
I have heard of him by—a noble lady
Told me the t’other day, that sitting for
Her picture, she was stifled with a strange
Perfume of horns.43
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in Smuts, Court Culture and the Origins of a Royalist Tradition, p. 188; another discussion of this passage
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This exchange does little to disguise how the multisensory pleasures of the portrait
sitting, in which male artisans had uninterrupted and secluded access to upper-class
women, awoke fears of cuckoldry and the transgressing of social boundaries.44 Shirley
shared with Waller and Jonson an understanding of the portrait sitting as the site for an
exciting but socially destabilizing erotic triangle between mistress, lover, and painter. In
the work of all of these writers, only one member of the triangle—the poet/lover—has a
voice, while painter and mistress are equally mute.

“Discours d’un peintre flamand”
The silent painters of the Petrarchan tradition stand in striking contrast to the
testimony of Van Dyck’s own sitters regarding his verbal facility. The most famous
description of this quality appears in a letter from 1637, addressed to Van Dyck by
William Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle:
Noble Sr,
The favors off my freindes you have so transmitted unto mee as the longer I looke
on them, the more I think them Nature & nott Arte. Itt is nott my Error alone, iff
Itt bee a disease Itt is Epidemicall, for sutch power hath your hande on the Eyes of
Man-kinde. Nexte the Blessinge off your Coumpanye, & Sweetnes off
Conversation, The Greateste happiness weare to bee an Argus or all over butt one
eye, so Itt, or theye, weare Ever fixed upon that which wee must Cale yours.
Whatt wants In Judge-mente I can suplye with admiration, Ande scape the title off
Ignorante since I have the Luck to bee astonish’de In the righte Place, Ande the
happiness to bee Pationatly Your Moste Humble Servant…45
in relation to Van Dyck occurs in Emilie E. S. Gordenker, Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641) and the
Representation of Dress in Seventeenth-Century Portraiture (Turnhout: Brepols, 2001), p. 11.
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Cambridge University Press, 1936), p. 485.
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Newcastle’s attachment to Van Dyck’s work was such that, when he returned from exile
after the Restoration to find his estates in ruins, he was relieved to discover that a few
paintings “had been saved by the care and industry of his eldest daughter . . . (which My
Lord esteemed very much, the pictures being drawn by Van Dyck).”46 In his letter,
Newcastle imagines a complete bodily surrender to the power of Van Dyck’s paintings, a
becoming “all over butt one eye,” fixed forever on the sight of Van Dyck’s portraits. Yet
even this pleasure is subordinated to the “the Blessinge off [Van Dyck’s] Coumpanye, &
Sweetnes off Conversation.” Praising the artist for his portraits of Newcastle’s friends,
the earl makes clear that Van Dyck’s comportment has elevated him to that elite
company.
As central as the triangular relationship between lover, mistress, and painter is for
the European tradition, it exists in tension with another triangle, that implied by the socalled friendship portrait. As Jodi Cranston has argued for the early sixteenth-century
humanist origins of this genre, such pictures “of two friends depicted for an absent
third…implicate the viewer through visual structures of inclusiveness and engagement.”47
But depictions of two friends may not always be as welcoming to the beholder as this
description implies. Exclusion, for example, is the effect of Van Dyck’s double portrait of
Thomas Killigrew and his nephew by marriage, William, Lord Crofts, made following
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Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle, The Life of the Duke of Newcastle (London: J. M. Dent, 1915), p. 92.
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Jodi Cranston, The Poetics of Portraiture in the Italian Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University
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the death of Killigrew’s wife Cecilia (Fig. 66).48 Here, the two men appear abstracted by
grief and dressed in mourning, while Killigrew holds a drawing that has been identified
as a design for a funerary monument. Crofts meanwhile calls his attention to a blank
piece of paper whose significance is unknowable to the viewer. In this depiction, the
absent third is not the beholder him- or herself, but rather the deceased beloved whom the
two sitters share, evoked in painted and sculpted monuments that recall those that Sir
Kenelm Digby commissioned for Venetia. The sense of alienation from an affective
relationship and its material tokens that one experiences in viewing this painting implies
that the portrait’s very affective success may impede its legibility.49
In another double portrait, Van Dyck commemorated his own friendship with the
English courtier Endymion Porter, whose family portrait Mary Beale would copy three
decades later (Fig. 67).50 The two men appear side by side, both looking out at the
beholder, although Van Dyck is posed in such a way that he appears to be momentarily
distracted as he turns toward his friend. Their physical intimacy is heightened by the
detail of Van Dyck’s gloved index finger, extended to almost, but not quite, graze
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On the painting, see Christopher Lloyd and Oliver Millar, The Queen’s Pictures: Royal Collectors
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Porter’s bare knuckle. In this portrait, Van Dyck’s posture, his placement in the
traditionally subordinate heraldic left (i.e., beholder’s right) of the painting, and his more
muted attire all establish him in a slightly deferential relationship to the man who was
both his friend and patron.51 Contemporary gossip linked the two men in yet another love
triangle, one in which Van Dyck himself played the role of cuckold. Around 1652,
Richard Symonds remarked in his miscellaneous biographical notes on Van Dyck that,
“’Twas wondered by some that knew him that…he would keepe a mistres of his in his
house Mrs Leman & Suffer Porter to keep her company.”52 Although she is the object of
much fevered historiographic speculation, we know almost nothing about Van Dyck’s
supposed mistress, Margaret Lemon.53 Perhaps the prurient anecdote that Symonds
recorded, positing a female beloved shared between the two men, was a contemporary
means of defusing the unsettling intimacy of their double portrait. Another bit of court
rumor, preserved in a letter from Edward, Viscount Conway, to the Earl of Strafford,
likewise associates Van Dyck with erotic intrigue, this time undercut by the artist’s
avarice: “You were so often with Sir Anthony Vandike that you could not but know his
Gallantries for the Love of [Lady Stanhope]; but he is come off with a Coglioneria, for
he disputed with her about the Price of her Picture, and sent her Word, that if she would
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not give the Price he demanded, he would sell it to another that would give more.”54
Conway’s anecdote gives further provocative evidence of the shifting values accorded to
portraits of beautiful women, as discussed in the previous chapter. Van Dyck’s threat to
Lady Stanhope carried force behind it because the artist knew that there was a ready
market for such portraits outside of the circumstances of their original commission.
Meanwhile, in the gossip of these two courtiers, his greed undermined his pretensions to
gallantry, revealing the mercantile essence beneath the polished façade.
In eighteenth-century lives of Van Dyck, such tales of his insolence multiplied,
much to the fascination of those who have attempted psycho-biographical readings of his
work. But the primary value of these later anecdotes, written down decades after Van
Dyck’s death, is as evidence of a general perception that portrait sittings were socially
fraught situations and that Van Dyck’s conduct within them was exemplary. Introducing
one such episode in a life of the artist published in 1729, the Dutch writer Jacob Campo
Weyerman declared that Van Dyck should serve as “a model for other great masters, who
often let themselves be treated like lackeys by gilded donkeys.”55 In Weyerman’s tale,
Van Dyck is summoned to paint the Bishop of Ghent upon his first return voyage to
Flanders from England. Having sent his “canvas, colors, easel, and other painter’s gear
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ahead,” Van Dyck discovers them lying in an antechamber of the bishop’s palace. He
then goes in to the prelate, who merely returns “his greeting with a nod.” The two men
engage in a staring contest until the bishop finally inquires whether Van Dyck has indeed
come to paint his portrait. The painter replies that he is awaiting his orders to begin. After
another pause, the bishop angrily asks, “Then why don’t you fetch your equipment, or are
you expecting me to do it?” To this Van Dyck, “getting warm,” gives the bold reply, “If
you won’t give the order to one of your servants, then you’re the closest at hand to do it.”
The exchange devolves from there, with the painter having the last word as he dodges the
fury of his patron.56
Weyerman follows up on this tale with a series of quips that Van Dyck is said to
have exchanged with his royal patrons in England, flattering the queen’s hands because
he expects “an extraordinary reward” from them, and sympathizing with the cashstrapped king because “an artist who keeps an open table for his friends and an open
purse for his mistresses, as I do, is now and then not unacquainted with the bottom of his
money box.”57 These tales may bear no relation to Van Dyck’s actual conversation during
portrait sittings, but they speak volumes about his seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
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reception. For writers like Weyerman, Van Dyck’s familiarity and boldness with his
social superiors, even to the point of insolence, was the defining feature of his public
persona; he demonstrated that familiarity primarily in the context of the portrait sitting. In
such tales, we have traveled a great distance from the rigid courtly world evoked by Karel
van Mander’s claim that Anthonis Mor’s career at the Spanish court was almost ended
when he dared to tap the king on the shoulder with his maulstick.58
The verbal acuity embodied in the quips attributed to Van Dyck recurs as a
frequent attribute in early modern artists’ biographies. In his life of Rubens, for example,
de Piles recounts:
When painting [Rubens] conversed without difficulty; and without interrupting
his work he spoke easily to those who came to see him. Queen Maria de’ Medici
took such pleasure in his conversation that throughout the time he worked on the
two cycles of painting that he made in Paris…Her Majesty was constantly behind
him, charmed equally by hearing him speak and watching him paint.59
In de Piles’s tale, facility with the brush and facility with speech become intertwined,
attesting to the degree that actual art-making had become one among many forms of
courtly performance that the most ambitious artists had to master. Early modern art
literature is rife with such stories of princely visitors to the studio. For example,
Velázquez’s biographer Palomino declares:
It is impossible to imagine the warmth and openness with which Velázquez was
received by [Philip IV]. He ordered that a studio in the palace be given him in the
North Gallery. His Majesty had a key to this room and used to come and sit there
for a while to watch Velázquez paint, much as Alexander the Great often visited
Apelles in his workshop…60
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Velázquez would famously depict such a royal studio visit in Las Meninas, the greatest of
all monuments to the intimacy between artists and royal sitters. As Palomino indicates,
writers on princely studio visits were reworking another foundational anecdote from the
Natural History. According to Pliny, in addition to artistic skill,
[Apelles] also possessed great courtesy of manners, which made him more
agreeable to Alexander the Great, who frequently visited his studio…but in the
studio Alexander used to talk a great deal about painting without any real
knowledge of it, and Apelles would politely advise him to drop the subject, saying
that the boys engaged in grinding the colors were laughing at him: so much power
did his authority exercise over a King who was otherwise of an irascible temper.61
Pliny’s tale was well-known in Van Dyck’s day and the subject of many works of art,
among them a depiction by the Antwerp painter Guillam van Haecht, now in the
Mauritshuis (Fig. 68).62 Van Haecht transposes Pliny’s anecdote to a fictional Antwerp
gallery, blurring the lines between the collection and the studio. In the painting,
Alexander gestures over Apelles’ shoulder as the artist paints Campaspe, so that the
composition unites the two famous anecdotes about the relationship between artist and
king. The point of Van Haecht’s painting, and of the anecdote itself, is that within the
studio, the artist’s knowledge gives him the ultimate authority.
For a select audience of artists and connoisseurs, such tales provided satisfying
evidence of the transcendence of social hierarchies that artistic mastery might allow.
Portraits sittings in general afforded a welcome opportunity for the artist to demonstrate
his expertise not only in painting but in polite conversation as well. As one character in
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Shirley’s The Lady of Pleasure observes, “Sitting’s but / A Melancholy exercise without /
Some company to discourse” (I.i.326-328)63. On the level of practice, artistic treatises
offered suggestions to portraitists about the importance of conversation for banishing the
tedium of posing for one’s portrait. For example, Nicholas Hilliard counseled that
“Discret talke or reading, quiet merth or musike ofendeth not, but shortneth the time, and
quickneth the sperit both in the drawer, and he which is drawne.”64 For the painter
Edward Norgate, with whom Van Dyck lodged upon his arrival in England, engaging a
sitter in conversation was also a means of obtaining the most natural likeness; he advised
that during the “sitting you shall doe well to bend your observations upon what conduces
most to the Likenes…and to this purpose the party sitting is by occasion of Discourse to
be sometimes in motion, and to regard you with a freindly [sic] merry and Joviall aspect,
where in you must bee ready and suddaine, to catch and steal your observations…”65
Hilliard and Norgate were professional artists offering advice to other practitioners who
looked to improve their craft and assert themselves as gentlemen. In the context of a
technical passage within his treatise on limning, Hilliard recalled “the wourds also and
reasoning of her Majestie [Elizabeth I], when first I came in her highnes presence to
drawe,” and how the queen questioned him during her sitting on the subject of shading in
portraiture.66 Befitting a treatise that consistently emphasizes the limner’s need to assert
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his own gentility, Hilliard’s anecdote establishes both his own expertise and its utility to a
royal sitter.
Portrait sittings naturally awakened curiosity on the part of sitters about the
mechanics of taking a likeness, and courtiers as well as painters took advantage of this
opportunity to entertain an immobilized prince. As John Evelyn noted with complacency
in a diary entry from January 10, 1662: “Being call’d into his Majesties Closet, when Mr.
Cooper (the rare limmer) was crayoning of his face & head…I had the honour to hold the
Candle whilst it was doing…during which his Majestie was pleased to discourse with me
about severall things relating to Painting & Graving &c.”67 During another of Charles II’s
sittings with Cooper, shortly after the Restoration, Thomas Hobbes took advantage of the
opportunity to reintroduce himself to the king, who “was diverted by Mr. Hobbes’s
pleasant discourse” and soon rewarded him with a pension.68
The aspects of the artistic process that a sitter actually witnessed in the studio
would have contributed to his or her own curiosity. De Piles, working from Everhard
Jabach’s account, noted the speed with which Van Dyck worked, and Bellori, relying
upon Digby, described his method as alla prima. The surviving evidence of Van Dyck’s
unfinished paintings confirms that he usually painted sitters without the mediation of a
detailed drawing of their faces. Instead, Van Dyck would roughly mark out a pose with
anchoring lines in brown paint, proceeding to paint the sitters’ face directly from life, as
he or she looked on. This procedure often resulted in halo-like pentiments demarcating
the border between the area of Van Dyck’s own autograph contribution and those of his
67
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workshop assistant. For example, in the portrait of an unknown woman now in
Louisville, the highly finished painting of the face contrasts with the areas of bare canvas
encompassing the woman like a shawl (Fig. 69).69 The conjuring up of such a
countenance without the mediation of drawing in the sitters’ presence must indeed have
been a mesmerizing performance.70
Van Dyck’s own conversation during the sitting likely more closely resembled
Evelyn’s technical discourse than the piquant repartee ascribed to him by the early
biographers. A variety of sources attest that many English aristocrats, virtuosi, and men
of learning, far from disparaging the manual aspects of art-making, were fascinated by
artisanal trade secrets.71 In his commonplace book from the 1640’s, Thomas Marshall
recorded Van Dyck’s own assertion that “Most art lovers are so little aware of what the
work of art they see really consists of, that they find it difficult to point out a real master
among hundreds.”72 Perhaps as a result, Van Dyck’s discussions of art with English
patrons and friends seem to have been particularly focused on imparting knowledge of its
technical aspects. In one manuscript compiled over several decades, the French doctor
Theodore Turquet de Mayerne made notes on the techniques and materials of painting.73
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De Mayerne, who served as physician to James I, Charles I, and Charles II in turn, had
access to such court painters as Daniel Mytens, Rubens, and Van Dyck himself. His notes
give an insight into the kind of artistic conversation, so different from the gallery-based
dialogue discussed in the previous chapter, that was carried on in English aristocratic
circles during the decade Van Dyck spent in London. For example, a typical entry reads:
(Discourse of a Flemish painter at My Lord Newport’s, 16 Sept. 1633)
His ordinary varnish for pictures—is made with turpentine balsam very white,
spirits of turpentine very clear, & Mastic. It is very liquid and very beautiful.74
Mayerne’s discours d’un peintre flamand—we may perhaps imagine the painter holding
forth at Lord Newport’s over supper—recalls the buoni discorsi that Sofonisba
Anguissola shared with the young Van Dyck in Palermo, or the trade secrets that Lely
passed on to Mary Beale. In his manuscript, Mayerne reveals a number of insights
gleaned from Van Dyck, whom he termed a peintre tresexcellent.75 Van Dyck recounted
to Mayerne his experimental use of fish glue or isinglass as a primer and his preference
for orpiment as “the most beautiful yellow one can imagine.”76 The two men discussed
the “very excellent green” in the paintings of Orazio Gentileschi, then also resident in
London, with Van Dyck speculating that the Italian artist used an herbal preparation to
obtain this effect.77 De Mayerne’s notes have been mined by conservators seeking to
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reconstruct Van Dyck’s technique, but in their blend of practical insight, flattery, and
aesthetic appraisal, they also offer us the most important surviving record of Van Dyck’s
celebrated conversational art.78

Picturing the Sitting
By the time Lely told his anecdote about Van Dyck and Lanier to Mary Beale,
portrait sittings had become a part of court spectacle under Charles II.79 George Vertue,
who transcribed Charles Beale’s diaries, also recorded a story about the young Godfrey
Kneller outshining Lely as the two worked simultaneously on portraits of the king before
an audience of courtiers.80 Such a tale, with its echo of ancient stories of artistic
competition, gains plausibility in the light of a diary entry by Samuel Pepys from July 15,
1664, where he notes seeing the famous beauty Frances Stewart “having her picture”
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painted at Whitehall, with “the King and twenty more I think, standing by all the
while.”81
More luridly, Charles II and Lely conspired in a reenactment of Pliny’s tale of
Apelles and Campaspe, in the form of a provocative depiction of the king’s mistress Nell
Gwyn as Venus (Fig. 70).82 According to George Vertue, “this picture was painted at the
express command of K. Charles 2d nay he came to Sr Peter Lillys house to see it painted
when she was naked on purpose.”83 In the painting, a small putto serves as a surrogate for
the voyeuristic king, peering between “Venus’s” legs as he lifts the drapery nestled there.
Meanwhile, the courtesan’s frank gaze implicates the beholder in a further triangular
relationship with the figures in the painting. Gwyn’s pose looks back to celebrated works
of Venetian painting through the medium of Van Dyck’s Cupid and Psyche. After the
king’s execution, Lely acquired Cupid and Psyche, but Charles II assiduously reclaimed
it and much of the rest of his father’s collection upon the Restoration.84 Built upon a
traffic in paintings and bodies between court and studio, Gwyn’s portrait acknowledges
the privileged access of the artist while affirming the royal beholder’s ultimate possession
of both sitter and painting.
The noted impiety of Restoration court portraits, in which royal mistresses pose
not just as Venus but also as saints or even the Virgin Mary, reveals a sophisticated
81
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familiarity with the studio and wry acknowledgment that the depiction of saints had
always depended on the recruitment of profane models.85 Even in less libertine circles, a
man’s accompaniment of a young woman to her portrait sitting was an important marker
of intimacy, as when Evelyn escorted Margaret Blagge to Matthew Dixon’s studio for the
painting he had commissioned of her.86 Familiarity with artists’ studios extended across
the ranks of society. In 1664, a candidate for the position of lady’s maid to Elizabeth
Pepys sought to impress her husband by bringing him to the studio of Jacob Huysmans,
where the diarist admired “as good pictures I think as ever I saw.”87
Travelers to London numbered artists’ studios among the city’s attractions. Prince
Cosimo III of Tuscany, for example, visited Samuel Cooper’s home in 1669, much as he
had previously sought out Rembrandt in Amsterdam.88 Following Cooper’s death, a set of
unfinished miniatures in the possession of his widow excited the interest of both Charles
II and Cosimo before ultimately entering the English royal collection.89 In their
correspondence regarding the miniatures, the Tuscans appear displeased with the
unfinished state of the portraits, which may originally have been intended as studio
prototypes. Yet these works’ lack of finish constitutes much of their charm to modern
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eyes, and may have done so as well for the royal collector who eventually acquired them
(Fig. 71). Indeed, just as the seventeenth-century saw a surge in literary records of the
portrait sitting, it also witnessed an exponential increase in the collection and
preservation of preparatory works for portraits. Such works were particularly coveted by
artists who sought inspiration for their own portraits. Van Dyck’s sketch of Nicholas
Lanier, for example, passed through the collections of no fewer than three painters:
Prosper Henry Lankrink, Joseph van Aken, and Allan Ramsay (and Lankrink likely
acquired it from Lely himself, whom he served as a drapery painter).90 In their circulation
among artists and art writers, drawings and anecdotes both reinforced Van Dyck’s
standing and the fascination of his sittings in late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
England.
Preparatory works had a practical value for painters, but they also, like Cooper’s
unfinished miniatures, could serve as souvenirs of the sitting. As with any other
ephemeral spectacle, the artist’s performance of his or her gentility within the context of
the sitting was a fleeting achievement. Just as genre scenes depicting live models posing
in the studio visualized contemporary debates about realism, images of the portrait sitting
emphasized its centrality to the painter’s hard-won new status. In a Flemish work from
around 1640, sometimes attributed to Joos van Craesbeeck, a cavalier cradles a small dog
in his lap as he sits for his portrait by a well-dressed painter (Fig. 72).91 A richly
appointed bed in the backdrop further establishes the prosperity of the scene, while
multiple servants arrive with refreshments, and a singer accompanies himself on the
guitar. On the back wall, a group of grotesque faces crowd together in a dimly visible
90
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genre painting. Are they meant to provide ironic commentary on the tableau of genteel
comportment before us? Do they represent the true “portrait” of the sitter? Depictions of
sittings allowed for precisely this sort of multivalent generic comparison. In his print Le
noble peintre of 1642, Abraham Bosse depicted a painter sitting in a studio richly
decorated with books, sculptures and paintings (Fig. 73). He sits before an easel holding
the portrait of an aristocratic sitter who stands alongside him to demonstrate the accuracy
of the likeness. Meanwhile, a servant has arrived bearing a painting or print that depicts,
in the manner of a genre scene, an impoverished painter hunched over an easel, as his
wife and child look on, all three figures dressed in rags. Placing a portrait at the heart of
its depiction of artistic ennoblement, Bosse’s engraving validates portraiture as the path
to self-advancement.92
The proliferation of such images in the decade after Van Dyck’s death supports
the argument that they were closely linked to the pan-European spread of his fame.
Indeed, one of the most important seventeenth-century depictions of a portrait sitting was
commissioned by Everhard Jabach, Van Dyck’s patron and Roger de Piles’ informant for
his studio practice. The Cologne-born banker amassed an important art collection that
was eventually expropriated by Louis XIV and served as a foundation of the Louvre; he
not only sat three times to Van Dyck, but also to Lely and many other painters.93 In a
portrait of Jabach now in the Hermitage, dated to the end of the artist’s life, Van Dyck
depicted the plump young man before the background of the Ypres Tower at Rye, a
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notable landmark for travelers between England and France (Fig. 74).94 This landscape
background, like the view of Antwerp in Van Dyck’s portrait of Maria de’ Medici, lends
the image an “occasional” quality, perhaps as a commemoration of the young banker’s
safe arrival in London.
Some twenty years after he sat to Van Dyck, Jabach commissioned a massive
family portrait from Charles Le Brun that was surely indebted to his memories of Van
Dyck’s London studio (Fig. 75). Two versions of this portrait, which was subsequently
admired by Reynolds and Goethe, were executed in short succession.95 One eventually
entered the collection of the Berlin museums and was destroyed at the end of World War
II, but the other, apparently primary, version has recently resurfaced at an English
country house and been acquired by the Metropolitan Museum of Art.96 The Jabach
family appears in an interior that recalls the richly furnished studio of Bosse’s noble
painter. But this space is more likely to be Jabach’s own studiolo, filled with his
paintings, books, sculptures, celestial globe, and mathematical instruments. One scholar
interpreted this painting as the depiction of the wife and children’s exceptional visit to
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this space of masculine learning.97 However, they are not the only interlopers on the
scene. In a mirror on the rear wall, we catch a glimpse of the artist himself, sitting at his
easel as he dips his brush into a bit of white paint on his palette. Le Brun’s pointed stare
seems directed out of the canvas at us, the viewers of the painting, in a similar conceit to
that performed by the reflection in Las Meninas. But in fact, Le Brun is looking at the
Jabach family, and we are looking not only at their portrait, but also their portrait sitting.

Van Dyck never took the step of depicting his own sittings, and for this reason he
has not featured in discussions that celebrate the “self-awareness” of Baroque painting.
Yet an artist like Rembrandt was consciously following Van Dyck’s much-discussed
example when he “theatricalized” the studio.98 It fell to later artists to visualize Van
Dyck’s sittings, drawing on surviving verbal accounts, as when the nineteenth-century
Belgian artist Jean-Baptiste Madou imagined Van Dyck painting the portrait of Charles I
(Fig. 76).99 Such images, like Ferdinand de Braekeleer’s painting of Rubens discussed in
the previous chapter, co-opted early modern artists’ rhetoric about the portrait sitting for
nationalist ends. The painter’s self-assertion in the context of the sitting flowed into his
emergence as a hero of cultural patrimony.
At the same time however, the link between the portrait sitting and erotic rivalry
persisted within literature, even as the Petrarchan formula encountered increasing
skepticism. Robert Browning’s “My Last Duchess,” for example, offers the chilling
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monologue of a Renaissance ruler displaying his late wife’s portrait to a foreign envoy.100
Browning’s duke practices collecting as a form of embalmment, with the two works he
displays to the envoy—his murdered wife’s portrait and a bronze statue of “Neptune…/
Taming a sea-horse” both suggesting the stifling of an unruly force by aesthetic
petrification. As he gradually unveils the circumstances of the duchess’s death, much as
he pulls back the curtain on her portrait, the duke recalls the jealousy aroused by her
sittings with the painter Frà Pandolf:
…Sir, ‘t was not
Her husband’s presence only, called that spot
Of joy into the Duchess’ cheek: perhaps
Frà Pandolf chanced to say, “Her mantle laps
Over my lady’s wrist too much,” or “Paint
Must never hope to reproduce the faint
Half-flush that dies along her throat:” such stuff
Was courtesy, she thought, and cause enough
For calling up that spot of joy.
Even as he disclaims any “skill / In speech,” the duke witheringly evokes the shallow
charm of the painter, likened to the “officious fool” who attempts to please the duchess
with a “bough of cherries” from the orchard. Like Jonson before him, Browning’s duke
perceives in the portraitist a rival whose claims must be decisively countered. Here, at the
very tail end of the Petrarchan tradition, with its triangle of painter, lover, and beloved,
the scene of the sitting reaches its lethal conclusion.
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Conclusion:
The Sitter’s Tale
Two defining features of Van Dyck’s mature portrait practice—seriality and
flattery—have excluded him from the modern canons of artistic genius and autonomy
that embrace such contemporaries as Rembrandt. Ironically, the romanticism that has
largely dismissed Van Dyck as a sycophant or hack rests on a foundation of his mise-enscène of the portrait in the theater of the studio. Indeed, his contemporaries and near
contemporaries perceived him to be a man who asserted his independence and authority
to the point of arrogance, denying Lanier a glimpse of his own portrait or ordering the
bishop of Ghent to fetch his brushes and paints. An alternate tradition of skepticism
toward the myth of the studio may give us tools with which to rehabilitate Van Dyck’s
own pragmatic organization of a portrait business. Yet even very recent accounts of
sitting for one’s likeness reveal just how hardy the lore of the studio remains.
From the late autumn of 2003 to summer 2004, the art critic Martin Gayford sat
for his portrait by Lucian Freud. In the process, Gayford kept a diary, eventually
published as a sensitive, beautifully written, and deeply retrograde statement of studio
romanticism.1 Many of Gayford’s claims about Freud could be lifted directly from the
artists’ lives of the seventeenth century. We learn of Freud’s agonistic grappling with the
great masters of the past, his superhuman physical energy, and the many shared
conversations and meals that are themselves “part of the procedure,” as Freud gets
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acquainted with his sitter.2 Yet according to Gayford, “it would be wrong to claim that
[Freud’s] art is simply the continuation of a great tradition…It is closer to the truth to say
that by an act of will and daring he revived the figurative tradition.”3 Gayford thus
transmutes Freud’s conservatism into avant-garde heroism. Freud’s studio—lovingly
evoked in both its squalor and Georgian architectural detail—figures not simply as a
place of work but also as the ritual site for the artist’s near shamanic performance of
intimacy with his model, day after day and month after month. The heavy impasto of
Freud’s brushwork visually enacts the duration of his labor, while he cements the sitter’s
literal effacement by giving him a nose that resembles Freud’s own more closely than
Gayford’s.4
For all of its erudition, Gayford’s account betrays no familiarity with the long
tradition of critique and skepticism aimed at precisely the artistic mythology that Freud
embodies. Some fifteen years after Browning published “My Last Duchess,” Christina
Rossetti penned a poetic account of her own studio visit. 5 In the sonnet, “In An Artist’s
Studio,” Rossetti describes an atelier where “One face looks out from all his canvasses,”
the “nameless girl” who is both the painter’s model and mistress. Rossetti makes clear
that the relationship between artist and sitter is one of consumption, not observation,
telling us that the vampiric painter “feeds upon her face by day and night.” The paintings
that depict the model as a “queen,” “saint,” or “angel” are not true portraits that would
2
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capture her real careworn physiognomy, “wan with waiting…with sorrow dim.” Instead,
the artist depicts the mistress/model/muse “as she fills his dream.” Rather than validating
the artist’s transformation of his sitter into a series of “screens” for wishful projection,
Rossetti reveals the power imbalance at the heart of one central artistic tradition.
Fittingly, she does so in the form of a sonnet, the literary structure most closely
associated with the idealization, to the point of erasure, of a female muse. 6
In the twentieth century, feminist critiques of the studio extended to actual artistic
practice. Like Freud, Alice Neel was an unfashionably figurative painter who made
searing scrutiny of her bohemian associates into a trademark. But unlike the British
painter and his eulogists, Neel took a skeptical and knowing attitude toward the legacy of
studio romanticism and its attendant imbalance between male artists and female sitters.
We see this most clearly in a nude portrait, painted in 1972, of the curator and critic John
Perreault (Fig. 77). As recounted by the sitter, Neel used the portrait to assert herself in
the company of male contemporaries and as a sly commentary on artistic tradition. 7
Perreault first approached Neel as part of his work on an exhibition of male nudes,
hoping to include her 1933 portrait of the legendary New York eccentric Joe Gould. In
Perreault’s words, Neel “seemed very reluctant. She pulled it out of her storage, and then
started looking at me with her brilliant, mischievous eyes and asked me, ‘Who else is
going to be in this show?’ I gave her the list, and she said, ‘Philip [Pearlstein]’s going to
be in the show? I bet he’s doing a new painting, not something from the thirties.’ So she
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said, ‘I have an idea. I’m going to paint you naked for this show. That’s the couch, go lay
back on the couch.’” For Perreault, this was the beginning of a course of “fourteen
sessions” that
started around noon, in her cluttered kitchen, usually with crackers and cheese,
and then we went into the parlor painting room, which overlooked Broadway…I
felt a little strange, but it was the seventies…
She drew on the canvas with the paint. And we talked—rather, she talked—
incessantly through it. It was very illuminating because I got her version not only
of her life but of everyone else’s….And while we were talking, she was painting
away, busily. She saved the genital area for last, and in fact that was the end of the
painting.
In Neel’s painting, the handsome, hirsute young curator adopts the pose of many of the
most celebrated nudes of the Western tradition, including Peter Lely’s Nell Gwyn. He
lies on his side on top of a white sheet, supporting his head with his right hand as he
directs a frank and detached gaze out at the viewer. His nudity is both unembarrassed and
unsettling. Neel devotes equal scrutiny to the calligraphic lines of hair on Perreault’s
limbs and torso, the area of pale flesh where his briefs have kept him from tanning, and
the genitals that, in the sitter’s own words, provided “the end of the painting.” Initially
approached by her sitter as an artistic relic, the seventy-two-year-old painter playfully
turned the tables on him, using the sitting for a frank assertion of her own vitality and
desire.
Two years before Perreault sat to her, Neel had painted a shirtless Andy Warhol
who revealed the puckered scars and medical girdle left behind by an assassination
attempt. Neel and Warhol collaborated on what was essentially a refutation or
dismantling of Warhol’s own aesthetic of celebrity portraiture. In Neel’s formulation,
“As a person, Andy is very nice…As an art world personality, he represents a certain
pollution of this era. I think he’s the greatest advertiser living, not a great portrait
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painter.”8 Yet in his own portrait sittings, Warhol displayed a distinct art historical
sophistication about some of the most cherished myths surrounding portraiture. A roundup of accounts by his sitters in a 1987 issue of the journal Parkett offers valuable insight
into his procedure.9 In a succinct statement of the link between the sitting and the artist’s
own performance of sociability, David Hockney remarks, “I never thought of Andy’s
portraits as psychological studies. They’re more about Andy’s social life.”10 The same
could be said of many portraits—it certainly holds true of Freud’s image of Martin
Gayford—but Warhol was showy in his detachment and knowing disavowal of insight
into his sitter’s inner recesses. The dealer Holly Solomon, for example describes the
following “sitting” from 1964, which overturned every myth of intimacy between
portraitist and sitter:
I met Andy on Broadway and 47th Street. I had about ten dollars worth of
quarters. He had a specific place he liked best with specific photo booths. We
tested a lot of machines and he pointed out which machine he liked best, because
of the intensity, or whatever. “This is what I want you to do,” he said. “Get in the
booth. Take the pictures. Make sure that it’s dark and not light ink. Just take a lot
of pictures.” Then he left me alone, which I thought was quite proper. That way I
could be personal. At first it was fun, but it got to be boring after awhile [sic].
Then I began to think of all the things people might be doing in those photo
booths.11
In Solomon’s sitting, every aspect of portrayal was delegated—to the sitter herself, to the
photo booth, and, eventually, to the technicians who assisted with the screen printing. In
fact, Warhol’s procedure consisted in an ostentatious evasion of intimacy with the sitter.
8
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Eventually summoned by Warhol to retrieve her portrait, Solomon ended up embracing
its lack of psychological “likeness”:
Off we tooted…to the studio on 47th Street. I’ll never forget when we arrived.
Everyone was so busy. Andy was in the middle of his fauvistic self-portraits. He
showed some of them to us and they were wonderful. My portrait was drying on
the floor; there were eight panels…We took them home and put them in the living
room…I just sat in there alone, confronted by these eight panels. When I had
commissioned my portraits from different artists, they really weren’t me, they
were the artist. There was a Warhol and a Lichtenstein and an Artschwager. It was
never I. I realized Andy had painted me as this dynamic, sexual princess. I
realized that day that Andy really did like me, he really did like me. He had made
me into a masterpiece.12
For all their differences, when read alongside one another, Gayford’s and Solomon’s
accounts reveal certain similarities derived from a shared mythology scarcely altered
from the days when Otto Sperling visited Rubens at home in Antwerp. In both
recollections, there is a shared poignant insecurity—“he really did like me”—on the part
of the sitter, who scrutinizes the finished portrait as a symptom of the painter’s true
feelings. And both sitters cherish their access to the studio, even if Solomon’s brief visit
pales in comparison to Gayford’s seven months of sittings. In making his studio a place
both glamorous and industrialized, Warhol reenacted, even if unconsciously, Van Dyck’s
innovation of the sitting. And he did so with a wry acknowledgment of portraiture’s
limitations.
Artists, like Warhol, who deny portraiture’s claim to psychological insight and
instead embrace its history as a vehicle of glamour and index of the painter’s “social life”
will always run the risk of being termed, in Alice Neel’s formulation, “advertisers” and
not “portraitists.” In Van Dyck’s case, critical disdain has occasionally peaked in psychobiographical readings that interpret his approach to portraiture as a symptom of bad
12
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character. Yet in its account of Van Dyck’s choice to build his art around the portrait
sitting, this dissertation has attempted to show an alternate function for portraiture than
the capturing of some putative true self, conjured in the ritual of the sitting and the sacred
space of the studio. Perhaps the poets were correct. How could a painting ever stand in
for a person, even in the flickering candle-light by Sir Kenelm Digby’s bedside? Van
Dyck’s achievement was to create a model of portraiture that neither yielded the field to
the poets entirely nor anxiously paraded the claims to erudition of a lesser Rubens. Those
who sat to Van Dyck never forgot the experience—what he said, how he painted. For
centuries, poets lamented portraiture’s failure to capture the voice of the beloved. We
might too mourn the loss of Van Dyck’s “sweetness of conversation,” so admired by his
friend, the Earl of Newcastle. That conversation was integral to Van Dyck’s art, and it is
lost forever. Yet the paintings remain, on museum walls from New York to Melbourne.
Face to face with their virtuosity, we still have the chance to be, like Newcastle,
“astonished in the right place.”
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Fig. 1
Anthony van Dyck
Nicholas Lanier, ca. 1628
Oil on canvas
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum
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Fig. 2
Anthony van Dyck
Nicholas Lanier, ca. 1628
Black chalk, heightened with white
Edinburgh, National Galleries of Scotland
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Fig. 3
Anthony van Dyck
Self-Portrait, ca. 1621
Oil on canvas
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Fig. 4
Anthony van Dyck
St. Sebastian Bound for Martyrdom, ca. 1618
Oil on canvas
Paris, Musée du Louvre
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Fig. 5
Anthony van Dyck
St. Sebastian Bound for Martyrdom, ca. 1618, ca. 1621
Oil on canvas
Munich, Alte Pinakothek
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Fig. 6
Anthony van Dyck
St. Sebastian Bound for Martyrdom, ca. 1618-20
Oil on canvas
Munich, Alte Pinakothek
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Fig. 7
Anthony van Dyck
Study of a Nude Youth, ca. 1618
Oil on canvas
Dublin, The National Gallery of Ireland
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Fig. 8
Peter Paul Rubens
Four Studies of a Man’s Head, ca. 1615
Oil on panel, transferred to canvas
Brussels, Royal Museums of Fine Arts
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Fig. 9
Peter Paul Rubens
St. James the Apostle, ca. 1612-13
Oil on panel
Madrid, Museo Nacional del Prado
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Fig. 10
Anthony van Dyck
An Apostle, ca. 1618-21
Oil on paper mounted on panel
Berlin, Gemäldegalerie
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Fig. 11
Anthony van Dyck
Simon, ca. 1618-21
Oil on panel
Dresden, Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister
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Fig. 12
Anthony van Dyck
Self-Portrait, ca. 1620
Oil on canvas
Munich, Alte Pinakothek
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Fig. 13
Peter Paul Rubens
Study of a Kneeling Man, ca. 1609-10
Black chalk, with white heightening
Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen
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Fig. 14
Arnout Vinckenborch (attr.)
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Black chalk
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Pen and ink
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Engraving
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Engraving
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